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Abstract
In process industries, there is a great demand for additional process information such as the product quality
level or the exact process state estimation. At the same time, there is a large amount of process data like
temperatures, pressures, etc. measured and stored every moment. This data is mainly measured for process
control and monitoring purposes but its potential reaches far beyond these applications. The task of soft
sensors is the maximal exploitation of this potential by extracting and transforming the latent information
from the data into more useful process knowledge. Theoretically, achieving this goal should be straightfor-
ward since the process data as well as the tools for soft sensor development in the form of computational
learning methods, are both readily available. However, contrary to this evidence, there are still several ob-
stacles which prevent soft sensors from broader application in the process industry. The identification of
the sources of these obstacles and proposing a concept for dealing with them is the general purpose of this
work.
The proposed solution addressing the issues of current soft sensors is a conceptual architecture for the
development of robust and adaptive soft sensing algorithms. The architecture reflects the results of two
review studies that were conducted during this project. The first one focuses on the process industry aspects
of soft sensor development and application. The main conclusions of this study are that soft sensor devel-
opment is currently being done in a non-systematic, ad-hoc way which results in a large amount of manual
work needed for their development and maintenance. It is also found that a large part of the issues can be
related to the process data upon which the soft sensors are built. The second review study dealt with the
same topic but this time it was biased towards the machine learning viewpoint. The review focused on the
identification of machine learning tools, which support the goals of this work. The machine learning con-
cepts which are considered are: (i) general regression techniques for building of soft sensors; (ii) ensemble
methods; (iii) local learning; (iv) meta-learning; and (v) concept drift detection and handling. The proposed
architecture arranges the above techniques into a three-level hierarchy, where the actual prediction-making
models operate at the bottom level. Their predictions are flexibly merged by applying ensemble methods at
the next higher level. Finally from the top level, the underlying algorithm is managed by means of meta-
learning methods. The architecture has a modular structure that allows new pre-processing, predictive or
adaptation methods to be plugged in. Another important property of the architecture is that each of the
levels can be equipped with adaptation mechanisms, which aim at prolonging the lifetime of the resulting
soft sensors.
The relevance of the architecture is demonstrated by means of a complex soft sensing algorithm, which
can be seen as its instance. This algorithm provides mechanisms for autonomous selection of data pre-
processing and predictive methods and their parameters. It also includes five different adaptation mech-
anisms, some of which can be applied on a sample-by-sample basis without any requirement to store the
on-line data. Other, more complex ones are started only on-demand if the performance of the soft sensor
drops below a defined level.
The actual soft sensors are built by applying the soft sensing algorithm to three industrial data sets. The
different application scenarios aim at the analysis of the fulfilment of the defined goals. It is shown that
the soft sensors are able to follow changes in dynamic environment and keep a stable performance level by
exploiting the implemented adaptation mechanisms. It is also demonstrated that, although the algorithm is
rather complex, it can be applied to develop simple and transparent soft sensors. In another experiment,
the soft sensors are built without any manual model selection or parameter tuning, which demonstrates the
ability of the algorithm to reduce the effort required for soft sensor development. However, if desirable,
the algorithm is at the same time very flexible and provides a number of parameters that can be manually
optimised. Evidence of the ability of the algorithm to deploy soft sensors with minimal training data and as
such to provide the possibility to save the time consuming and costly training data collection is also given
in this work.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Operational excellence of processing plants has become, more than ever, important for achieving
economic and environmental targets in the process industry. In general, operational excellence is
a continuous pursuit for improving the processes. As such, it leads to higher cost efficiency, better
plant capacity exploitation, and loss reduction as well as achieving compliance with environmental
and safety regulations achieved by operating the processes in their optimal states.
Another ongoing change in the process industry is a large instrumentation and digitalisation of
the processing plants, which leads to vast amounts of data being recorded and stored. Although
this data has now made its way into the low-level control and monitoring of the processing plants,
the latent information available in this data provides possibilities going far beyond these applica-
tions. However, exploiting this hidden information is not easy and it requires advanced tools to be
achieved. One of such tools are soft sensors, the central topic of this thesis. Soft sensors have the
potential to start a new generation of operational excellence at a relatively low cost because the
data needed for their development is already available, as are the required techniques.
This chapter is a general introduction to the topic. It provides a brief overview of the soft
sensor types and the techniques that are today being used for their development. Another part of
this chapter is the discussion of the issues of current soft sensors that prohibit them from wider
applicability in the process industry. The last section of this chapter provides an outline of the
thesis, together with descriptions of the main contributions of each chapter.
1.1 Introduction to soft sensors
Industrial processing plants are usually heavily instrumented with a large number of sensors. The
primary purpose of the sensors is to deliver data for process monitoring and control. However,
approximately two decades ago researchers started to make use of the large amounts of data being
measured and stored in the process industry by building predictive models based on this data. In
the context of the process industry, these predictive models are called soft sensors. This term is
a combination of the words software, because the models are computer programs, and sensors,
because the models deliver information similar to their hardware counterparts. Other common
terms for predictive sensors in the process industry are inferential sensors [89, 146] and virtual
on-line analysers, as they are called in the Six-Sigma context [75].
At a general level, one can distinguish two different classes of soft sensors, namely the model-
driven and data-driven type (see Figure 1.1). Although there are some model-driven soft sensors
based on the extended Kalman filter [194] or adaptive observers [6] (see for example [31, 90]),
this family of soft sensors is most commonly based on First Principle Models (FPM) [142]. First
1
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Principle Models describe the physical and chemical background of the process. These models
are developed primarily for the planning and design of the processing plants, and therefore usually
focus on the description of the ideal states of the processes. This is only one of their drawbacks,
which makes it difficult to base practical soft sensors on them. As a solution, the data-driven soft
sensors increasingly gained in popularity.
Model-
driven
Data-
driven
White
Box
Gray
Box
Black
Box
Phenomenological
Knowledge
Empirical
Knowledge
Figure 1.1: Model vs. data-driven soft sensors [55]
The most popular modelling techniques applied to data-driven soft sensors are the Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) [88] in a combination with a regression model (Principal Component
Regression - PCR), Partial Least Squares (PLS) [198], Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [13],
Neuro-Fuzzy System (NFS) [86] and Support Vector Machine (SVM) [173].
The range of tasks fulfilled by soft sensors is broad. The most dominant application area of
soft sensors is the prediction of process variables that can be determined either at low sampling
rates or through off-line analysis only. Because these variables are often related to the process
output quality, or other critical aspects of the process, they are very important for the process
control and management. For these reasons, it is of great interest to deliver additional information
about these variables at a higher sampling rate and/or at lower financial cost, which is exactly
the role of soft sensors. The supervised learning methods applied to these kind of soft sensors
are either statistical or computational learning approaches. This soft sensor application field is
further referred to as on-line prediction. Other important application fields of soft sensors are
those of process monitoring and process fault detection. These tasks refer to the detection of the
state of the process and, in the case of a deviation from the normal conditions, to identification
of the deviation source. Traditionally, the process state is monitored by process operators in the
control rooms of the processing plants. The observation and interpretation of the process state is
often based on univariate statistics and it is up to the experience of the process operator to put
the particular variables into relation and to make decisions about the process state. The role of
process monitoring soft sensors is, based on the historical data, to build multivariate features that
are relevant for the description of the process state. By presenting the predicted process state
or the multivariate features, the soft sensor can support the process operators and allow them to
make faster, better and more objective decisions. Process monitoring soft sensors are usually
based on the PCA and Self Organizing Maps (SOMs) [106]. Figure 1.2 shows the discussed
application fields of data-driven sensors and the most commonly applied techniques for each of
the applications.
Furthermore, processing plants often embody large numbers of various sensors, therefore there
is a certain probability that a sensor occasionally fails. Detection of this failure is the next ap-
plication area of soft sensors. In more general terms, this application field can be described as
sensor fault detection and reconstruction. Once a faulty sensor is detected and identified, it can
be either reconstructed or the hardware sensor can be replaced by a soft sensor, which is trained to
act as a back-up soft sensor of the hardware measuring device. If the back-up sensor proves to be
an adequate replacement of the physical sensor, this idea can be driven even further and the soft
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Figure 1.2: Overview of application areas of data-driven soft sensors
sensor can also replace the measuring device in normal working conditions.
1.2 Issues of current soft sensors
Despite all the previously listed soft sensor application fields and the high number of publications
dealing with their various applications (see Appendix A), there are still some unaddressed issues
of soft sensor development and maintenance. To a large extent it is these issues that prohibit the
wider spread of practical soft sensor applications in the process industry.
Large portion of the issues can be attributed to the data upon which the soft sensors are built.
This data often shows varying quality, which makes the application of common predictive methods
such as PCR or MLP difficult. The most common effects, which can be observed in the process
industry data, are:
• Data outliers
• Missing values
• Measurement noise
• Data co-linearity
• Drifting data 1.
Currently, the most common approach to deal with these issues is obtaining as much process
knowledge as possible and incorporating this knowledge into the model in the form of data pre-
processing and model selection. The process knowledge is usually applied to select important
variables, to select steady states of the data, to remove data outliers, etc. However, this is prob-
lematic since the process knowledge differs from one process to another and as such has to be
1In this work the term drift is used for any type of change, i.e. gradual as well as abrupt.
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acquired for each new soft sensor to be built. After acquiring the knowledge, it has to be manually
implemented into the models, which is also very time consuming. It is not difficult to demonstrate
that this kind of labour intensive approach is very expensive and thus a significant obstacle to the
wider application of soft sensors. The approach chosen in this work is to deal with the issues
by equipping the soft sensors with a certain robustness towards the above mentioned issues. In
this sense, robustness is understood as the insensitivity of the models to data impurities. This is a
slightly different notion compared to the one used in robust statistics [82].
Another problematic fact for practical soft sensor applications is related to their run-time main-
tenance. After the successful launch of the soft sensor, one can often observe a gradual deteriora-
tion of its performance. The changes in the data, which cause the performance to deteriorate, are
the effect of such phenomena as varying quality of the input raw materials, changes in the catalyst
activity, abrasion of mechanical components, external environment changes or changes of the op-
erational state of the process. Usually after some time, the performance of the model reaches an
unacceptable level and the model has to be retrained or, in the worst case, rebuilt from scratch.
1.3 Project goals
The overall goal of this thesis is the development of a concept which effectively deals with the
issues of current soft sensors discussed above. The concept should support:
1. Making the soft sensor development as simple, automated and cheap as possible. This
includes providing the possibility to develop the soft sensors off-the-shelf with minimal
amount of required process knowledge as well as demand for parameter and model selec-
tion;
2. Prolonging the lifetime of the soft sensors developed according to the concept by means of
their self-adaptation and effective exploitation of the provided feedback data;
3. Offering high flexibility, i.e. the algorithm can be manually tuned for the specific modelling
task if required;
4. Providing mechanisms for the incorporation of the potentially available process knowledge.
Despite the fact that the primary goal of this work is to minimise the demand for process
knowledge, very often a certain amount of this knowledge is available and therefore it should
be possible to effectively apply the available knowledge.
Applying such a concept should, on one hand, significantly simplify the soft sensor development
process and, on the other hand, minimise the requirement for periodical checking and tuning of
the models.
Of the various types of soft sensors discussed in Section 1.1, this work focuses on the data-
driven on-line prediction soft sensors for continuous processing plants. In particular, the decision
to focus on soft sensors for continuous processes was made in consensus with the industrial partner
of the project, whose main revenue comes from this type of processes. Another fact that supported
this decision is that on-line prediction is the most common soft sensor application type. The focus
on the research of data-driven soft sensors originates in the fact that, in contrast to the model-
driven type, this kind of soft sensor allows the project goals like the minimisation of required
process knowledge to be achieved.
In order to achieve the stated goals, the following aspects of soft sensor development and
maintenance have to be researched and critically analysed:
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• The typical soft sensor development methodology
• The data used for the development
• Common pre-processing and modelling techniques for soft sensing
• Soft sensor maintenance practices.
After this analysis, the next goal of the project is to review relevant machine learning techniques
and tools, which, based on the critical review of the state-of-the-art of soft sensor development,
promise the achievement of the set goals. The studied techniques are:
• Ensemble methods
• Local learning
• Meta-learning
• Concept drift detection and handling.
After the analysis the findings are projected into a concept for building robust and adaptive soft
sensors. The proposed concept is also referred to as the architecture for the development of soft
sensing algorithms, as shown in Figure 1.3. The figure also shows that the next step towards a
practical soft sensor is building a soft sensing algorithm which is an instance of the architecture.
The final step is the training of the algorithm using the data set from the process for which the soft
sensor has to be developed.
Architecture
Soft sensing 
algorithm
Soft sensor
Instantiation Training
Figure 1.3: The pathway from the abstract architecture to practical soft sensors followed in this
work
1.4 Organisation of the thesis
Figure 1.4 shows the structure of the thesis and the main dependencies between the particular
chapters.
Chapter 2:
Process industry 
perspective of soft 
sensors
Chapter 3:
Machine learning 
perspective of soft 
sensors
Chapter 4:
Simple adaptive 
soft sensing 
algorithm
Chapter 5:
Soft sensor 
development 
architecture Chapter 6:
Complex soft 
sensing algorithm 
and soft sensors 
Figure 1.4: The organisation of the chapters of this thesis
Chapter 2 provides a comprehensive introduction to soft sensors in the process industry. The
chapter starts with the discussion of the environment in which the soft sensors are being applied.
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This is followed by a critical analysis of the characteristics of the data used for soft sensor de-
velopment and operation. The result of the analysis is that the data often has properties that are
harmful for the soft sensor development and operation. Based on the findings and discussions
with experienced soft sensor developers, a typical development methodology is provided in this
chapter, which is followed by a comprehensive review of the different application areas.
In Chapter 3 soft sensors are reviewed from the perspective of machine learning. First, a
theoretical framework, in which the rest of this work is embedded, is briefly described. This is
followed by the discussion of the advantages and drawbacks of the most common methods for
soft sensor development. Focusing on empirical modelling and keeping in mind the findings from
Chapter 2, the techniques which can potentially be useful for dealing with the issues of current
soft sensors are also reviewed.
Chapter 4 builds upon the findings from the two preceding chapters and proposes a novel
algorithm for on-line prediction soft sensing. This algorithm is based on local learning, ensemble
methods and concept drift handling. It is in this chapter where the algorithm is presented and
evaluated. The evaluation is performed on real-life process industry data sets. The results of the
experiments were promising and encouraged further study of this approach.
Chapter 5 is the most significant step towards the concept for development of robust and adap-
tive soft sensors. This concept applies the approach from the previous chapter as its core principle
and further generalises it into a universal architecture for the development of soft sensing algo-
rithms.
Chapter 6 aims at proving the concept proposed in the previous chapter by means of presenting
a soft sensing algorithm which is developed by following the principles defined by the architecture
proposed in the previous chapter. The core of the instance is the algorithm proposed in Chapter 4.
In the significantly extended form, the algorithm supports the deployment of multiple local experts
per receptive field as well as several adaptation mechanisms at different hierarchy levels.
In chapter 7 the work is concluded and the most significant findings of this thesis are high-
lighted and discussed. Possible directions for further research are also outlined in this chapter.
Chapter 2
Process industry perspective of soft
sensors
2.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces soft sensors from the process industry viewpoint. Soft sensors could be
seen as plain predictive models which are trained with the available set of historical data and
then deployed to make predictions for the incoming data. However, in reality their development
and maintenance are significantly more challenging. To identify the challenges and to select an
appropriate strategy to tackle these, it is important to understand the specific aspects of the process
industry and their implications for soft sensor development. In order to achieve this goal, this
chapter starts with an introduction to chemical industry processes in Section 2.2. This is followed
by a discussion of the characteristics of the data collected in the process industry in Section 2.3.
Understanding the process data is critical because this work deals with empirical, i.e. data-driven,
soft sensors. Another important part of this chapter is a taxonomy of different soft sensor types
and application areas presented in Section 2.4. This is followed by the discussion of the state-
of-the-art soft sensor development methodology, which shows the way soft sensors are developed
in the process industry nowadays. The presented methodology is an outcome of the discussions
with experienced soft sensor developers from the process industry and as such shows the critical
points of the development from their viewpoint. This chapter also provides a comprehensive
review of soft sensor applications across various fields of the process industry. The purpose of the
review is to identify: (i) the most popular techniques; (ii) current trends; and (iii) existing gaps in
knowledge in state-of-the-art soft sensing. The structure and dependencies between the sections
of this chapter are shown in Figure 2.1.
Data-driven 
techniques
Section 3.3
Local learning
Section 3.5
Meta learning
Section 3.6
Summary
Section 3.8
Adaptive soft 
sensor 
development 
methodology
Section 4.2
Adaptive soft 
sensing 
algorithm
Section 4.3
Experiments
Section 4.4
Summary
Section 4.5
Chemical 
processes
Section 2.2
Process data
Section 2.3
Soft sensors
Section 2.4
Summary
Section 2.5
Machine 
learning theory
Section 3.2
Ensemble 
methods
Section 3.4
Concept drift 
handling
Section 3.7
Figure 2.1: The structure of this chapter
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2.2 Processes in the chemical industry
The task of chemical process plants is to produce a desired product out of a set of input materials.
Usually, the materials have to be processed in multiple steps in order to be converted into the final
product with the required quality. Figure 2.2 shows an example of a simple process.
Figure 2.2: Example of a chemical industry process (from content.answers.com)
Processing plants consist of different types of equipment. From the process point of view, the
reactor and distillation columns are the most important parts. In the reactor, the actual chemical
reactions take place. For this reason the reactors are usually equipped with a large number of
sensors. During the reactions the input materials are transformed into the required substances,
i.e. products, and inevitably some by-products. At a high level of abstraction, the reactions are
described by following type of chemical formulae:
A+B + C 
 E + F (2.1)
F +B → G, (2.2)
whereA,B,C are the input substances, E is the desired product and F is a by-product which may
make another reaction for instance with the input B and produce another by-product G.
The output of the reactor is usually fed into distillation columns. The purpose of these is to split
the desired product from the reaction by-products. In the previous case it would mean the splitting
of the product E from the by-products F and G. In order to achieve desired product quality, the
distillation has to be done in multiple steps by feeding the output of the distillation back to the
column or by using a cascade of columns. To be able to control the process effectively, and thus to
achieve the required output quality, the reaction conditions and the process state must be monitored
and controlled very precisely. Most commonly, the measured values are temperatures, pressures,
viscosities, and material flows. In the process industry, the data is not only used for process
control and monitoring purposes, but is also stored in large databases called Process Information
Management Systems (PIMS).
Starting in the late 1990’s, the large amounts of historical data stored in PIMS has found another
application in the form of soft sensors (or inferential sensors [90], predictive models, intelligent
sensors [107]). This new application arose from the increasing availability and popularity of
diverse data-driven computational techniques. As already mentioned, the process variables used
for building soft sensors are the sensory data from the plants. Furthermore, one can distinguish
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two different types of processing plants in the chemical industry, namely continuous and batch
processing plants.
2.2.1 Continuous processes
Continuous processing plants are, as their name suggests, running in an uninterrupted, continuous
way. After the start-up phase the plants are operated in a more or less constant and, hopefully,
optimal state. As the process should stay in this optimal state most of the time, the soft sensors ap-
plied to continuous processes usually focus on the description of this steady-state and are not able
to deal with any transient states like the process start-up and shut-down phases. Nonetheless, even
the steady-state is progressively changing with time, which has a negative effect on the prediction
quality of the soft sensor. The most common causes of the process operating point changes are
the changes of the process product demand, the change of the catalyst activity, clogging of heat
exchangers, etc.
As continuous processes generate the majority of revenue for most of the process industry
companies, this work is biased towards this type of processes.
2.2.2 Batch processes
Batch, semi-batch or discontinuous processes (further referred to as batch processes only) are
processes with a definite duration. Very often these processes are started on demand for the pro-
duction of required product amount. Many processes in the food and biochemistry industry, like
the fermentation processes, are of this type. Another field where batch processes are very common
is speciality chemistry. Here, special chemicals have to be produced infrequently and often in very
small amounts and thus it would not be economical to run the plants in continuous mode.
In [14], it was commented: Batch processes are experiencing a renaissance as products-on-
demand and first-to-market strategies impel the need for flexible and specialised production meth-
ods. This statement is clearly demonstrating the increased demand for modelling tools based on
batch process data.
In terms of data-driven modelling, there is a difference between continuous and batch pro-
cesses. Batch process modelling has to deal with an additional discrete dimension of the data,
namely the batch-to-batch variation [132]. While modelling these processes, one has to take into
account the finite and varying duration of the processes, the time variance of the particular batches
described by the batch trajectory, the high batch-to-batch variance and the starting conditions of
the batches [25]. The techniques applied for modelling and monitoring of batch processes are
most commonly multivariate statistical techniques. In the case of batch process monitoring, the
most common applied method is the PCA (see Section 2.4.3). There are several batch processes
monitoring applications reviewed in Section 2.4.3.
2.3 Process data
This section focuses on the analysis of the process data that is used for the development of soft sen-
sors. First, the historical and real-time data and the implications for the soft sensor development,
operation, and maintenance are discussed. This is followed by the analysis of data characteristics,
which are critical for the model development and performance.
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2.3.1 Historical vs. real-time data
In a real-life industrial scenario there are two types of data with different characteristics available.
These are a batch of historical data on one hand, and real-time data provided as a stream of
samples (i.e. multivariate data points) or small batches of samples on the other hand.
Historical data
Usually, when dealing with real-life industrial modelling tasks, there is a set of historical record-
ings available. In the case of process industry data, the historical recordings describe the behaviour
of the process in the past and form the basis for the development of the empirical predictive model.
Such data sets have a number of properties highly relevant for the model building process. In the
case of supervised learning the historical data consists of a number of input variables, i.e. process
measurements, and one or more target variables. There is often a relevant delay between taking
the measurement, i.e. sampling the input variables, and providing the corresponding target value,
i.e. sampling the target variable. This is caused by the fact that the target variables have to be
obtained in a time consuming manner (e.g. manual evaluation of the process product quality in a
chemical laboratory). Nevertheless, it can be assumed that the delays are compensated by entering
the target values at the time point of taking the sample for the historical data.
Furthermore, although the sampling rate of the input data is usually higher than the one of
the target variable, in most cases only the labelled samples (i.e. data points containing the target
values) are recorded within the historical data. Therefore, the sampling rate of the input variables
and the target variable can be assumed as equal.
Another relevant and possibly harming property of the data are the delays between the in-
put variables themselves. Without prior process knowledge these kind of delays are difficult to
compensate for and have to be dealt with by the application of an appropriate feature selection
algorithm.
The main application of the historical data is for model training, selection and validation. In
an adaptive scenario, the historical data set is also used for the adjustment of the parameters of the
adaptation techniques.
Real-time data
Once the initial model building phase is finished, the model is applied in the on-line operation and
needs to deal with the real-time data stream. In comparison to historical data, the real-time data
have slightly different characteristics.
It is arriving in an incremental way, i.e. one sample (or a small batch of samples) after another.
In general the sampling rate between the input and the target data can differ.
The correct target values, which usually arrive at a lower sampling rate than the input samples
and often with certain delays, can be used to evaluate the model performance during the on-line
prediction phase. If there is a notable deterioration of the model performance, an adaptation of the
model needs be performed using the target data.
Table 2.1 provides a summary of the two types of data, which are available in the case of
realistic industrial data modelling.
2.3.2 Process data issues
Figure 2.3 shows examples of variables affected by common issues of industrial data that are going
to be discussed further in this section.
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Historical data Real-time data
Purpose Model training and valida-
tion, parameter optimisation
real-life simulation, model
adaptation
Mode Batch Incremental
Input variables delays Possibly present Possibly present
Target variable delays Compensated Possibly present
Input vs. target sampling rate Equal Possibly lower
Table 2.1: Characteristics of the historical and the real-time data
(a) Missing values (b) Outliers
 
 
Var. 1
Var. 2
Var. 3
(c) Data co-linearity (d) Measurement noise
Figure 2.3: Common issues found in industrial data sets
Missing values:
Missing data are single samples or consequent sets of them, where one or more variables (i.e.
measurements) have a value which does not reflect the real state of the physical measured quantity.
The affected variables usually have values like ±∞, 0.
Missing values in the context of the process industry have various causes. The most common
ones are the failure of a hardware sensor, its maintenance or removal. As already mentioned,
processing plants are heavily instrumented for the process control purposes, therefore the recorded
process data also consists of a large number of diverse variables. In such a scenario, there is a
certain probability that some of the sensors will occasionally fail. One should keep in mind that
some of the sensor types are mechanical devices (e.g. flow rate sensors) and thus suffer from
abrasion effects. Other possible causes of missing data are related to the transmission of the data
between the sensors and the database, errors in the database, problems in accessing the database,
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etc.
Since most of the techniques applied to data-driven soft sensing cannot deal with missing
data, a strategy for their replacement usually has to be implemented. An approach, which is very
primitive and not recommended but still commonly applied in practical scenarios, is to replace the
missing values with the mean values of the affected variable. Another non-optimal approach is to
skip the data samples consisting of variable or variables with the missing values, i.e. case deletion
[159]. A more efficient approach to missing values handling takes into account the multivariate
statistics of the data and thus makes the reconstruction of the missing values dependent on the other
available variables of the affected samples ( e.g. maximum-likelihood multivariate approach to
missing values replacement [183]). These kind of approaches are related to sensor fault detection
and reconstruction (for some practical algorithms see Section 2.4.3). From another point of view,
one can distinguish two different approaches for dealing with missing values [159]. These are: (i)
single imputation where the missing values are replaced in a single step (using e.g. mean/median
values); and (ii) multiple imputation, which are iterative techniques where several imputation steps
are performed.
A study dealing with missing data was presented in [157]. In this study the authors also dis-
cuss two common approaches to handle missing data based on maximum-likelihood and Bayesian
multiple imputation.
A two-part publication dealing with multiple imputation techniques for missing values han-
dling was presented in [182, 183]. The first part focuses on the influence of the missing data
handling techniques on methods typically applied in chemometrics, i.e. PCR/PLS, etc., whereas
the second one proposes a maximum-likelihood-based algorithm for dealing with missing data.
Data outliers:
Outliers are sensor values that deviate from the typical, or sometimes also meaningful, ranges of
the measured values. One can distinguish between two types of outliers, namely obvious outliers
and non-obvious outliers [144]. Obvious outliers are those values that violate the physical or
technological limitations. For example the absolute pressure may not reach negative values or the
flow sensor may not deliver values that exceed the technological limitations of the sensor. To be
able to detect this type of outlier efficiently, the system has to be provided with the limiting values
in the form of a priori information. As for non-obvious outliers, these are even harder to identify
because they do not violate any limitations but still do not reflect the correct variable states.
Outlier detection as part of the data pre-processing remains very critical for the soft sensor
development because undetected outliers have a negative effect on the performance of the models.
For example, the influence of a single outlier can be critical for the PCA [181, 165, 162] (see
Section 3.3.1 for more details). Another problem of outlier detection is that even when applying
automatic outlier handling pre-processing steps, usually the results have to be validated manually
by the model developer. The goal of the manual inspection is to detect any possible outlier mask-
ings (i.e. false negative detections; undetected outliers) and outlier swamping (i.e. false positive
detections; correct values labelled as outliers) [136].
Typical approaches to outlier detection are based on the statistics of the historical data. The
most simple approach is the 3σ outlier detection algorithm (see e.g. [118, 137]), which is based
on univariate observations of the variable distributions. This method labels all data samples out
of the range µ(x) ± 3σ(x), where µ(x) is the mean value and σ(x) the standard deviation of the
variable x, as outliers. A more robust version of this approach is the Hampel identifier [36], which
uses a more outlier resistant median and Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) values [136, 137] to
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calculate the limits.
The influence of outliers on the identification of linear and non-linear models is discussed in
[136]. For the handled models, the Hampel identifier is found to be an effective approach for
dealing with outliers. In [128], a moving window filter is combined with the Hampel identifier
to obtain an outlier detection and removal system. In contrast to the univariate approaches, the
multivariate methods use combinations of more features to detect the outliers. An example from
this group based on the PCA is the Jolliffe parameter [88, 191]. A two-stage outlier detection
approach is discussed in [72]. The first stage is the application of the PCA, after this the Hotelling’s
T 2 measure [80] can be used to detect outlier candidates that are located outside of the 99%
confidance ellipse. These candidates are then further analysed in the second step, where Scheffe´’s
test [70] is applied to these points.
Another, rather general, review of the outlier detection problem and several outlier detection
algorithms is presented in [79].
Drifting data:
There are two types of drifting data and, dependent on the cause of the drifts, one can distinguish
between process and sensor drifts. The causes of the process drift are the changes of the process or
of some external process conditions. The processing plants consist of a large number of mechan-
ical elements that undergo steady abrasion during the operation of the plant. This may have an
effect on the process itself, e.g. the flow between two parts of the process can decrease due to the
abrasion of mechanical pumps. Another cause of the drifting data can also be external influences
like changing environmental conditions (e.g. weather influence), the purity of the input materi-
als, catalyst deactivation, etc. These factors have not only an influence on the data but affect the
process state as well. Therefore the drifts should be recognised, reported and appropriate actions
should be taken to remove their source. This is different in the case of sensor drifts, which are
caused by changes in the measuring devices and not by the process itself. The critical point is that
this type of drifts, while still observed in the measured data, does not reflect any changes in the
process. Therefore in the case of sensor drifts, the action to be taken should be the re-calibration
of the measurement devices or the adaptation of the soft sensor without performing any corrective
actions to the process.
In terms of the effects on the process data, one can observe changes in the means and variances
of the single variables as well as changes of the correlation structure of the data [117].
Distinguishing between the two different drift causes discussed is challenging and once again
a lot of expert knowledge is needed in order to take appropriate action. Another challenging
aspect of dealing with drifting data is the fact that the changes may progress very slowly and may
influence each other, and thus have a non-linear form.
The most common approach to deal with dynamics in the data is to apply the moving window
technique. In this case, the model is updated on a periodical basis using only a defined number
of the most recent samples. Some examples of the application of this technique in the context of
soft sensor modelling were published in [188, 206, 145, 37]. Further approaches for soft sensor
adaptation are discussed in Section 2.4.2.
The problems with drifting data are not unique to the process industry data and they can be
found in several other fields dealing with changing environments. In the machine learning termi-
nology these problems are summarised under the term concept drift, which is discussed in Section
3.7 in more detail.
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Data co-linearity:
Another challenging issue for soft sensing is related to the structure of the data. Typically, the
data measured in the process industry are strongly co-linear. This results from the partial redun-
dancy in the sensor arrangement, e.g. two neighbouring temperature sensors will deliver strongly
correlated measurements. At this place it should be recalled that the primary purpose of the data
collected within the processing plants is for the process control. For this purpose it is necessary
to have detailed information about all process components, which results in a large number of
measurements. Such environments are often called data rich but information poor [42]. However,
for soft sensing the requirements are different, in this case only informative variables are required.
Anything else is unnecessarily increasing the model complexity, which often has a negative effect
on the model training and performance.
There are two ways to deal with the co-linearity problem. One way is by transforming the input
variables into a new reduced space with less co-linearity as it is done in the case of the PCA and
PLS. These two approaches are the most popular ones to deal with data co-linearity in the process
industry. Examples of applications, where PCA is used, are: [118, 3, 186, 206] and for the PLS
[125, 205, 203]. Another way to handle co-linearity is to select a subset of input variables that
is less co-linear. These approaches are summarised under the umbrella of variable (or feature)
selection methods in the computational learning research. A general review of these methods is
presented in [74]. Some feature selection methods in the context of soft sensing are also discussed
in [191]. Among the discussed approaches are correlation- and partial correlation-based feature
selection as well as Mallows’ Cp statistics.
Sampling rates and measurement delays:
Various sensors usually work at different sampling rates and thus one has to take care to syn-
chronize them. The synchronization of the data is usually handled by the PIMS, which records
new data samples only if one of the observed variables changes more than a pre-defined threshold
value. The definition of such a threshold is another critical point, which influences the quality of
the historical data. Too low value causes the recording of an unnecessarily large number of sam-
ples, whereas too high threshold leads to the missing of important process changes. Soft sensing is
often applied in multi-rate systems with several operating sampling rates. Such a scenario occurs
in a system where some of the variables, usually critical for the process control, are evaluated in
laboratories at a much lower sampling rate than the rest of the automatically measured data. This
fact causes problems for the modelling and control of the processes. A summary of the last 50
years of multi-rate research is provided in [41].
Additional issues of the process data are the process-related delays in the measurements. The
materials in the processes usually have a given run-time through the process (e.g. the dwell pe-
riod within a reactor or distillation column) and thus it is not reasonable to relate two different
measurements taken at the same time at different locations within the process. Instead of this,
the delays in the particular measurements should be compensated by synchronizing the variables.
However, in order to perform the synchronisation, an extensive knowledge about the process is
required.
In the case of batch processes a particular problem is that the different runs of batch processes
can have different run times. To be able to apply data-driven methods to batch process historical
data, the data must have the same length (i.e. the same number of samples) and thus also require
synchronisation.
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Measurement noise:
Measurement noise is another common effect observed in process industry data. Most of the
approaches to soft sensor development are trying to cope with measurement noise during the
pre-processing stage of the data processing. This is achieved mainly by applying a smoothing
(averaging) filter as a pre-processing step.
The PCA is also a useful tool for dealing with measurement noise. As a least mean squares-
based method it can deal with measurement noise as long as it can be assumed as Gaussian noise,
i.e. randomly distributed with zero mean value [118]. In the same work the authors also highlight
the application of robust statistics, i.e. using the median instead of the mean operator and MAD
instead of the standard deviation, for the normalisation of noisy data.
Zamprogna et al. have shown the robustness of the Partial Least Squares (PLS) method towards
measurement noise in [203]. The authors have shown that there are only small changes of the
prediction error of a PLS soft sensor with increasing noise levels. The explanation of this fact
is that the noise influences mainly the higher-order latent variables that are normally skipped in
practical application.
2.4 Soft sensors
This section deals with soft sensors in a detailed way. After distinguishing two types of them in
Section 2.4.1, a discussion of a state-of-the-art soft sensor development methodology is given in
Section 2.4.2. Section 2.4.3 provides a comprehensive overview of published soft sensor applica-
tion case studies.
2.4.1 Model-driven and data-driven soft sensors
At a very general level, one can distinguish two types of soft sensors, namely model- and data-
driven soft sensors. Model-driven models are also called white-box models because they have full
phenomenological knowledge about the process. In contrast to this, purely data-driven models are
called black-box techniques because the model itself has no knowledge about the process and is
based on its empirical observations only. In between the two extremes there are many combina-
tions of these two major types of models possible. A typical example of such a combination is a
model-driven soft sensor making use of a data-driven method for the modelling of fractions that
cannot be predicted easily in terms of phenomenological models. These models are called hybrid
or grey-box models.
Model-driven models (MDM), or more specifically, First Principles Models (FPM), are primar-
ily developed for the purpose of planning and development of the process plants. These models
are based on equations describing the chemical and physical principles underlying the process. A
typical example uses mass-preservation principles, exothermal equation, energy balances, reac-
tion kinetics in the form of reaction rate equations for this purpose. The drawback of these type of
models is that their development requires a lot of expert knowledge. This knowledge is not always
available. For example, for biochemical processes there is often not enough phenomenological
knowledge for accurate description of the processes at hand. Another problem is that the models
often describe a simplified theoretical background of the process rather than the real-life conditions
of the process, which is influenced by many factors out of the scope of the MDM. Additionally,
the model-driven models usually focus on the description of the steady-state of the process and are
thus not suitable for the description of any transient states. Nonetheless, model-driven soft sensors
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are popular as a support for inferential control. Examples of inferential control applications of first
principle soft sensor are [38, 45] where the first example is based on a Kalman filter and the latter
one on non-linear observer method. Another example of model-driven soft sensor is [142], where
a multi-rate Kalman filter is applied to the control of a polymerisation process.
The focus of this chapter, and of soft sensing in general, is therefore on the data-driven models
that have emerged as very attractive modelling approaches enhancing the toolbox of diagnostic,
prognostic and decision support methods available for plant operators and embedded in automated
control systems.
2.4.2 Soft sensor development methodology
This section describes the typical steps and issues of the common practice of soft sensor develop-
ment. The presented procedure is rather general and can thus be applied for both continuous and
batch processes as well as to any of the application areas discussed in Section 2.4.3. An overview
of the methodology is presented in Figure 2.4.
First data inspection
Selection of historical data
Identification of stationary 
states
Data pre-processing
Model selection, training and 
validation
Soft Sensor Maintenance
Figure 2.4: A soft sensor development methodology
First data inspection
During the initial step, the first inspection of the data is performed. The aim of this step is to gain
an overview of the data structure and identify any obvious problems that may be handled at this
initial stage (e.g. locked variables having constant value, etc.). The next aim at this stage is to
assess the requirements for the model complexity. In the case of an on-line prediction soft sensor,
an experienced soft sensor developer can already make a reasonable decision as to whether to use
a simple regression model, a rather more complex PCA regression model or a non-linear neural
network to build the soft sensor. In some cases, the model family decision at this stage may not be
correct, therefore the models and their performance should always be evaluated and compared to
alternative models at the later development stages.
Particular attention is paid to the assessment of the target variable. It has to be checked whether
there is enough variation in the output variable and if this can be modelled at all.
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Selection of historical data and identification of stationary states
Here, data to be used for the training and evaluation of the model are selected. Next, the stationary
parts of the data have to be identified and selected. In the vast majority of cases, further modelling
will only deal with the stationary states of the process. The identification of the stationary process
states is usually performed by manual annotation of the data.
In [87], the steady-state detection of continuous processes is discussed and a wavelet transform-
based approach is applied to perform this task.
In the case of batch processes, there are usually no steady-states and thus the model developer
focuses on the selection of representative batch runs rather than on the identification of steady
states.
Data pre-processing
The aim of this step is to transform the data in such a way that it can be more effectively processed
by the actual model. An example of a typical pre-processing step is the normalisation of the data
to the zero-mean and unit variance (as it is required by the PCA). In the case of the data produced
in the process industry, there are several pre-processing steps necessary, which are indicated by the
loop around the “Data pre-processing” box in Figure 2.4. The usual steps are handling of missing
data, outliers detection and replacement, selection of relevant variables (i.e. feature selection),
handling of drifting data and detection of delays between the particular variables. A lot of the
listed steps are, at the moment, handled manually or need at least a supervised inspection of the
results. The data pre-processing is usually done in an iterative way, e.g. after the standardisation
and missing values treatment, which are usually performed only once, an outlier removal and
feature selection are repeatedly applied until the model developer considers the data as being
ready to be used for the training and evaluation of the actual model. Due to the characteristics of
the data discussed in Section 2.3, the importance of the pre-processing is critical.
Model selection, training and validation
As the model is the engine of the soft sensor, selection of the optimal type is crucial for the its
performance. So far, there is no unified theoretical approach for this task and thus the model
type and its parameters are often selected in an ad-hoc manner for each case. Model selection
is also often subject to a developer’s past experience and personal preference, which can be of
disadvantage for the final soft sensor. This can be observed among the published soft sensor
applications where many of the authors strongly focus on one model type (e.g. PLS) in their field
of expertise.
Nevertheless, despite the lack of a common theoretically superior approach to model selection
there are a few techniques that can be adopted to this task. A possible approach is to start with a
simple model type or structure (e.g. linear regression model) and gradually increase model com-
plexity as long as significant improvement in the model’s performance can be observed (using e.g.
the Student’s t-test [73]). While performing this task, it is important to assess the performance of
the model on independent data [193, 77]. The same approach can also be applied to the parameter
selection of the pre-processing methods like, for instance, the variable selection.
Additionally, for some industrial processes, it can be difficult to obtain a sufficient amount of
historical data for the model development. In such cases it is of advantage to resort to statistical
error-estimation techniques, like cross-validation or bagging, discussed in Section 3.4.
After selecting the model structure and training the model, the trained soft sensor has to be
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evaluated on independent data once again [193]. There are several tools for the evaluation of
the model performance. In the case of numerical performance evaluation the most popular is the
Mean Squared Error (MSE), which measures the average square distance between the predicted
and the correct value. Another way of performance judgement is using visual representation of the
predictions. Among these, the four-plot analysis is a useful tool since it provides useful informa-
tion about the relation between the predictions and the correct values together with analysis of the
prediction residuals [55]. A disadvantage of the visual methods is that they require the assistance
of the model developer and the final decision, if the model performs adequately, is up to the model
developer’s subjective judgement.
Soft sensor maintenance
After developing and deploying the soft sensor, it has to be maintained and tuned on a regular
basis. The maintenance is necessary due to the drifts and other changes in the data (see Section
2.3.2) that cause the performance of the soft sensor to deteriorate and have to be compensated for
by tuning or re-developing the model.
Currently, most of the soft sensors do not provide any automated mechanisms for their mainte-
nance. This fact, together with the previously discussed evidence of changing data, results in the
requirement for manual quality control and maintenance of the soft sensors, which is a significant
cost factor for the application of soft sensors. Even worse, there is often no objective measure for
assessing the soft sensor quality level and the judgement as to whether a model works well or not
is dependent on the model operator is subjective perception based on visual interpretation of the
deviation between the correct target value and its prediction.
Nevertheless, there are several adaptive approaches in the literature related to soft sensors. The
majority of these approaches are based on adaptive versions of the PCA or PLS, like moving win-
dow PCA [188] or the Recursive PCA [116]. All of these methods rely on periodical or continuous
adaptation of the principal component base. Neuro-fuzzy-based soft sensors, such as [122], often
provide mechanisms for automatic adaptation. These mechanisms are based on the deployment
of new units in the neural structure of the model once a new state of the data is found. An ap-
proach related to the neuro-fuzzy methods also providing adaptation possibilities is local learning
(see Section 3.5). For example, an adaptive soft sensor developed in local learning framework
published in [91] (one of the publications resulting from this work).
Despite the methods for the automated soft sensor adaptation, the model operator still plays
an important role as it is his judgment and knowledge of the underlying process that decides the
way in which the parameters of the individual adaptation methods are selected (e.g. the length of
the window in case of the moving window technique, or a threshold for the deployment of a new
receptive field in case of the neuro-fuzzy methods).
Related methodologies
The discussed methodology, though it is the one most commonly used, is not the only possible way
for developing a soft sensor. For example in [191], an alternative methodology for soft sensor, or
inferential sensor in Warne’s terminology, development has been presented. It is less detailed but
still consistent with the methodology presented here. It focuses on three different steps, namely:
(i) data collection and conditioning, (ii) influential variable selection and (iii) correlation build-
ing. These three steps correspond to the ”Selection of historical data,” ”Data pre-processing” and
”Model selection, training and evaluation” in Figure 2.4.
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Another work mentioning soft sensor development methodology is [55]. Again, there is no
significant difference to the methodology presented in this section.
A rather general methodology for soft sensor development in light of the Six-Sigma process
management methodology (for details on Six-Sigma see [163]) was presented in [75].
In [134], in addition to a general three-step soft sensor methodology consisting of (i) process
understanding, (ii) data pre-processing and (iii) model determination steps, there is a more spe-
cialised methodology for the development of models based on multivariate smoothing procedure
discussed. For this methodology, the focus on process knowledge collection and application is
evident as the final step deals exactly with this aspect of the development.
2.4.3 Soft sensor applications
The applications of soft sensors can be found across many fields of process industry. The most
typical examples are the chemical, paper/pulp and steel industry. The following sections list ex-
amples of the previously introduced three most common application types of soft sensors across
these different fields of the process industry.
On-line prediction
The most common application of soft sensors is the prediction of values that cannot be measured
on-line using automated measurements. This may be for technological reasons (e.g. there is
no equipment available for the required measurement), economic reasons (e.g. the necessary
equipment is too expensive), etc. This often applies to critical values that are related to the final
product quality. Soft sensors can in such scenarios provide useful information about the values
of interest, and in the case when the soft sensor prediction fulfils given standards, it can also be
incorporated into the automated control loops of the process. Data-driven soft sensors have been
widely used in fermentation, polymerisation and refinery processes.
A comprehensive list of publications dealing with on-line prediction soft sensors can be found
in Appendix A.1.
Process monitoring and process fault detection
Another application area of soft sensors is process monitoring. Process monitoring can be ei-
ther an unsupervised learning or binary classification task. The systems can be either trained to
describe/analyse the normal operating state or to recognize possible process faults. Commonly,
process monitoring techniques are based on multivariate statistical techniques like PCA, or more
precisely on Hotelling’s T 2 [80] and Q-statistics [83]. These measures have, on one hand, the ad-
vantage of considering all input features, i.e. using multivariate statistics, and on the other hand,
providing information about the contribution of the particular features to a possible violation of
the monitoring statistics [30]. Another popular method for process monitoring are SOMs.
Several process monitoring and process fault detection applications of soft sensors are listed in
Appendix A.2.
Sensor fault detection and reconstruction
The vast majority of modelling techniques applied within the process industry as soft sensors are
not able to handle data from faulty sensors as a matter of their normal operation. Therefore there
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is a need to identify and replace sensor and process faults before the actual model building and
application.
Some publications dealing with sensor fault detection and reconstruction soft sensors are pro-
vided in Appendix A.3.
Soft sensor applications summary
Table 2.2 is a summary of the soft sensors application discussed in this chapter and presented in
Appendix A.1 - A.3.
Publication Applied method(s) Applic.
type
Process description Process
type
[22] SRM (ARMAX) OP Particle size estimation in a grinding plant Cont.
[134] PCA/PLS+LWR OP Toluene composition in a splitter column, diesel
temperature in crude oil column
Cont.
[91] MLR ensemble OP Thermal oxidiser NOx prediction Cont.
[40] MLP OP Sugar quality estimation Cont.
[90] MLP, FPM, eKF OP Biomass estimation in a fermentation process Batch
[144] MLP, NNPLS OP Refinery process Batch
[127] MLP OP Control loop support of ethanol production sup-
port
Batch
[134] MLP+Expert System OP Silica content control in the steel production Cont.
[56] MLP OP C4 and C5 Concentration prediction in a debu-
tanizer refinery process
Cont.
[39] MLP, RBFN, SVR OP Two simulated biochemical processes Batch
[185] RBFN OP Membrane separation process modelling Cont.
[93] MLPs ensemble OP Industrial drier Cont.
[85] MLP, RBFN, Hybrid
(MLP/RBFN+FPM)
OP Biomass concentration prediction Batch
[166] RNN+FPM OP Degree-of-cure prediction in epoxy/graphite
fiber composites process
Cont.
[28] RNN OP Biomass concentration prediction Batch
[29] RNN OP Melt-flow-length prediction in injection mold-
ing process
Cont.
[202] RNN OP Three simple simulated processes Cont.
[53] Generalised ANN OP Diacetyl concentration prediction Batch
[118] PCA OP Product estimation in cement kiln, NOx moni-
toring
Cont.
[146] PCA OP, SFD Air emission monitoring Cont.
[204] PLS, PCA OP Simulated distillation column Batch
[37] EWPLS OP Stirred reactor, flotation circuit Cont.
[145] RPLS OP Research octane number prediction in refinery
process
Cont.
[54] LSSVM OP Gasoline absorbing rate in FCC Cont.
[200] LSSVM OP Light diesel freezing point detection in FCC Cont.
[129] ANFIS OP Rubber viscosity estimation Cont.
[191] PCA+ANFIS OP Polymeric-coated substrate anchorage Cont.
[121] NFS + GA OP Light diesel freezing point detection in FCC Cont.
[4] NFS OP Penicillin production bioprocess Batch
[190] NFS OP Propylene purity prediction in a distillation col-
umn
Cont.
[122] Evolving NFS OP Crude oil distillation in refinery process Cont.
[43] NLPCA+NNPLS OP NOx Prediction in exhaust gas Cont.
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[116] PSO+MLP OP Ethylene distillation column Cont.
[97] Analytic
NN+SVM+GP
OP Interface level estimation in a neutralization
unit
Cont.
[27] FPM+RBFN OP Microbial population in a bioreactor Batch
[148] Intelligent soft sensor OP Sulphite pulping system Batch
[72] SRM, TS, FC, PLS,
WBM, ANN
OP Copper concentrate grade in a rougher flotation
bank process
Cont.
[117] RPCA PM Rapid thermal annealing process Batch
[132] PCA PM Polymerisation process Batch
[151] MBPCA PFD Ethylene compressor Batch
[188] FMWPCA PM Simulated FCC unit process Cont.
[3] PCA+PLS PM Lumber drying Batch
[205] PLS OP, PM Simulated penicillin production process Batch
[78] FDA PM Quadruple tank process; Polyester film manu-
facturing process
Cont.
[2] SOM PM, OP Cont. pulp digester; steel production process;
pulp and paper industry
Cont.
[201] FPM+ANN PFD FCC reactor Cont.
[100] PCA, SOM, RBFN PM, PFD Ethylene cracking process Cont.
[125] MPLS PM process end point detection Batch
[51] PCA PFD,
SFD
boiler process Cont.
[114] TLPCA PFD,
SFD
polymerisation process Batch
[186] PCA SFD centrifugal chiller process Cont.
[187] PCA SFD+PM air handling unit Cont.
Table 2.2: List of the reviewed soft sensor publications
The list of soft sensor application examples presented in this work is not exhaustive since the
amount of published soft sensor applications is too large to be fully covered. Instead of this,
this work focuses on one hand on recent publications and on the other hand on non-traditional
approaches.
Assuming the presented examples are a representative sample of the recent soft sensors, the
distribution of current soft sensing methods is presented in Figure 2.5. The figure shows the current
trend in soft sensing. The most popular methods for soft sensor building are the multivariate
statistical techniques, i.e. the PCA and the PLS, which together cover 38% of the applications
presented in this review. Other technique commonly applied in soft sensing are the neural network-
based methods like MLP, RNN, etc. But some of the most recent applications rely on methods
that have been recently finding their way into much broader application areas. These are, for
example, the neuro-fuzzy methods, which have the advantage of providing an intrinsic mechanism
for adaptation/evolution as well as SVM, which have their justification in the theory of machine
learning and have additionally proved to have very good generalisation ability accross a number
of different application areas.
The role of process knowledge
A common point of most of the presented soft sensors is the need for the involvement of process-
related knowledge. This can be done in several ways. If we ignore the purely model-driven soft
sensors, which are out of the scope of this work, one can distinguish different levels of process
information influence. One type of process information involvement is the construction of addi-
tional features that describe some process related properties. The hope is that these features will
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Figure 2.5: Distribution of computational learning methods in soft sensing
be correlated with the modelled target variable and thus have a positive effect on its modelling.
Another way of applying process knowledge to data-driven soft sensing is during the initial mod-
elling steps (see Section 2.4.2). The pre-processing steps especially require a lot of attention from
the model developer, who often has to interview the process experts in order to be able to carry
out manual variable selection, to evaluate the results of the particular pre-processing steps, etc.
Further reviews of soft sensor applications
There are several other publications providing reviews of soft sensor applications, among them is
a review of regression-based models, ANN, PCA, Kalman filter and Expert Systems applications
in process industry [71]. Gonzalez focuses in the cited review on the applications aspects of the
before mentioned methods and provides a list of application examples.
In [55], apart from extensive handling of soft sensors and their application to process monitor-
ing and control, an overview of applications of mainly ANN-based soft sensors is given.
Dote and Ovaska also provide a list and a discussion of applications of soft computing tech-
niques in the process industry in their general review of industrial application of soft computing
methods [44].
Focusing on process fault detection and diagnosis, Venkatasubramanian published an extensive
three-part review. The first part provides an introduction to process fault detection and abnormal
event management [176]. Apart from a taxonomy of the different approaches, this part presents
quantitative model-based methods for process fault detection and criteria that are used to evaluate
and compare the different approaches. The second part of the series deals with qualitative model
representations and search strategies for process fault detection [174]. These methods are usually
based on first principle descriptions of the processes. Finally, the third part focuses on process
data-based techniques [175]. These models can be both qualitative, e.g. enhanced Kalman filter
models, as well as quantitative, which can be based on any data-driven method. From the data
driven approaches, the authors describe PCA/PLS, Statistical Classifier and ANN-based tech-
niques. Additionally, a comparative study of the various techniques presented in the three-part
review is given.
2.5 Summary
Figure 2.6 provides a summary of this chapter, which covers the main aspects of the soft sensor
development from the process industry point of view.
The main purpose of this chapter is the review of current soft sensing practises and the iden-
tification of challenges and issues of current soft sensor development and maintenance practises.
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Figure 2.6: Soft sensors as combination of process industry data and computational learning tools
Currently, a lot of effort has to be spent on manual pre-processing of the data as well as on the
model selection and validation steps during the soft sensor development phase. In order to be able
to deal with data impurities, which can be commonly found in the process industry data, a lot of
knowledge about the underlying process has to be collected and implemented into the models.
Another costly issue identified is related to model maintenance. After the successful launch
of the soft sensor, one can often observe a gradual deterioration of its performance. The decrease
of the predictive performance is usually caused by gradual changes in the process, by changes
in the operating state of the process, by changes in the input materials or by hardware sensor
abrasion. This shows that trying to compensate for the changes by means of incorporation of
process knowledge is almost impossible and the soft sensor should, ideally, be adaptive and try to
compensate for the changes by exploiting some adaptive and evolving mechanisms. Currently, the
latter approach is the common practice. The evidence for this fact can be found in the list of the
soft sensors provided in this chapter. From the soft sensors reviewed here, only a small fraction
show an ability to adapt or evolve with the changing environment.
The next chapter reviews machine learning techniques that promise to help tackle the issues
identified in this chapter. In particular the focus is set on methods that are potentially useful for
automated dealing with data pre-processing, model selection and validation as well as soft sensor
adaptation.
Chapter 3
Machine learning perspective of soft
sensors
3.1 Introduction
While the previous chapter focused on the introduction to soft sensing from the process industry
point of view, in this chapter the same topic is examined from the machine learning viewpoint.
Machine learning provides the toolbox that can be used for the development and automated main-
tenance of soft sensors.
Before discussing the particular techniques, relevant theoretical aspects are discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2. This is followed, in Section 3.3, by a detailed presentation of the most common on-line
prediction soft sensing techniques identified in the previous chapter.
The following four sections introduce more advanced machine learning concepts, which are
going to be applied later on in this work in order to deal with the issues in current soft sensor
development. The discussed concepts include ensemble methods (Section 3.4), local learning
(Section 3.5), meta-learning (Section 3.6) and concept drift detection and handling (Section 3.7).
The structure and dependencies between the sections of this chapter are shown in Figure 3.1.
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3.2 Theoretical framework
In this section, soft sensors are embedded into a theoretical machine learning framework. From
the several possible types of soft sensors, this thesis concentrates on the on-line prediction soft
sensors (see Section 2.4.3) that, from the machine learning point of view, represent supervised
predictive models with continuous target variables.
The prerequisite for supervised learning is a training data set Strain, which, in the process in-
dustry, is usually retrieved from the process information system and is referred to as the historical
data (see Section 2.3.1). This data set has the following characteristics:
Strain = {(Xtrain, Y train)} with (3.1)
Xtrain = (x1, . . . ,xn)
T and
Y train = (y1, . . . ,yn)
T ,
where Xtrain ∈ Rm×n are the n input samples (data points) organised in a matrix, with each row
vector xi corresponding to one input sample that further consists of m measurement variables (or
features), i.e xi = (xi,1, . . . , xi,m). Each of the input samples xi can be also interpreted as a point
in the m-dimensional input space X . In general, for every input sample, there is a q-dimensional
target value yi ∈ Rq assigned. However, in this work, the target space is restricted to a one
dimensional output space Y , i.e. yi ∈ R1.
The target variable is generated by a hidden function φ, called the target function, which maps
the input space onto the output space:
φ : X → Y. (3.2)
The target function is unknown and it is the task of the learning algorithm L to find an approxi-
mation to this function given the historical data set Strain and a (randomly initialised) predictor
function f init:
f trained ← L(Strain, f init). (3.3)
The predictor can be, for example, a simple regression model, a principal component regression
model with a given number of principal components, or a multi-layer perceptron with a given
number of hidden units and randomly initialised weights (for several possibilities for the predictor
functions see Section 3.3). The outcome of the learning process is the trained predictor f trained.
This predictor is further referred to as the model. The model is able to map the input samples to
the output space, i.e. ypredi = f
trained(xi) and approximates the target function φ. Going back
to one of the previous examples, for the linear regression function the trained predictor is a vector
of weights f trained := β = [β0, β1, . . . , βm], which can be used to calculate the predicted target
value: ypredi = β0 +
∑m
j=1 βjxi,j .
In order to be able to assess and rank the outcomes of the learning process, an error function
e(f, y) is required. This function allows the calculation of the distance between the correct target
value y and the value predicted by the predictor function, f trained, given an input sample x. In the
case of noisy observations:
y = φ(x) + , (3.4)
where  is assumed to be a normally distributed random variable with zero mean value, it can be
shown that the optimal error function (in the maximum likelihood sense), which eliminates the
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influence of the random noise, is the Mean Squared Error (MSE) (see e.g. [13, p. 195],[18]):
e(f(X),y) =
1
n
n∑
i=1
(f(xi)− yi)2 , (3.5)
where n is the number of data samples. Having the error function, the learning process can be
described as the search for an optimal prediction function foptimal which minimises the error
function e():
foptimal = argmin
f
e(f(X),y). (3.6)
However, in practical scenarios, such as soft sensor development, the model developer is inter-
ested in finding a model that performs optimally for future samples, which are not available at the
time of the model development. This performance is called the generalisation performance. Since
it is not possible to calculate the performance on future data samples it has to be estimated from
the available training data. There are several ways to estimate the generalisation performance.
The easiest way, though not the most accurate, is the hold-out estimation, where the training data
Strain is split into an actual training and a validation part. The predictor is first trained on the new
training data and then tested on the validation data, which gives an estimation of its generalisation
performance. The problem of this approach is that in practical scenarios the size of the training
data set is often limited by several factors and applying the previous approach wastes the valida-
tion data because it cannot be used for model training. As a solution to this impracticality, several
approaches summarised under the term resampling techniques were developed in the statistics (see
also [193] for an overview of resampling methods). The two most common of these methods are:
• k-fold cross-validation: This method cyclically splits the training data Strain into an actual
training data and validation data, whereas the size of the splits depends on the number of
folds/splits. For the k-fold cross-validation the size of each validation set is n 1k of the size
of Strain while the rest of the samples, i.e. n(1− 1k ), are used as training data. The result is
k different training-validation splits and thus k models. The main benefit of this technique
is that it guarantees that all of the available samples are used for model training as well as
model validation.
• bootstraping: In the case of bootstraping the data is sampled randomly with replacement
from the original pool of samples Strain, which generates subsamples of the original train-
ing data that are used to train the models. The performance of the particular models is
estimated by validating them on the remaining, unseen, samples. The performance of the
predictor is the average built over the model performances.
Bias-variance decomposition
The study of the generalisation error led to one of the most important theoretical findings in ma-
chine learning, namely to the bias-variance decomposition [66]. Geman et al. have shown that in
the case of the quadratic error. The generalisation error of a predictor can be split into two com-
ponents; the (squared) bias and the variance of the error. The formal form of the decomposition
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for the quadratic error function, with respect to different training sets of fixed size, is:
ES
[(
ytest − f(k)(Xtest)
)2]
=
(
ES
[
ytest − f(k)(Xtest)
])2
+
ES
[(
ytest − ES
[
f(k)(X
test)
])2] (3.7)
= bias(f(k))
2 + variance(f(k))
with f(k) ← L(Si ∈ Strain, f init)
In the previous equation, the expectation value ES is built over the random training data sets Si of
constant size, f(Xtest) are the predictions made by the predictors, given the test input data Xtest
and ytest are the correct target values for the calculation of the quadratic error.
The significance of the above decomposition originates from the fact that it splits the gener-
alisation error into two components that balance each other. The bias component describes the
expected error over all trained predictors f(k). This component is in general high for simple mod-
els, i.e. models with a low number of free parameters, and relatively low for complex models
with a high number of degrees of freedom, which on average will be able to fit the target function
better. On the other hand, the variance component describes the degree of variability between the
predictions of the predictors trained on different training sets. Contrary to the bias, this value is in
general low for simple models since, due to a low degree of freedom, all these models will make
similar predictions. For the complex models, the variance component is usually high because they
tend to overfit the training data and then produce erroneous predictions for the test data. This phe-
nomenon is also called bias-variance dilemma since finding an optimal predictor means finding a
balance between the bias and variance error.
An important implication of the decomposition is that better generalisation performance cannot
be achieved by choosing a more complex model structure, e.g. neural networks with a higher
number of hidden units since this merely decreases the bias term while potentially increasing the
variance term. The goal of model selection is finding an optimal model with balanced bias and
variance errors.
The ultimate ambition in machine learning is the search for techniques that reduce both of the
error terms at the same time. This can be achieved by increasing the number of training examples,
which in turn allows the training of more complex models. However, in practical scenarios where
obtaining more training data is often very expensive or even impossible, one needs to find another
way of achieving this goal. Two such methods of approaching simultaneous minimisation of bias
and variance from different directions are the ensemble methods and local learning discussed in
Section 3.4 and Section 3.5 respectively.
Learning-forgetting dilemma
When dealing with adaptive systems, one inevitably has to deal with the learning-forgetting
dilemma [48], sometimes also called stability-plasticity dilemma [21]. The goal when dealing with
the dilemma relates to finding an optimal trade-off between learning new information and forget-
ting old information. Adaptive learning systems with generalisation capability need a mechanism
for forgetting old information as their capacity is limited and as such they suffer from negative
interference. This refers to forgetting of past useful knowledge while learning new information
[156]. The extreme manifestation of this problem is catastrophic forgetting [58]. According to the
previously cited work, the problem can be prevented by: (i) having representative validation data
set; (ii) memorising all training data samples; or (iii) incorporation of strong prior knowledge.
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3.3 Data-driven techniques for soft sensing
This section provides a discussion and further references to the most popular techniques for data-
driven soft sensing identified in Section 2.4.3.
3.3.1 Principal Component Regression
Principal Component Regression (PCR) models consist of the Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) as a pre-processing step that is followed by a regression model operating in a reduced
space which is the output of the PCA [88].
The PCA algorithm reduces the number of variables by building linear combinations of the
input variables in such a way that these combinations cover the highest variance in the input space
and are additionally orthogonal to each other. In the context of the process industry data, this is a
very useful feature because the process industry data is often co-linear (see Section 2.3.2 for the
discussion of co-linearity in process industry data). Another particular useful feature of the PCA
is that it supports dealing with noisy data (refer to Section 2.3.2 for more details).
The PCA is often applied in combination with a regression model but it is not necessarily
restricted to this type of model and can generally be combined with any predictive modelling
technique.
The PCA algorithm proceeds as follows: a normalized (zero mean and unite variance) matrix
X ∈ Rn×m consisting of n samples and m variables (features) holding the input data can be
transformed into l-dimensional (l ≤ m) PCA space XPCA ∈ Rn×l in the following way:
XPCA = P TX, (3.8)
where P ∈ Rm×l is the transformation matrix. There are several ways to calculate the transforma-
tion matrix P . In the case of the covariance approach, the covariance matrix C of the input data
X has to be calculated:
C =
1
n
XT ·X. (3.9)
Next the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of this matrix are derived:
V −1CV = eig(C), (3.10)
where eig(C) is the diagonal eigenvalues matrix and V the eigenvector matrix. The eigenvalues
λi are then sorted in descending order such that λ1 > λ2 > . . . > λm. The columns of PCA-
transformation matrix P are then formed by the eigenvectors vi corresponding to the l highest
eigenvalues:
P = [v1,v2, . . . ,vl]
T with vi ∈ Rm. (3.11)
Having the PCA transformed version XPCA of the original input matrix X , one can build a mul-
tiple regression model using the Least Means Squares (LMS) algorithm:
ypred = X
PCAβ + , (3.12)
where ypred is the prediction vector of the LMS model,  is the residual error vector of the model
and β are the parameters of the regression model, which are estimated as:
β = ((XPCA)TXPCA)−1(XPCA)Ty, (3.13)
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where y are the available target values. Applying the fact that the vectors inXPCA are orthogonal,
the previous equation can be simplified to:
β = ((XPCA)TXPCA)−1(XPCA)Ty = L−2(XPCA)Ty, (3.14)
where L is another diagonal matrix whose elements are
√
λk (see [88, p. 168].
Although the PCA is a well established and powerful algorithm it has several drawbacks and
limitations. One of the limitations is that the pure PCA can only effectively handle linear relations
of the data and thus cannot deal with non-linearity. Another issue is the selection of the optimal
number of principal components. This can be approached by using, for example, the parameter
cross-validation technique or any of the methods discussed in [88, p. 173]. Another problem is
that the principal components describe the input space very well but do not reflect the relation
between the input and the output data space, which actually has to be modelled. A solution to
this problem is given by the Partial Least Squares (PLS) [65], which instead of covering the input
space variance, pays attention to the covariance matrix that brings together both the input and the
output data space.
A practical problem of the PCA, which is relevant for soft sensor development, is its sensitivity
to outliers. The estimation of the direction of the maximal variance of the data can be severely
affected by outliers. There are two ways of dealing with this issue [35]. The first is by using robust
estimates of the covariance matrix on which the PCA relies [34]. However, this type of estimator
has been found to have a low breakdown point (percentage of samples which can be effected
before the estimation gets corrupted) in high dimensions [35]. The second type of approach to
robust PCA is using robust dispersion estimators replacing the original outlier sensitive variance
measure. These approaches are referred to as projection pursuit methods [115]. A popular robust
measure applied in projection pursuit is the Median Absolute Deviation (MAD) measure, which
has the following form:
MAD(x.,j) = medi1(|xi1,j −medi2(xi2,j)|), (3.15)
x.,j is the j-th variable of the samples, and med the median function. This method will be later
applied as a pre-processing step in the experiments in Chapter 4 and 6 and referred to as robust
PCA.
3.3.2 Artificial Neural Networks
The original idea of Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) [13] was to build computational models
motivated by the operation of biological neurons that are the basic information processing units
in nervous systems. There is a large variety of computational intelligence models that are more or
less biologically plausible and are summarized under the term artificial neural network.
The following subsections will focus on two ANN variants that are commonly applied to pro-
cess industry data modelling.
Multi-Layer Perceptron
Multi-Layer Perceptron is a feed-forward ANN as shown in Figure 3.2. It consists of one input
layer, one output layer, and at least one hidden layer. The role of the input layer is to collect
the input data and provide it to the hidden layer for further processing. The number of units in
the input layer is equivalent to the dimensionality of the input data. Each of the input units is
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connected to each hidden unit and the connections between the units carry weights. The role of
the hidden units is to collect the signals at their input, i.e. the outputs of the preceding layer,
multiply them by the connection weights, build a sum of them and process them using the transfer
function ghidden:
xhiddeni = g
hidden
∑
j
whiddenj,i x
in
j
 , (3.16)
where xinj is the j-th variable of the input sample, w
hidden
j,i is the weight between the j-th input
unit and i-th hidden unit and xhiddeni the output of the i-th hidden unit. The transfer function can
be any differentiable non-linear function. Often used are the sigmoid functions such as:
ghidden(x) =
1
1 + exp (−x) . (3.17)
Once the signals are processed by the hidden layer they are passed further to the next hidden layer,
in the case when there is more than one hidden layer, or to the output layer otherwise. The output
layer can consists of one or more neurons. In the case of typical regression modelling (such as
described in Section 3.2), the output layer consists of only one unit:
xout = gout
(∑
i
wouti x
hidden
i
)
, (3.18)
with xout being the output of the MLP,wouti the weight between the i-th hidden unit and the output
unit and gout() the transfer function of the output neuron.
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Figure 3.2: Multi-Layer Perceptron structure (without bias connections)
A remarkable theoretical property of the MLP is that they are universal function approxima-
tors, which means that, provided enough training data and complex enough structure, they can be
trained to approximate any function with any given accuracy [60].
Learning of the MLP (and ANN in general) is achieved by applying an algorithm for finding
the optimal weights between the neurons. The most popular of these algorithms is the back-
propagation algorithm originally proposed in [195].
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Back-propagation algorithm The breakthrough of ANNs, and especially of MLPs, came in
the 1980s after the application of the back-propagation algorithm for their training [152]. This
algorithm is a generalisation of the delta rule [48, p. 283], which was originally applied as a
learning rule for linear perceptrons. The original version of the algorithm is a gradient descent
method updating the weights in the direction of the steepest descent in the weight-error space:
wnew = w + ∆w with ∆w = −η∂E
∂w
(3.19)
E =
1
2
n∑
a=1
(xouta − ya)2 (3.20)
where η is the learning rate of the algorithm and E is the quadratic error calculated over the
training samples. For the quadratic error function and the derivatives for the output and hidden
weights take the following for:
∂E
∂wouti
= −2(y − xout)(gout)′(xout)xhiddeni (3.21)
∂E
∂whiddenj,i
= −2(y − xout)(gout)′(xout)(ghidden)′(xhiddeni )xinj (3.22)
The original version of the algorithm presented in Equation 3.19, also called vanilla back-
propagation, was later modified and several versions such as gradient descent with momentum
or Scaled Conjugate Gradient (SCG) emerged. In the following paragraph the SCG method is
discussed as it is the learning method that will be later applied as the MLP learning algorithm.
The SCG algorithm was developed to overcome the problem of the original conjugate gradient
descent that relies on the line search algorithm (see [13, p. 272]), which is computationally de-
manding [130]. The method is a second-order derivative using the Hessian matrix H. The elements
of this matrix are second order partial derivatives of the error function, i.e. Hi,j = ∂
2E
∂wi∂wj
. The
SCG method is an iterative search of the local minimum of the error function. The search starts in
the direction of the steepest gradient descent and moves in this direction until a local minimum is
found. The second descent direction equals the direction of constant gradient direction but chang-
ing magnitude, i.e. the direction in which the direction of the gradient remains constant. The
trick of the scaled conjugate descent is that, instead of the evaluation of the full Hessian matrix,
it evaluates the Hessian matrix multiplied by the search direction (vector), which is a vector and
thus needs fewer evaluations (more details of the algorithm can be found in [13, p. 282]).
Issues of MLPs Despite their popularity, there are some issues with the MLPs. The most sig-
nificant from the practical point of view is that they are prone to get stuck in local minima during
the learning process. This can result in sub-optimal performance on the future test data and makes
the performance of the trained model strongly dependent on initial conditions like weights initial-
isation. It will be demonstrated later in Chapter 4 that in the case of industrial data sets this fact
can lead to significantly different model performances despite equal parameter settings.
Another problem, which also has a critical influence on the generalisation performance of the
trained model, is the difficulty with the estimation of the optimal model topology.
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Radial Basis Function Network
A Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN) usually consists of three layers, namely an input, hid-
den and output layer and is, in its topology, similar to the MLP (see Figure 3.2). Nevertheless, two
aspects make the RBFN different to MLPs. The first difference is the way the hidden units are
activated (i.e. how the weights between the input and output layer are calculated) and the other
one is the applied transfer function of the hidden units.
The transfer function of the RBFN hidden units is a Gaussian function that gives this type of
feed-forward network its name; radial basis function. The Gaussian function has the following
parameters, (i) a vector of mean values µ, defining the position of centre of the function in the
input space; (ii) and a covariance matrix Σ, defining the shape of the function. The Gaussian
function is defined as:
h(x) = exp
(
−1
2
(x− µ)TΣ(x− µ)
)
. (3.23)
The weights between the input and hidden layer are assigned to the values of µi,j , where j
refers to the variable of the input vector xin and i to the hidden unit, i.e. the Gaussian function.
The hidden units process the input by measuring the (usually Euclidean) distance of the input xin
to the centre of the units µj , traversing this distance through the Gaussian function and providing
the activation of the Gaussian function xhiddeni at their output for further processing:
xhiddeni = h(x) = exp
(
−1
2
(x− µi)TΣi(x− µi)
)
. (3.24)
In the case of regression models, the output unit usually has a linear transfer function and calcu-
lates the summation of the hidden units’ output weighted by the weights between the hidden and
output layer:
xout =
∑
i
wix
hidden
i , (3.25)
where wi is the weight between the i-th hidden unit and the output unit.
There is a set of parameters that has to be learnt, these are the shape of the Gaussian functions
Σ, their centres µ (the weights between the input and hidden layer) and the weights between the
hidden and output layer. In the simplest scenario, the parameters of the Gaussian functions are
learnt off-line by clustering the available data into a given number of cluster and then calculating
the Gaussian function parameters for each cluster. Having the Gaussian functions, the weights
of the output layer can be calculated for example by applying the Least Mean Squares (LMS)
algorithm, i.e.:
w =
((
Xhidden
)T
Xhidden
)−1
Xhiddeny, (3.26)
where w are the weights between the hidden and output layer, Xhidden are the input data samples
and y are the corresponding target values.
3.3.3 Support Vector Machines
Due to their theoretical background in the statistical learning theory, Support Vector Machines
(SVM) [173] gained the attention of the computational learning community. The general Support
Vector Regression (SVR) algorithm is presented in [164, 46] and will be discussed in this section.
The first step is constructing a linear function in a high-dimensional space using a kernel function
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ϕ():
g(x) = ωTϕ(x) + b, (3.27)
where g() is the regression function and ϕ() is the kernel function. The goal is to optimise the
parameters ω and b in order to fulfil the following condition:∣∣y − ωTϕ(x)− b∣∣ < , (3.28)
where  is the precision of the model predictions. The above optimisation problem can be ex-
pressed as:
minimise
1
2
ωTω + C
∑
i
(ξi + ξ
∗
i ) (3.29)
subject to: yi − ωTϕ(x)− b ≤ + ξi
ωTϕ(x) + b− yi ≤ + ξ∗i
ξi, ξ
∗
i ≥ 0,
in these equations, C is a trade-off parameter defining the influence of errors larger than  on the
objectives function and ξi, ξ∗i are called slack variables, which are both zero if the sample is within
the  bound. ξi has the value of the difference between the observed value and , if the sample
is above the  limit. The same is valid for ξ∗i if the sample is below the bound. This formulation
corresponds to the following loss function (called Vapnik’s epsilon-insensitive loss):
L =
0 if |y − g(x)| ≤ 
|y − g(x)| −  otherwise (3.30)
The above problem can be transformed into the dual formulation using Lagrange operators:
L := 12ω
Tω + C
∑
i (ξi + ξ
∗
i )−
∑
i (ηiξi + η
∗
i ξ
∗
i )
−∑i αi(+ ξi − yi + ωTϕ(xi) + b)
−∑i α∗i (+ ξ∗i + yi − ωTϕ(xi)− b). (3.31)
The Langrange operators ηi, η∗i , αi and α
∗
i are all positive. By setting the partial derivatives of
Lagrange function with respect to the primal variables to zero, i.e. ∂bL = 0, ∂ωL = 0, ∂ξ∗i L = 0
the dual optimisation problem can be derived:
maximise: −1
2
∑
i,j
(αi − α∗i )(αj − α∗j )k(xi, xj)
−
∑
i
(αi + α
∗
i ) +
∑
i
(yi(αi − α∗i )) (3.32)
subject to
∑
i
(αi − α∗i ) = 0 and αi, α∗i ∈ [0, C] ,
where k() can be any function fulfilling the Mercer condition, i.e. k(xi, xj) = ϕ(xi)Tϕ(xj).
After calculating the optimal Lagrange parameters αi and α∗i , the partial derivative ∂ω = ω −
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∑
i (αi − α∗i )ϕ(xi) can be rewritten to:
ω =
∑
i
(αi − α∗i )xi, (3.33)
which allows the reformulation the original function g() as:
g(x) =
∑
i
(αi − α∗i )k(xi, x) + b. (3.34)
The remaining unknown in the equation is b. This can be calculated by applying the Karush-
Kuhn-Tucker conditions [164]. The previously cited work can also be referred to find details of
the calculation of b.
The above optimisation problem has to be solved using quadratic programming techniques.
The complexity of the problem is independent of the dimensionality of the input space, however
it grows with the number of training samples. Therefore, for large data sets the calculation of the
support vector can become computationally infeasible.
Least Squares Support Vector Machines
The Least Squares Support Vector Machine (LSSVM) [167] algorithm offers a solution to the
above complexity problem of the traditional SVM by splitting the global optimisation problem
into a set of linear optimisation sub-problems. This is achieved by defining a slightly different
objective function (c.t. Equation 3.29):
minimise
1
2
ωTω + γ
1
2
∑
i
e2i (3.35)
subject to: yi = ωTϕ(xi) + b+ ei
The difference to the standard SVM is the equality condition in Equation 3.35 (compare to Equa-
tion 3.29) and the quadratic error term in Eq. 3.35. The Lagrangian for the objective function has
the following form:
L := 12ω
Tω + γ 12
∑
i e
2
i −
∑
i αi
(
ωTϕ(xi) + b+ ei − yi
)
, (3.36)
where αi are the Lagrange multipliers. Building the partial derivatives of L, i.e.
∂Lω, ∂Lb, ∂Lei , ∂Lαi (see [167] for more details) results in a set of linear equations:[
0 1T
1 k(x, x) + γ−1I
] [
b
α
]
=
[
0
y
]
. (3.37)
Solving the above linear equation provides the parameters αk and b, which allows obtaining the
prediction g(x) using the following linear (in the kernel space) equation:
g(x) =
∑
i
αkk(x, xi) + b. (3.38)
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Issues of SVM
A particular issue of SVM is the training process complexity, which grows with the increasing
amount of training data. There are also problems with providing adaptation mechanisms for SVM.
Nevertheless, there are some publications which focus on this aspect (see e.g. [150]).
3.4 Ensemble methods
3.4.1 Introduction to ensembles
Ensemble methods are predictive model building techniques that for a given training data build a
set, i.e. an ensemble, of models rather than a single model as is the case with the traditional model
building. Investigations into ensemble methods have formed a lively research area ever since the
appearance of the first works in this field at the beginning of the 1990s, see e.g. [76, 199, 139, 47]
for some early works. The first approaches for ensemble methods evolved from statistical re-
sampling techniques like jackknifing, bootstrapping and cross-validation. After these initial works,
ensemble methods have been studied intensively and proven theoretically [199, 111, 102, 59] and
practically [133, 7, 154, 63] to improve the prediction performance of the models.
To build an ensemble, two crucial tasks for the model building can be identified. First, a set of
diverse ensemble members (see 3.4.3 for the discussion on diversity in ensemble methods) has to
be built and then the models or their predictions have to be combined in order to obtain the final
prediction of the ensemble.
Ensemble members generation: Ensemble methods that actively influence the generation of
the members in order to improve the prediction performance are called generative ensembles
[172]. The most popular of these methods are:
• Bagging [17]: generates multiple training sets of constant size by re-sampling the training
data with replacement, each of the sub-sets is used to train an ensemble member.
• Boosting [158]: the ensemble members are trained iteratively, the training set for each new
ensemble member is drawn from the original training data according to a distribution that
reflects the prediction error of the previous member.
• Modular neural networks/ Mixture of experts [84] (see Section 3.5.1): in this case, the
ensemble members are specialised on regions of the input space, the division of the input
space is done by a gating network.
The outcome of this stage is a set of p predictive models:
F = {f(k)}pk=1 (3.39)
Prediction combinations: This work is restricted to the combination at the prediction level and
it does not deal with combinations at the model level because these approaches are algorithm
dependent, which goes against the scope of this work. For the combination at the prediction level,
there are several approaches that can be applied. Assuming, there is a validation data set consisting
of the input data Xval and the target variable yval:
Sval =
{
Xval,yval
}
= {(xj , yj)}n
val
j=1 , (3.40)
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where nval is the number of validation samples, the following approaches to combination are
commonly applied:
• best model selection: f = argmini e(f(i)(Xval),yval).
• model prediction averaging: f = 1p
∑
i f(i) (e.g. in the case of Bagging).
• weighted (convex 1) combination: f = ∑iwif(i) with ∑iwi = 1,∀i : wi > 0; e.g. Boost-
ing where the weighs are assigned to the prediction accuracy of the ensemble members, or
in the case of Mixture of Experts, the weights are assigned according to the output of the
gating network.
• combination through a trainable function g() optimised on Sval: f = g(F),with g : F → y
(e.g. Stacked generalisation [199]).
In the above equations, e() is an error function (see Section 3.2), wi are the combination weights
and f is the final, i.e. combined, predictor.
The effectiveness of the above combination approaches in the context of neural network pre-
dictors was studied in [140], the following paragraphs provide a summary of the findings.
The authors have shown analytically that the selection of the best model is not efficient and that
the averaging approach should be preferred. For the averaging approach, the authors demonstrate
that the quadratic error of the ensemble (f(x) − y)2 is decreasing with the increasing size of the
ensemble p:
(f(x)− y)2 = 1
p
(
1
p
(
p∑
k=1
(y − f(k)(x))2
))
. (3.41)
The previous equation shows that the prediction error of the ensemble can be made arbitrarily
low merely by adding new models to the ensemble. This seems to be a very encouraging result
but, unfortunately, the equation is valid only under the constrain of statistical independence of the
quadratic prediction error of the ensemble members, which is gradually more and more difficult
to achieve with the increasing size of the ensemble.
Next, Perrone and Cooper demonstrate that the performance can further be improved using the
weighted sum approach. In this case the challenging task is to find the optimal weights for the
combination. In the case of convex combination, i.e. ∀i : 0 ≤ wi ≤ 1 and
∑
iwi = 1 the optimal
weights have the following form:
wk =
∑
l C
−1
k,l∑
k
∑
l C
−1
k,l
, (3.42)
where Cik are the entries of the correlation matrix of the ensemble members’ prediction errors.
The difficulty with this approach is the estimation of the correlation matrix and its inverse, as in
practical scenarios the rows of C will be linearly dependent (e.g. in case of correlated prediction
of two ensemble members), which results in an instability of the matrix inversion.
The last possibility for the combination, namely the functional combination, approach is very
general since any learning method can be applied to map the individual predictions onto the final
prediction. The other combination methods can be represented as special cases of this general
method.
1convexity is used to guarantee certain beneficial properties of the combinations, e.g. the existence of a global
optimum
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3.4.2 Bias-variance-covariance decomposition
The bias-variance decomposition discussed in Section 3.2, was extended to ensembles in the form
of the bias-variance-covariance decomposition in [171]. For a convex combination of estimators,
the variance component can be further broken down into the variance and covariance component.
In the case of the mean combination of predictors, it can be achieved by replacing the predictor
f with the mean combination f = 1p
∑
k f(k), which leads to the following form of the variance
term:
variance(f) = E
[
(f − E [f])2] = E
(1
p
∑
k
f(k) − E
[
1
p
∑
k
f(k)
])2
=
1
p2
E
∑
k
∑
l 6=k
(
f(k) − E
[
f(k)
]) (
f(l) − E
[
f(l)
])+
1
p2
E
[∑
k
(
f(k) − E
[
f(k)
])2] (3.43)
=
1
p2
covariance(f) +
1
p2
variance(f).
The expectationE [] in the above equation is calculated in respect of the different training data sets
as well as different initialisations of the predictors. An interesting fact is that, since the covariance
part of Equation 3.43 can get negative values, it can decrease the overall generalisation error of
the model. It also shows that the quadratic error of the ensemble depends on the bias, the variance
and the relationship, i.e. the covariance, of the ensemble members [26].
As shown in Equation 3.43, ensemble methods can be theoretically expected to decrease the
quadratic prediction error by decreasing the variance term of the bias-variance decomposition (see
Section 3.2). There is also empirical evidence showing that ensemble methods decrease variance
[17, 7] or both the variance and bias at the same time [7, 126].
3.4.3 The role of diversity in ensembles
The above discussion has shown a benefit for the generalisation performance of ensembles when
their members produce uncorrelated errors, which can be seen as an effect of disagreement about
the prediction among the ensemble members. The intuitive explanation of this effect is that the
ensemble does not benefit from members making the same predictions, i.e. the performance of an
ensemble combining ten models predicting the same values is equal to the performance of a single
model.
The need for diversity was theoretically shown in the ambiguity decomposition in [111]. This
decomposition has the following form:
(f − y)2 =
∑
k
wk(f(k) − y)2 −
∑
k
wk(f(k) − f)2, (3.44)
where f is the combined prediction of the ensemble, y the correct target value, f(k) a prediction
of an ensemble member and wk the combination weights. Equation 3.44 is interesting for several
reasons. On one hand it splits the squared prediction error of the ensemble into two independent
terms, one describing the average error of the independent ensemble members and the other one,
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the ambiguity term, describing the diversity level among the ensemble members. On the other
hand it shows that the generalisation error of the ensemble is equal to the weighted generalisation
error of the particular models less the ambiguity term. This is a strong theoretical justification for
the ensemble methods because it shows that, as long as there is an ambiguity among the members,
the combined prediction will be lower than the average individual member error. However, the
decomposition does not say that there is no ensemble member with lower error than the combina-
tion.
Unfortunately, the ambiguity decomposition is also not the holy grail of machine learning since
there are some obstacles related to it. The major one is that for the minimisation of Equation 3.44,
a set of models that are diverse and at the same time maximally accurate is needed. Another
challenge is finding the optimal weights for a given set of models.
The ambiguity decomposition can also be set in relation to the bias-variance-covariance de-
composition using the Equations 3.44 and 3.43 [20, 19, 26]. After some manipulations, it can
be shown that the ambiguity part of Equation 3.44 can be understood as a combination of the
ensemble variance and covariance, while the first term of the ambiguity decomposition equals to
a sum of the squared bias and variance. The presence of the variance term within both parts of
the ambiguity decomposition explains why it is not possible to manipulate the ambiguity without
influencing the first term of the decomposition.
A popular solution for finding an ensemble that is optimised under the ambiguity decomposi-
tion was presented in the framework of neural networks in the form of the negative correlation
learning [120]. In this case, there is a penalty term added to the optimised error function. The
penalty term is related to the diversity of the output of the ANNs and as such encourages weights
that result in uncorrelated error patterns.
In a more general context, there is another way for the estimation of the combination weights
optimising the ensemble generalisation error using the ambiguity decomposition presented in
[111]. Although there is no analytical solution for the optimal weights, an estimate can be found
based on the predicted generalisation performance of the individual ensemble members and the
correlation between the models’ predictions Ckl =
∑
x∈X f(k)(x)f(l)(x) by optimising the fol-
lowing equation:
(f − y)2 =
∑
k
wk(f(k) − y)2 +
∑
k,l
wkCk,lwl −
∑
k
wkCk,k (3.45)
This equation can be optimised using, for example, linear programming techniques [111].
So far, the requirements for diversity have been identified from practical and theoretical points
of view and the influence of the ensemble diversity on the ensemble generalisation error have
been shown. An important question to be addressed now is: What are the mechanisms for the
creation of diverse model populations? There has been several works dealing with this question.
For example, [112, 153] provide a review of diversity generation mechanisms in a classification
context. In the context of regression models, Brown et al. proposed a taxonomy for diversity
generation mechanisms in [19].
On a high level, the authors distinguish between implicit and explicit methods for diversity
generation. Implicit methods are techniques like bootstraping (see Section 3.4.1), which generate
the diversity in a random manner without optimising any function, while explicit methods attempt
to manipulate the diversity in a more deterministic way. Explicit, or active, diversity management
is performed for example by the boosting method [49], where each new data set covers samples
that were not processed correctly by the available predictors. As another way of classifying of
diversity creation methods, Brown et al. propose the following types of diversity:
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• Starting point in hypothesis space: The starting point in the hypothesis space can be mod-
ified, for example, by random initialisation of the weights of ANN. This corresponds to
implicit diversity generation mechanism. This method is available for any technique that is
prone to local minima.
• Set of accessible hypotheses: This can be varied in two different ways, namely by changing
the training data set or by changing the architecture of the learning machine. Some ap-
proaches to changing the training data structure were discussed in Section 3.4.1, others are
feature selection, instance filtering, methods related to receptive fields building, AdaBoost
[59], etc. As for the changing of the architecture of the learning machine, this can be done
for example by combining ANN with SVMs or any other predictive method. The intuitive
explanation is that different learning approaches will generate different models with differ-
ent (i.e. uncorrelated) error patterns and consequently by optimising the ambiguity of the
ensemble (see Equation 3.44) .
• Traversal of the hypothesis space: This can be achieved, for example, by adding a penalty
term to the learning algorithm, which will force the algorithm to move into unpopulated
areas of the hypothesis space, as done by negative correlation learning in the framework of
neural networks.
3.5 Local learning
The distinguishing characteristics of local learning methods is that they train a set of models, each
of which is trained on limited partition of the data space. Local learning algorithms evolved from
the so called lazy learning methods [1].
In lazy learning, all training samples are collected and memorised. Later on at the run-time of
the model, for each test sample, called query in lazy learning, the model looks for samples that
were memorised during the training phase in a neighbourhood of the query and builds a model
based on them. The simplest example of such an algorithm is the k-Nearest Neighbours (kNN)
method [48]. In the case of kNN, the model looks for the k closest samples in the neighbourhood
of the query and then makes a prediction based on these k samples, which is a majority vote in
the case of a classification problem or the mean value in the case of a regression task. Another
possibility is to build a local predictive model in the neighbourhood of the query as is the case of
Locally Weighted Learning discussed in Section 3.5.1.
In order to be able to build a local learning model, there are several additional aspects that have
to be considered. A comprehensive study dealing with these aspects was presented in the context
of lazy learning in [5]. These aspects include:
• The distance function: This function d(x,q), where x,q stands for the training and query
samples respectively, is applied to obtain the distances value between the samples. The most
common distance function is the Euclidean distance:
d(x,q) =
1
m
∗
√√√√ m∑
j=1
(xj − qj)2. (3.46)
There are also different strategies for the application of the distance function possible. On
one hand it can be a global distance function, which is the same for all samples, or on the
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other hand the distance measure can differ for different queries, e.g. depending on the data
density in the query neighbourhood.
• The kernel function: Given the distances between the samples, the kernel function describes
the form of the local neighbourhood. As such, despite the same name, it plays a different
role as the SVM kernel function described in Section 3.3.3. The size of the kernel, i.e.
its extent in the sample space, is usually directly or indirectly a parameter of the function
having important influence on the locality of the model. This parameter can either be a fixed
value (e.g. as it is the case with RBFN) or change with the density of the data samples (e.g.
in the case of kNN). A popular kernel form is the family of the exponential functions (e.g.
Gaussian kernel).
• The local model: The local model, which is trained using the training data points from the
neighbourhood defined by the kernel function, can be any kind of predictive method. The
choice of the predictive technique can vary from simple average building (as in the case of
kNN) to non-linear predictions using MLPs. However, since the complexity of the local data
is usually quite limited, linear regression techniques are a popular choice for local models.
Theoretical justification of local learning approaches was given in [15]. In the cited work there
is the locality - capacity trade-off introduced where the terms locality and capacity refer to the
size of the neighbourhood, which is considered for training the local model, and to the complexity
of the learning system (e.g. number of hidden units, pre-processing parameters, generalisation
parameter), respectively. The stated trade-off is based on the balance between the capacity of a
(global) algorithm and the number of training instances that defines the generalisation performance
of the model [173]. The advantage of local learning is that the capacity of the model can be defined
and controlled locally through the change of locality, i.e. the number of training samples.
An interesting discussion dealing with the link between the bias-variance dilemma (see Section
3.2) and local learning was published in [156]. In terms of local learning the problem of selecting
an appropriate number of free parameters, e.g. number of hidden units, of a learning algorithm in
order to find an optimum trade-off between bias and variance is transformed into the problem of
the selection of the area of validity of a learning algorithm with fixed structure. In other words this
means that instead of adapting the learning method one has to adapt the complexity of the region
from which data for the training of the method is drawn and thus transforming the complex global
optimisation into a simpler local one [156].
Besides the theoretical justification, local learning can also be found as an effective concept
in biological systems. The evidence of locally focused information processing was found, for
example, by identifying brain cells in the macaque vision system, which are responsible for the
recognition of simple patterns in localised areas of the macaque’s retina in [81]. These areas are
called Receptive Fields. The term Receptive Field is adopted to refer to local partitions of the data
space that, in the sense of the kernel function, build a connected neighbourhood.
From the process industry viewpoint, local learning is a promising strategy because often one
can recognize different clusters in the space of the process data. These clusters correspond to
different operating states of the process and it may be of benefit to train a local model for each of
these states.
3.5.1 Local learning algorithms
This section briefly reviews a few local learning techniques that are relevant in the context of this
work.
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Locally Weighted Learning
Locally Weighted Learning (LWL) [57] is an algorithm from the lazy learning family and as such
it trains a new model for each test instance. The model is trained using training instances, from
the local neighbourhood of the test samples. The instances closer to the test instance are allocated
higher weights than more distant ones. The type and size of the kernel are important parameters
since they define how large the local neighbourhood is. The drawbacks of the LWL technique are
similar to the other lazy learning methods, it is mainly (i) the high computational demand at the
prediction time since a new model must be built for each test instance; and (ii) the selection of the
additional parameters like the kernel type, size, etc., which have a large impact on the performance
of the model.
Radial Basis Function Networks
Radial Basis Function Networks (RBFN) were already discussed in Section 3.3.2. From the point
of view of local learning, the hidden units of the RBFN can be represented as modelling the
Gaussian receptive fields in the input space. The output layer represents a linear model which
builds the final prediction in dependency of the activation of the receptive fields.
Modular neural networks
Jacobs et al. presented an interesting approach to supervised local learning [84]. The learning
system consists of two different types of ANNs. The first type is trained using a subset of the
available training samples. The authors call these models local experts. This term is now often
used in terms of local learning to describe models that have been trained on subsets of the training
data and will thus be adopted in this work as well. The second incorporated network type is a
gating network, which weighs the outputs of the particular local experts. The gating network is
a competitive multi-layer network with the number of hidden units equal to the number of local
experts.
The training of the networks is done using the gradient descent technique. The global error
function that is minimized is of the following form:
E = −log
∑
k
pke
− 1
2
‖y−ypredk ‖2 , (3.47)
where pk are the weights predicted by the gating ANN, y is the target value and y
pred
k is the predic-
tion of the i-th local expert given a test sample. This error function enforces the specialisation of
the local experts and relaxes the couplings between the particular experts since every local expert
is forced to predict the target value rather than a residual value as is the case with similar models.
Locally Weighted Projection Regression
Locally Weighted Projection Regression (LWPR) [177] is a receptive fields-based local learning
method for non-linear function approximation. Since LWPR stores all the necessary information
needed for its incremental operation within the receptive fields descriptions, there is no need to
store past data samples. The LWPR algorithm was derived from the Receptive Fields Weighted
Regression (RFWR) [156] with particular focus on local dimensionality reduction and the opera-
tion (i.e. local experts building) in the locally reduced spaces.
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Internally, a trained LWPR model consists of a set of receptive fields descriptions and locally
valid PLS models. The receptive fields are Gaussian functions defined in a locally reduced space.
Provided a new test (or query) sample, each of the local models makes a prediction ypredi and
activates the receptive fields. The activation of the receptive fields wi is applied as a weighting
factor for the calculation of the final prediction ypred:
ypred =
∑
k wky
pred
k∑
k wk
. (3.48)
Since LWPR is an incremental algorithm it uses the query samples not only to provide the
prediction but also to update its structure, assuming the correct target value for the query sample is
available. Updating the model structure consists of two tasks, namely updating the receptive fields,
i.e. the Gaussian functions describing them, and the adaptation of the local regression models. The
shape and size of the receptive fields is adjusted using the stochastic gradient descent approach in
a penalized leave-one-out cross-validation cost function (see [156] for details). The incremental
updates of the local regression models are achieved using a recursive least squares method. The
authors use a modified version of the PLS algorithm that updates the regression models using a
Newton-like method requiring the availability of simple statistics of the data only (see [177] for
details).
One of the advantages of the LWPR algorithm is that the learning is completely localised,
which means that the local models and receptive fields can be updated independently of each
other. This fact dramatically simplifies the adding and pruning of the receptive fields.
3.6 Meta-learning
Meta-learning is a young research area, the first publications stating the term meta-learning in
the context of machine learning were published in the early 1990s by J. Schmidhuber [160]. Due
to its relatively recent introduction, the meta-learning term has not got a single unified definition
yet and it is perceived in different ways by different researchers. Examples of definitions of the
meta-learning term in machine learning are:
• Learning to learn [160]
• Studying how a learning system can increase efficiency through experience [178]
• Study of methodologies aimed to identify dynamical forms of biases [24]
• Process of exploiting of knowledge about learning [69]
• Accumulating experience on the performance of multiple applications of a learning system
[179]
• Finding functions that map data sets to predicted data mining performance [138]
• Automatic process of acquiring knowledge that relates the empirical performance of learn-
ing algorithms to the features of the learning problems [143]
In summary, most of the previous definitions describe meta-learning as systems that learn how
to improve the performance of a learning system by studying its past performance. Some of the
approaches focus on overcoming the issue of a fixed bias (see below for the definition of bias in
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the meta-learning context) by introducing techniques for dynamic bias selection. The practical
approaches to achieve the meta-learning goals vary significantly but before reviewing the most
popular of them some theoretical aspects, which will allow the explanation of the approaches,
need to be introduced.
3.6.1 Meta-learning theory
The theoretical considerations presented in this work are based on the review of meta-learning
published in [178] and [24]. For the purpose of the introduction to meta-learning, the general
theoretical concept from Section 3.2 needs to be extended.
The learning process in meta-learning is often described as mapping from the data space Strain
into a hypothesis spaceHL of the learning algorithm L in the following way:
L : Strain → HL. (3.49)
The outcome of the learning is a hypothesis h ∈ HL. The meta-learning community also uses
the term bias, however the notion of this term is different to the one introduced earlier in Section
3.2. In meta-learning, the bias of a learning algorithm refers to a set of assumptions that has
an influence on the hypothesis space HL of the learning algorithm. This can be, for example,
the learning algorithm itself, the parameters of the algorithm (e.g. number of hidden units of
a multi-layer perceptron), initialisation of the algorithm (e.g. initial weights of the multi-layer
perceptron), data pre-processing and many others. The bias is a sum of all these effects and it
defines what can and what cannot be learnt by L. Lets assume, for example, the case when the
correct target concept φ lies outside of the hypothesis space HL because the bias of the learning
algorithm is too strong. In this case, the learning process cannot lead to successful learning of
the target concept. This can happen when a linear learning algorithm (e.g. linear regression) tries
to learn a non-linear mapping. On the other hand, in a overly large hypothesis space, it might
be difficult to find the correct hypothesis h given the limited size of the training data set Strain.
Incorrect bias selection can also lead to poor generalisation performance, i.e. data overfitting or
overgeneralisation [24, 8]. These facts demonstrate the crucial role of the selection of the correct
bias, where correct bias means that the target function lies within the hypothesis space HL of the
learning algorithm L.
The traditional learning scenario that was considered so far, i.e. selection of an optimal learning
algorithm, data pre-processing and training the learning algorithm, is in meta-learning referred
to as base learning. There are many problems with such an approach and these can be mostly
related to the fact that the learning algorithm that is dealt with has a fixed bias. The bias can
be manipulated by pre-processing the data (e.g. by performing feature selection) or by searching
for parameters of the learning algorithm, which moves the hypothesis space closer to the target
function. Furthermore, an implication of the no-free-lunch theorem is that there is no bias that
leads to favourable performance when averaged over all possible learning tasks [68]. This means
that there is no universal bias for every learning task and the bias has to be selected for each
learning task separately.
Dealing with this problem is the goal of meta-learning. Meta-learning systems are dynamically
trying to find the optimal bias that is necessary to solve the given task. This is achieved by col-
lecting meta knowledge and providing mechanisms that exploit this knowledge for dynamic bias
selection. Some approaches to achieve this goal are described in the following sections.
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3.6.2 Meta-learning approaches
Meta knowledge acquisition approaches
The most straight-forward way of collecting meta knowledge is to extract features describing the
underlying tasks and to link these with the performance of different learning algorithms using a
meta-learner.
Obviously, there are several possibilities for the extraction of the features describing the tasks.
The most popular way is to use general (e.g. number of samples, number of features), statistical
(e.g. mean value, variance, kurtosis of the features) and information theoretic (e.g. class entropy)
characteristics of the data sets defining the underlying task. There are several publications dealing
with the extraction and evaluation of this kind of meta knowledge [16, 119, 99, 23]. Once the meta
features describing the tasks are extracted, experiments with several learning algorithms, which act
as base learners, have to be performed (see [98] for a large study dealing with algorithmic perfor-
mance). The outcomes of the experiments are the relative performances of the learning algorithms
on different tasks. This data is used for building the output space for the meta-learning task. Hav-
ing this data, a learner, which links the meta features with the performance of the base learners,
can be trained. It is obvious that the meta learner is again biased and the same issue that was dealt
with at the base level is present. This fact highlights one of the conceptual issues of meta-learning
because in order to deal with the bias selection at the meta-level there is a meta-meta-level learner
required and so on. Nevertheless, it has been shown in several cases that meta-learning can be
beneficial for improving the generalisation performance. Two particular projects that focused on
the descriptions of data sets in terms of statistical and information theoretic features are STATLOG
[101] and METAL [99].
Another approach is to base the meta attributes on characteristics like the tree depth and tree
width of decision trees that are trained to solve the task. These meta features are again used as an
input for the meta learner, which links them to the performance of the base-learners [11, 10, 138].
Yet another approach to meta attribute building is called landmarking [141]. Landmarkers
are simple learners whose performance is used to describe the underlying task. The aim of the
meta learner is to link the performance of the landmarkers to the performance of the actual base-
learners. Then, when confronted with a new task, the meta learner selects a base learner depending
on the landmarker performances.
In [179], there is a meta-learning architecture presented that is based on the above approach.
The architecture can be operated in two modes, namely in the knowledge acquisition and advisory
modes. In the first mode the model collects knowledge about presented tasks and extracts the
meta knowledge and the performance of the implemented base models. The gathered knowledge
is exploited during the advisory mode, during which the model deals with new tasks (i.e. data
sets). By checking the knowledge database, the model should be able to make recommendations
for data pre-processing and model selection for the novel data set.
Learning from base learners
An example of a system where the meta learner learns from base learners is stacked generalisation
[199]. In the case of such a system, there is a base learner trained for each data set. On the meta-
level, the predictions of the base learners are connected to the original data variables and a new
learner, i.e. meta-learner, is trained and its prediction is considered as the output of the system.
Although most of the approaches focus on such two-layer hierarchy, a multi-level hierarchy can
easily be built by training a set of meta-learners and by propagating their predictions to the next
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level, i.e. meta-meta-level.
Boosting [49, 24] can also be considered as a meta-learning system. In this case, a set of indi-
vidual learners is built by producing variations of the training data by sampling from the original
training data under a probability distribution that is defined by the past prediction performance on
the particular data samples, i.e. the higher error the more likely it is that the sample is drawn for
the building of the next base learner. The final prediction is obtained by building a weighted com-
bination of the predictions of the base learners, whereas the predictors with higher performance
also get higher weights. This method can be considered as a meta-learning approach because it
moves the hypothesis space of the newly built base learners to spaces where the previous base
learners performed poorly [179].
Other meta-learning approaches
There is a large number of other approaches to meta-learning which are in one or another way
trying to find a beneficial hypothesis space HL as it is done in the case of learning to learn [9],
dynamic bias selection [196], and bias learning [8].
Learnt topology gating artificial neural network
A particularly relevant meta-learning algorithm that was developed during this project is the Learnt
Topology Gating Artificial Network (LTGANN) [93]. It is an extension of another work studying
gating ANNs, which was also developed and published during this project [92]. The main goal of
both works was to experiment with ensemble methods and meta-learning in the context of artificial
neural networks. Both of the approaches are motivated by modular neural networks (see Section
3.5.1).
The earlier gating ANN deals with model selection, which in terms of ANNs means mainly the
selection of hidden units, by training and combining networks with a random number of hidden
units. In order to combine the set of the trained base models, there is another ANN trained, called
gating ANN. The purpose of the gating ANNs is to estimate the prediction error of the base ANN
on a sample-by-sample basis. The structure of the network is shown in Figure 3.3. The gating
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Figure 3.3: Gating Artificial Neural Network structure
networks were trained by using the following data samples:
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Sgate,train =
{
(xvali , wi)
}nval
i=1
, (3.50)
wk,i =
1
1 +
(
f(k)(xi)− yi
)2 , (3.51)
where nval is the size of the base learner’s validation data set, xvali is the i-th validation input
sample, f(k)(x) the value predicted by the k-th predictor, y the correct target value and wi a
weight based on the inverse prediction error. Training the gating ANNs with this data corresponds
to building meta-learners that should be able to predict the performance of the base learners given
the input data. The final prediction of the model is a weighted sum of the particular predictions
with weights predicted by the gating ANNs:
f(xi) =
p∑
k=1
wk,if(k)(xi). (3.52)
The results presented in [92] were obtained by evaluating the model on the industrial drier data
set (see Appendix B.1). The analysis has shown several advantages of using the gating networks.
While adding new base learners (add gating networks) to the model, the prediction error converged
faster than the prediction error achieved by making mean combination of the base learners. The
convergence level of the proposed model was also shown to be significantly lower than the one of
the mean combination of the base learners.
The LTGANN extends the previous model by adding the ability to learn the relation between
the performance and the different ANN topologies, i.e. numbers of hidden units. This knowledge
is of advantage since it can be exploited when adding a new base learners to the model. Initially,
the topology of the base learners (BANN) and meta-learners, i.e. gating ANN (GANN), is deter-
mined randomly by drawing the numbers of hidden units from a uniform distribution U(HBANN )
and U(HGANN ), where Hx is a pre-defined range of possible hidden number units for the base
and gating networks respectively. After generating, training and evaluating the performance of the
networks with the number of hidden units hBANN ∈ HBANN and hGANN ∈ HGANN , the rela-
tive performances qBANN and qGANN are used to modify the originally equal distribution towards
the conditional distributions for both topologies P (HBANN |qBANN ) and P (HGANN |qGANN ):
P (H)
init.−−→ U(H) learning−−−−−→ P (H|q). (3.53)
With each new step (i.e. adding new base-gating network pair), the up-to-date distributions are
used to generate the topologies of the new networks.
The learning of the conditional performance distributions can be interpreted as a meta-learning
approach as the technique automatically learns the bias (i.e. the topology) of the ANN. In the
case of LTGANN, meta-learning takes place at three different levels in the form of: (i) learning
the conditional performance distributions of the base ANN; (ii) learning the same for the gating
ANN; and (iii) using the gating networks to model the area of expertise of the base networks.
Applying the topology learning led to performance improvement of the model, which was
shown in experimental evaluation based on two industrial data sets [91]. Comparing the two
approaches discussed in this section (compare [92] and [91]), shows that by learning the topologies
one can achieve faster convergence, i.e. lower number of networks need to be trained, while
additionally improving the converged performance level.
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3.7 Concept drift and adaptivity
Concept drift detection and handling is a field of machine learning focusing on dealing with chang-
ing environments. Concept drift was described as: “The change of the target concept, which is
caused by changes in some hidden context.” [197]. In terms of process industry data, the hidden
context can be, for example, the environmental conditions, e.g. seasonal changes, the quality of
the input materials or in other words anything that has an influence on the process and thus on
the data. One can distinguish between two types of concept drift, namely virtual and real concept
drift [180]. In case of virtual concept drift, there is a change in the distribution of the data only
while the concept itself remains stable. In the terminology introduced in Section 3.2 this means,
that input and/or output space change but the target function ψ remains constant:
X → X ′ and Y → Y ′ and φ = X ′ → Y ′. (3.54)
Whereas in case of real concept drift there is an actual change of the concept, i.e. relation between
the input and target data. Both of the discussed concept drift types require an adaptation of the
model in order to keep an acceptable level of performance after the drift. In this case the target
function φ mapping the input space on the output space is time variant:
φ(t) = X → Y. (3.55)
In general, dealing with concept drift consists of two tasks: (i) concept drift detection [64], which
can be done by the identification of the symptoms such as poor model performance, etc.; and (ii)
concept drift handling, which in most cases requires model adaptation. According to [169], there
are three different approaches to adaptation in order to handle concept drifts. These are:
• instance selection [124, 12]
• instance weighting [104, 64]
• ensemble methods [161, 189]
The following sections provide some examples of different approaches to concept drift handling
while paying particular attention to techniques that have been applied to adaptive soft sensing.
Instance selection
The most commonly used approach falling into this category is the moving window technique.
In this case, the model is updated or retrained using a set of the most recent data samples. The
drawback of the method is that several critical parameters, like the size of the window and the
interval between the updates, have to be set in order to achieve good adaptation performance.
The most significant issue is that using fixed window size, which is often the case, avoids the
concept drift detection task as the window of fixed size is moving at constant speed and there is
no guarantee that the samples within the window actually correspond to the current data concept.
This can be solved by applying an adaptive window size technique. Such an approach was studied
in [113], where windows of three different sizes compete with each other and the one providing
the best performance improvement is selected. Another work proposing a dynamic window size
is based on an entropy indicator used for the estimation of the optimal window size [180].
In practical circumstances, the window size is usually estimated by the model developer in
an ad-hoc manner. The danger of such an approach is that by selecting too short window, the
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model may adapt to noise. On the other hand, with too long window covering several concepts,
the model may also fail to adapt properly. An example of a work where the discussed issue was
approached is [105], where the window size was adapted in order to minimize the estimated error
of the classifiers on new arriving samples.
Examples of adaptive soft sensors based on the moving window technique can be found in
[188] where a process monitoring soft sensor based on the Fast Moving window PCA is presented
or in [206] where a batch process monitoring soft sensor based on the Moving window PCA have
been published.
Instance weighting
An alternative approach to adaptive modelling is using temporal weighting of samples [104, 64].
In this case, there is a weight assigned to each training sample. In order to keep the model up-to-
date, recent data samples get higher weights than older ones. This method has similar issues with
parameter estimation as the moving window technique. Focusing on the previous example, where
the weights are assigned according to the age of the sample, the critical parameter is the speed
of the temporal decay of the sample weights. Similar to the moving window technique, it also
does not provide any mechanism for concept drift detection unless the decay rate itself is adapted
according to the speed of concept change. Another drawback of this approach is that it cannot
be combined in a straightforward way with the modelling techniques without their modifications.
Often there is also a need for the implementation of a special training algorithm that takes the
weights into account. Nevertheless, there are several modifications of PCA/PLS algorithms pro-
viding adaptation mechanisms based on weighted samples. Examples of such techniques and soft
sensors based on them are: (i) Recursive PLS [145]; (ii) Recursive Exponentially Weighted PLS
[37]; and (iii) Recursive PCA [117]. In [30], there is also a technique for dynamic adjustment of
the forgetting factor presented.
Ensemble methods
The last approach for adaptive model building discussed here is based on the ensembles con-
cept. A particular benefit in the case of concept drift handling using ensemble methods is that the
adaptation can be shifted from the adaptation of the ensemble members to the adaptation of the
combination weights. Concept drift handling using ensemble methods can have different forms.
One can, for example, simply change the combination weights according to the drifting data. The
drawback of this approach is that it assumes that there is at least one member of the ensemble that
can make an appropriate prediction. If this cannot be guaranteed, there is an additional requirement
to add new members to the ensemble that are trained on the latest available data. Such an approach
was published in [184], where a set of classifier is trained and combined using a weighted sum
approach. The combination weights are related to the estimated predictions performance of the
ensemble members. As the work deals with streaming data, the estimated performance is updated
with the new incoming samples and correct target values such that a new classifier can be trained
during the run time of the model. This results in the adaptation of the whole system by changing
the combination weights and updating the set of classifiers.
In [32], there was similar system with different combination weights adaptation techniques
presented. In this case the weights are calculated and updated to maximise the likelihood of the
data and model parameters under the Bernoulli distribution. The Bernoulli distribution is used
because the targeted problem is a binary classification task. The system was shown to provide
better performance in comparison to the previously mentioned one. However, a practical imple-
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mentation may suffer from a similar issues as the instance selection techniques since the authors
train a fixed number of classifier on chunks of data of fixed size.
As for adaptive soft sensors, apart from the works published during this project [91, 94] there
are no other soft sensors reported that are based on concept drift handling using ensemble methods.
3.8 Summary
The purpose of this chapter is, on one hand, to embed the soft sensor development into the machine
learning theory and, on the other hand, to discuss some promising machine learning concepts that
can be applied in order to improve the performance of soft sensors as well as to extend their
lifetime.
The considered concepts are the ensemble methods, local learning, meta-learning and concept
drift.
In the case of ensemble methods, there is a set of models trained and combined to form the
final prediction. One of the major findings of the ensemble methods research is that in order to
build a successful ensemble, there is a certain degree of diversity required among the ensemble
members.
One of the ways for creating diversity is by applying local learning, i.e. to train a set of local
models, an ensemble, each of which is focused on a limited part of the data space. In order
to combine the predictions of the local models, a combiner has to estimate the performance of
particular local models and combine their prediction according to the estimated performance. An
adaptive soft sensor based on such an approach is presented in the next chapter.
The next part of this chapter dealt with meta-learning. For the purpose of this work, any
technique that operates at a level higher than the predictive methods will be understood as meta-
learning. As such, the ensemble-based local learning techniques are also part of meta-learning.
Concept drift detection and handling provides several ideas for the building of adaptive mod-
els. Interestingly, one type of approach is closely related to ensemble methods. This method is
particularly efficient because there is no need to adapt the predictive models themselves as the
adaptation happens at the level of the combiner.
An interesting observation from this chapter is that one can find ensemble methods across all
of the discussed concepts. Ensemble methods can be used to deal with local learning, they are
one of the meta-learning approaches and can also be applied to deal with concept drift. This fact
indicates the significant role that this technique is going to play for the development of robust and
adaptive soft sensing algorithms in this work. A first attempt for such an algorithm is presented in
the next chapter.
Chapter 4
Simple adaptive soft sensing algorithm
4.1 Introduction
This chapter is the first practical step towards the development of the concept for robust and
adaptive soft sensors by proposing a local learning-based algorithm for on-line prediction soft
sensing. Local learning is investigated because it is theoretically a promising method since the
process data often consist of separate partitions as a result of different operating states of the
underlying processes. By identifying the distinct states of the data, one can build simple models
that only focus on the modelling of parts of the data. Consequently, during the on-line phase
the challenging task is the identification of the most appropriate model(s) and taking only their
predictions into account.
In this chapter, such a technique is also shown to be providing an elegant possibility for the
implementation of the model adaptation. However, before introducing the algorithm, a modified
version of the soft sensor development methodology, which incorporates the adaptive behaviour
of the soft sensor, is proposed.
The structure and dependencies between the sections of this chapter are shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: The structure of this chapter
4.2 Methodology for adaptive soft sensor development
In order to be able to deal with the requirements of the adaptive soft sensor development, the gen-
eral methodology discussed in Section 2.4.2 has to be slightly modified. Another purpose of the
modifications is to change the methodology in order to support automated soft sensor development
as required by the aims of this project.
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The updated methodology assumes that a large part of the soft sensor development, especially
the data pre-processing and model validation, selection and maintenance, are automated and there
is only minimal need for manual intervention. However, realistically there will be some need for
manual intervention, which is also taken into account by this methodology. For this purpose the
model life cycle is split into the following three steps (see Figure 4.2 and 4.3): (i) Manual pre-
processing phase; (ii) Model building phase; and (iii) Real-time operation. These are individually
discussed in the following paragraphs.
Soft sensor 
building
Real-time 
operation and 
adaptation
Manual data  
pre-processing
Figure 4.2: The life-cycle of an adaptive soft sensor
Manual data pre-processing: This step roughly corresponds to the first two steps of the
methodology in Section 2.4.2. The aim is to cover the part of the model development that still
requires some manual data inspection and pre-processing. Typically, this will include: (i) First
data inspection; (ii) Selection of historical data; and (iii) Steady state detection.
The input to this phase is the raw process data as they are read from the Process Information
Management System (PIMS). In this work we assume that the data are collected and provided
automatically by the PIMS in batch mode.
The outcome of this stage is a batch of historical data that is further used for the training and
validation of the soft sensor.
Soft sensor building: This phase receives the manually pre-processed historical data as input.
The task of this phase is to provide the trained model for the next phase. During this phase all
the steps should be automated as far as possible and the manual intervention of the model builder
should be minimised. The particular steps within this phase are: (i) data pre-processing; (ii) model
selection; (iii) model training and validation, which are covered by the third and fourth step in the
original methodology (refer to Figure 2.4).
Real-time operation and adaptation: The trained soft sensor has to provide its predictions as a
response to the incoming data stream in this phase. Additionally, in a scenario with (occasionally)
available correct target values, the soft sensor should be able to assess its performance. In the case
when a deterioration of the performance level is recognised, the model should take appropriate
measures to maintain a stable performance level, i.e. adapt itself to the changing environment.
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Figure 4.3: Detailed overview of the proposed soft sensor development and maintenance method-
ology
4.3 Adaptive soft sensor for on-line prediction
This section presents a soft sensor algorithm developed following the methodology discussed in
the previous section. The soft sensor development, operation and maintenance can therefore be
split into three different steps.
The first, i.e. the manual data pre-processing, is kept minimal and consists of removing some
obviously corrupt variables, etc. The details for each of the treated data sets can be found in
Appendix B. The second part makes use of the fully labelled historical data. This data is used for
the initial training and performance evaluation of the soft sensor. After finishing the training, the
soft sensor uses the real-time input data stream to make on-line predictions of the target values
during the third phase. When available, the measured target values can be used for the adaptation
of the soft sensor during the on-line phase.
The proposed soft sensor development and operation can be split into the following steps:
• Construction of receptive fields
• Training of local models/experts
• Building of receptive field descriptors
• Combination of local experts
• On-line operation and adaptation of the model.
4.3.1 Receptive fields construction
The aim of the receptive field building is to divide the historical data into partitions representing
different data concepts (see Section 3.7 for the concept definition). The notion of a concept is
linked to the area where a model, called landmarker, provides constant performance. The decrease
of performance of the landmarker is interpreted as a new data concept that triggers the building of
a new receptive field.
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Provided the historical data set Dhist, the first step of the algorithm is training the landmarker
using samples from an initial window Dinit, which is a subset of the historical data:
Dinit = {X,y} = {(xi, yi)}a+n
init
i=a , (4.1)
where a is the index of the first sample in the current receptive field and ninit is the length of the
initial window (an input parameter of the algorithm).
Provided the initial set, the landmarker f lm can be trained and the residual vector rinit of the
landmarker’s prediction on the training data can be calculated:
rinit = yinit − f lm(Xinit), (4.2)
where f lm(Xinit) are the predictions of the landmarker.
The next step is shifting the window one step forward (s = 1), while keeping its size constant:
Dshifted = (Xshifted,yshifted) := {(xi, yi)}k+s+n
init
i=k+s with s = 1, (4.3)
and calculating the new residual values rshifted(s) of the landmarker’s prediction using the shifted
data window:
rshifted(s) = yshifted − f lm(Xshifted) (4.4)
Following this, the two residual vectors (rinit and rshifted(s)) are tested for a statistically sig-
nificant difference using the t-test [73]. This test was chosen because the residuals can be, ideally,
assumed as normally distributed. The t-test is looking for a significant difference in the mean
values of the two residual vectors and so it is able to identify a significant change in the perfor-
mance of the landmarker as an effect of the concept drift. As long as the null hypothesis remains
valid, it can be assumed that the performance of the landmarker on the data within the shifted win-
dow is comparable to the performance on the training data and thus that the data samples, within
the shifted window Dshifted, belong to the same concept as the samples from the initial window
Dinit. This procedure is repeated, i.e the window is shifted, as long as the null hypothesis of the
significance test remains valid:
sfinali = argmin
s∈[1,...,ntrain−k]
(ttest(rinit, rshifted(s)) == 1), (4.5)
where ntrain is the number of samples in the historical data set and sfinal corresponds to the first
sample for which the t-test rejects the null hypothesis and thus there is a significant difference in
the residuals. The significance level of the t-test is an important parameter because it has a strong
influence on the size of the receptive fields. However, in the experiments reported in this chapter
the significance level is fixed to 0.05 because the same effect can be achieved by manipulating the
size of the initial window size ninit, which is already an input parameter of the algorithm.
Finally, the receptive field is built by the following data samples:
DRFr = {(xi, yi)}k+n
init+sfinali −1
i=k (4.6)
and the algorithm can move to the next receptive field by constructing a new initial window. This
is constructed by taking the last ninit samples of the previous receptive field (i.e. using the last
shifted window of the previous receptive field) which results in a partial overlap of the receptive
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fields:
Dinit := Dshifted = {(xi, yi)}a+s
final+ninit
i=a+sfinal , (4.7)
a = a+ sfinal. (4.8)
The procedure of receptive field building is graphically illustrated in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4: A novel receptive field construction process based on concept drift detection
The outcome of this stage is a set of receptive fields DRF , each corresponding to a concept of
the historical data:
DRF := {DRFi }ri=1 , (4.9)
where r is the number of built receptive fields.
4.3.2 Local experts training
After identifying the receptive fields, one model, called local expert fLE , is trained for each of the
receptive fields. The modelling technique for the local experts is relatively unconstrained. Any
computational learning technique can be applied for the local experts. However, as each of the
receptive fields represents one concept of the historical data as it is seen from the perspective of
the landmarker, a modelling technique, which is related to the landmarker should be selected, i.e.
if the landmarker is a linear regression model, the local expert should also be a linear modelling
technique.
It is beneficial to build the local experts in locally pre-processed data spaces. In particular
the pre-processing using the PCA applied in the experiments in this chapter is very useful. It
reduces the dimensionality of the input data spaces by removing co-linearity from the data, and
thus reduces the number of local expert descriptors needing to be built.
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After this step there is a set of trained local experts FLE :
FLE :=
{
(fLE(k) )
}p
k=1
, (4.10)
where p is the number of local experts1.
4.3.3 Local experts descriptor building
The next step toward the final model is building descriptors for the local experts, which will be
later used to estimate the prediction accuracy of the local experts for the given input sample.
As such, the aim of the descriptors is to describe the area of expertise of the particular local
expert. This is approached by building two-dimensional probability density functions Lk,j , where
j is the index of the input variable (after the PCA pre-processing) and k the index of the local
expert (or receptive field). The descriptors are constructed using a weighted two-dimensional
Parzen window method [135]:
Lk,j =
1∥∥DRFk ∥∥
∑
xi∈DRFk
wk(xi)Φ(µ,Σ) (4.11)
where
∥∥DRFk ∥∥ is the number of samples in the k-th receptive field, wk(xi) is the weight of
the i-th sample point (for more details see below), Φ(µ,Σ) is a two-dimensional Gaussian kernel
function with mean value at the positions defined by µ := {xi,j , yi} and variance matrix Σ (a
diagonal 2× 2 matrix with the kernel width σ at the diagonal positions - an input parameter of the
algorithm). The kernel width defines the size of the neighbourhood, which is influenced by each
sample. For simplicity reasons, the variance is kept equal in both dimensions but the approach can
be easily extended to a more general case with different kernel widths along the two dimensions.
Figure 4.5 shows an example of the descriptor for three different settings of the kernel size σ. One
can see that with smaller kernel sizes the descriptor gets more detailed, which involves a potential
danger of low generalisation capability and overfitting of the descriptor. On the other hand, two
large kernels can lead to too strong generalisation and loss of detail. The peaks indicate the area
of the input-output space where the given local expert performs better than the remaining local
experts.
At this position it should also be noted that in the further implementation, the descriptors are
built in input-output spaces, which are the outcome of local PCA pre-processing. The benefits of
this approach are that the descriptors are built in lower dimensional spaces. Since the PCA is also
trained locally for each receptive field, it assures that it extracts locally relevant information and
builds a sub-space that describes the receptive field better than global pre-processing would allow.
The weights wk for the construction of the descriptors (see Equation 4.11) are set proportion-
ally to the inverted quadratic prediction error of the local experts:
wk(xi) = exp(−(fLE(k) (xi)− yi)2) (4.12)
Weighting the contribution of each sample by the prediction performance of the corresponding
local experts assures that the descriptors model the local experts’ area of expertise in the input-
output space and as such can be later sampled to estimate the local experts’ performance given the
input data and its prediction.
1For this implementation p = r, because there is one local expert build for each receptive field.
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(a) σ = 1e− 2 (b) σ = 1e− 3
(c) σ = 1e− 4
Figure 4.5: Local expert descriptor Lk,j with different settings of σ
The final descriptor L is a set of l× r two-dimensional descriptors, with l being the number of
input variables (after PCA pre-processing) and r the number of receptive fields:
L := {(Lk,j)}r; lk=1; j=1 . (4.13)
4.3.4 Local experts combination
At this stage there is a set of trained local experts FLE and receptive field descriptors L available.
From the set of predictors FLE , each of its members fLE is making predictions of the target value
given the input samples. In order to obtain the final predictions yfinal these predictions have to be
combined.
In what follows, the combination method will be described in the Bayesian framework, in
general terms the combined prediction is a weighted sum of the local experts’ predictions:
yfinal =
r∑
k=1
vk(x, f
LE
(k) (x))f
LE
(k) (x), (4.14)
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where fLE(k) (x) are the predictions given the on-line data sample and vk the combination weight
of the k-th local expert’s prediction. These weights are read from the local expert descriptors Lk.
Since the descriptors store maps of the local experts’ performance in the input-output space, they
can be interpreted as an effective estimation of the prediction performance of the local experts for
the given on-line data sample. The weights can be expressed as the posterior probability of the
k-th local expert given the sample x and the prediction of the local expert for this sample fLE(k) (x):
vk(x, f
LE
(k) ) = p(k|x, fLE(k) ) =
p(x, fLE(k) |k)p(k)∑
k p(x, f
LE
(k) |k)
, (4.15)
where p(k) is the a priori probability of the k-th local expert (in our implementation equal for
all local experts but in general it can be used to prioritise between them),
∑
k p(x, f
LE
(k) |k) is
a normalisation factor and p(x, fLE(k) |k) the likelihood of x and the local expert, which can be
calculated by reading the descriptor of the k-th local expert:
p(x, fLE(k) |k) =
l∏
j=1
p(x·,j , fLE(k) |k) (4.16)
=
l∏
j=1
Lk,j(x·,j , fLE(k) (x)).
Equation 4.17 shows that the descriptors Lk,j are read at positions that are given by the scalar
value x·,j of the j-th variable of the sample point x and at the position of the predicted output
fLE(k) (x) of the k-th local expert. Sampling the descriptors at the positions of the predicted outputs
may be potentially ineffective because the predicted value does not necessarily need to be similar
to the correct target value. However, as the correct target values are not available during the on-
line phase at the time of the prediction, this is the only way to read the values from the descriptors.
Furthermore, the rationale for this approach is that the local expert is likely to make the correct
prediction if it generates a prediction that conforms with an area that was occupied by a large
number of accurate predictions during the training phase.
4.3.5 Soft sensor adaptation
One of the benefits of the proposed approach is that it provides several possibilities for the imple-
mentation of adaptive mechanisms. At this stage a simple but powerful adaptation mechanism,
which adapts the combination weights v (see Equation (4.15)), is discussed. This goal is achieved
by adapting the local expert descriptors L. The proposed technique does not require any storage of
past data samples and as such works fully incrementally on a sample-by-sample basis. However,
because no new models are being deployed during the on-line phase, a limitation of this type of
adaptation is that the model requires that the on-line data represents a data context that was present
during the training phase and that there was a local expert trained for this context in the past. This
fact is going to be further validated in Section 4.4.
The adaptation algorithm
As mentioned above, this adaptation technique adapts the descriptors of the receptive fields during
the on-line phase. The descriptors are modified each time a correct target value y is received.
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Provided this value, a feedback about the performance of the local experts in the form of the
quadratic error e(k) of the k-th local expert’s prediction fLE(k) is calculated:
ek(x) = (y − fLE(k) (x))2. (4.17)
The error is further mapped on a performance index uk:
uk = exp
(
− ek −med(e)
med(e) log(2)
)
, with e = [e1, . . . , ep] (4.18)
where med(e) is the median squared error across the local experts and p the number of local
experts. The above mapping transforms the prediction error in such a way that the best performing
local expert receives a weight equal to 1 and the weights of the remaining local experts decay
exponentially with the increasing error, whereas the median error is mapped to the value 0.5.
This mapping function, together with Equation 4.19, leads to a decrease of the neighbourhood
of the current sample within the receptive field descriptors (see Figure 4.6(a) for the adaptation
mask in this case) for local experts providing weak performance. Contrary to this, descriptors of
local experts whose performance is better than the average are increased in the neighbourhood of
the current sample x (see Figure 4.6(b) for an example of such an adaptation mask). This approach
leads to an increase of areas within the descriptors where the local expert performs well and to a
decrease of such areas that can be better predicted by another local expert.
The following equations describe the adaptation process:
∆Lk,j = Φ(µ,Σ)(uk − 0.5), with µ =
{
x, fLEk (x)
}
, (4.19)
where ∆Lk,j is a two-dimensional Gaussian adaptation mask for the j-th variable and k-th recep-
tive field (or local expert). Further on Σ is the variance matrix for the Gaussian kernel. These
values of the 2 × 2 matrix (consisting of σadapt at the diagonal positions) define the size of the
neighbourhood of the current sampling point that is being modified by the adaptation mask (an
input parameter of the algorithm).
Finally, the descriptors can be adapted using the modification masks in the following way:
Lnewk,j = Lk,j ·∆Lk,j , (4.20)
where · is the Hadamard matrix product.
4.4 Experiments
In this section, there are several types of experiments dealing with industrial data sets provided.
The analysed data sets are:
• Industrial drier, see Appendix B.1 for details
• Thermal oxidiser, see Appendix B.2 for details
• Catalyst activation, see Appendix B.3 for details
The predictive techniques that are analysed are:
• PCA+MLP: Multi-Layer Perceptron with Principal Components Analysis pre-processing is
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: Adaptation masks ∆Lk,j for the modification of the local expert descriptors
a state-of-the-art approach to soft sensing and one of the most common soft sensors (see
Section 2.4.3)
• LWPR: Locally Weighted Projection Regression is a PLS (another popular soft sensing
method) and at the same time a local learning-based algorithm with an interesting adaptation
method.
• LASSA: Local Adaptive Soft Sensing Algorithm is the method proposed in this chapter.
Each of the techniques is first evaluated in a non-adaptive environment. After that the adap-
tation techniques of the different techniques are tested. The LWPR and the LASSA techniques
use the adaptation approaches discussed in [177] and Section 4.3.5 of this work respectively. In
the case of the PCA+MLP soft sensors, the applied adaptation mechanism is the moving window
technique.
The general purpose of the experiments is to evaluate the above algorithms in terms of the
difficulties with parameter selection, parameter sensitivity and their adaptation capability in an
environment with a very low amount of available expert knowledge. As such, the goal of the
experiments is rather to study the characteristics of the soft sensing algorithms then to develop
a best performing soft sensors for the data sets. Nonetheless for demonstration purposes, there
is, for each experiment, a set of parameters and the predictions of the best performing models
included. In the following sections, the notion of optimality is limited to investigated parameter
ranges, which does guarantee a globally valid optimality.
4.4.1 Applied pre-processing and modelling techniques
At this position, the techniques and their parameter values and ranges for the experiments are
described. Parameters stated as ranges, e.g. [0.1, 0.2 . . . , 1.0], are optimised for each of the exper-
iments.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA):
• Origin: Matlab implementation
• Parameters:
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– Number of principal components, expressed as the percentage of variance covered by
the principal components: covV ar := [0.85, 0.90, 0.95, 0.99]
Robust Principal Component Analysis (robPCA):
• Origin: robust PCA2
• Parameters:
– Robust scale estimator: scaleEstim = mad
– Number of principal components, expressed as the percentage of variance covered by
the principal components: covV ar = [0.85, 0.90, 0.95, 0.99]
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP):
• Origin: Netlab toolbox3
• Parameters:
– Number of hidden units: numHid = [1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20]
– Number of output units: numOut = 1
– Hidden unit(s) activation function : outActFun = tanh
– Output unit activation function : outActFun = linear
– Learning algorithm: The applied learning algorithm is the Scaled Conjugate Gradient
(SCG) method (see Section 3.3.2), which is trained over 10000 epochs in order to
guarantee its convergence. The rest of the parameters are set to default values (see
[131, p. 56] for details).
Locally Weighted Projection Regression (LWPR):
• Origin: LWPR4
• Parameters: The parameters to be optimised were selected according to the suggestions
given in [103]. Parameters not stated in the following listing are set to default values.
– initD = [0.1, 1, 10]
– wGen = [0.1, 0.5, 0.75]
– penalty = [10−7, 10−6, 10−5]
– initAlpha = 100
– meta = 1
– diagOnly = 1
– updateD = 0
– kernel = ’Gaussian’
2http://www.econ.kuleuven.be/public/NDBAE06/programs/#pca
3http://www.ncrg.aston.ac.uk/netlab
4http://www.ipab.informatics.ed.ac.uk/slmc/software/lwpr
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Local Adaptive Soft Sensing Algorithm (LASSA):
• Origin: Algorithm proposed in Section 4.3 of this work
• Parameters:
– Landmarker model type: Linear regression (MLR)
– Local expert model type: Linear regression (MLR)
– ninit = [30, 50, 70]5 (see Equation 4.1)
– σ = [10−2, 10−3, 10−4] (see Equation 4.11)
– σadapt = [10−2, 10−3, 10−4] (see Equation 4.19)
• Pre-processing:
– Robust PCA: numPrincComp = 0.95
4.4.2 Presentation of the results
In the following experiments the results are presented numerically in form of Mean Squared Er-
rors (MSE) of the predictions and correlation coefficient between the correct target value and the
prediction.
The visual presentation of the results is done by using boxplots and sequence plots. The box-
plots show the following information:
• Median value: horizontal line inside the boxes
• Upper/Lower quartile: upper/lower edge of the box
• 1.5-times interquartile range: upper/lower end of the whisker
• Outliers: points above/below the whiskers
As such it is a valuable tool for the comparison of the performance achieved by models of varying
complexity.
The sequence plots display the correct target variable values next to the predictions of the soft
sensors. The x-axis of the sequence plots is labeled as Time to indicate that the plots show the
temporal sequence of the target variables. Each of the figures is also equipped with a legend
showing the MSE and correlation coefficient value of the predictions in the following format:
”MSE, corr. coef.”.
4.4.3 Experiments methodology
The experiments follow the methodology discussed in Section 4.2. Additionally, the following
simplifications to the methodology are assumed: (i) the sampling rate of the target variable and
the input variable are equal during the on-line prediction phase; (ii) for the adaptive models during
the on-line phase, the target variable is delayed by one sample and becomes available after making
the predictions for the current sample. This, on one hand, assures that the models are always tested
using the out-of-sample principle and, on the other hand, provides the ability to test the adaptation
5due to the high dimensionality of the thermal oxidiser data set, the following values had to be used: [50, 70, 100]
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approaches. This scenario serves well the purpose to analyse the adaptation characteristics of
different algorithms.
To simulate the historical and on-line data, the available data set is split into two parts. The
first 30% of each of the data sets form the historical data, which is used for training the models.
The remaining 70% of the data simulate the on-line data and are delivered as a stream of samples.
This kind of splitting of the data was chosen in order to be able to assess not only the different soft
sensing approaches but more interestingly also the different adaptation mechanisms. Therefore
there is more data dedicated to the on-line phase than to the training phase. The only manual data
pre-processing for each of the data sets is listed in the corresponding sections of Appendix B.
In the following sections, all of the reported results are based on the evaluations on the inde-
pendent test data.
4.4.4 Industrial drier experiments
Non-adaptive soft sensors
PCA+MLP: For the non-adaptive PCA+MLP soft sensor the pre-processing methods, PCA and
robust PCA, are tested first. The direct comparison of the MSE and correlation coefficient between
the PCA and robust PCA can be found in Figure 4.7. The figures present averaged MSE and
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Figure 4.7: Industrial drier: Comparison between the performances achieved with PCA and robust
PCA pre-processing for varying settings of variance contained in the principle components, i.e.
varying numbers of resulting principle components
correlation coefficients for different values of covered variance, i.e. different numbers of used
principal components. Each of the points in the figure is an average value calculated over ten
random initialisations of the MLP models and six different MLP topologies, i.e. each of the points
is an average over 60 different PCA+MLP models. One can observe the dominance of the robust
PCA method, which achieves, for most of the settings, better performance than the traditional
PCA algorithm and will therefore be selected for further analysis.
The next step is the evaluation of the influence of the principal components number for the
PCA+MLP soft sensor. This is achieved based on the information from Figure 4.8, which shows
the MSE and correlation for different parameter settings of the robust PCA+MLP models. The
results in Figure 4.8 are again based on the average performance of ten randomly initialised MLPs.
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Figure 4.8: Industrial drier: Influence of the variance covered by the robust PCA pre-processing
and of the hidden units number on the performance PCA+MLP-based soft sensors
The MSE figure (Figure 4.8(a)) shows more or less stable performance for the first three settings
and weaker performance for the coverage of 99% of the variance, which results in high number of
principal components. Other than that, it is difficult to make any other decisions for the optimal
parameter value. In contrast to this, Figure 4.8(b) provides more interesting information for the
three lower settings in terms of the correlation coefficients between the predicted and correct target
values. One can observe an increase and a peak of the correlation at 0.95. Therefore, the chosen
optimal pre-processing method for this data set is the robust PCA covering 95% of the variance
of the original data set. This corresponds to eight principal components being used for further
modelling, which is a significant compression of the data from the original 19 input variables
demonstrating the high co-linearity in the raw data set (see Section 2.3.2 for discussion).
In further analysis, the focus is put on analysing the parameter setting of the MLP model. It
can already be observed in Figure 4.8 that MLPs with lower number of hidden units achieve better
performance. Figure 4.9 can be considered in order to further investigate the performance of the
different MLP topologies. The figure shows the statistics of 100 randomly initialised MLP models
with a given topology. Considering the boxplots in Figure 4.9, the decision for the optimal com-
plexity is straightforward since the MLP with one hidden unit achieves on average (considering
the median performance) the best performance in terms of the MSE and the correlation.
Another fact, which is reflected in the boxplots, is the difficulty of model selection. Even
considering the least complex model, which has, in accord with the theory, lowest error variance
(see Section 3.2), one can see a large spread of the measured error values (see Figure 4.10 where
one can see that the error ranges from ca. 5.5 · 10−3 to ca. 7.5 · 10−3). The significance of
the difference can be better understood when considering Figure 4.9(b), where it can clearly be
seen that the achieved correlation coefficients can be anywhere between −0.1 and 0.4 even for
the simplest model. This makes the selection of the best trained model virtually impossible and
calls for the application of more advanced approaches. Figure 4.10 also shows a direct effect of
the bias/variance trade-off as the variance of the MSE is steadily increasing with the increasing
complexity of the model. Due to overfitting, the median MSE is also increasing with the increasing
number of hidden units.
Next, the effect of combining the models is going to be analysed. The applied combination
method is the average building over ten randomly initialised models. The predictions have the
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Figure 4.9: Industrial drier: Performance comparison between PCA+MLP-based soft sensors with
varying number of hidden units
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Figure 4.10: Industrial drier: Performance comparison between PCA+MLP-based soft sensors
with varying number of hidden units - detailed view
following form:
F(x) = 1
10
10∑
k=1
f(k). (4.21)
The MSE and correlation coefficient results are presented in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12 respec-
tively. At first glance, one can observe a dramatic effect of the combination building on the
performance of the models. The average performance of the models improves significantly, which
is obvious especially when comparing Figure 4.10 with Figure 4.12. At the same time a reduced
variance, reflected in the smaller size of the boxes, is also achieved by applying the simple com-
bination method. Another interesting observation is that the optimal number of hidden units shifts
from one hidden unit for the plain models to three hidden units for the combined models. This is
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Figure 4.11: Industrial drier: Performance comparison between combined PCA+MLP-based soft
sensors with varying number of hidden units
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Figure 4.12: Industrial drier: MSE performance comparison between combined PCA+MLP-based
soft sensors with varying number of hidden units - detailed view
an effect of the averaging that up to a certain degree, prevents the overfitting of the models to the
training data.
All of the above experiments allow one to summarise and select an optimal setting for the
PCA+MLP soft sensor:
• Pre-processing technique: robust PCA with covV ar = 0.95
• Predictive technique: Mean combination of ten MLPs with numHid = 3.
The predictions on the test (on-line data) of such a model can be found in Figure 4.13.
Non-adaptive LWPR: The next tested soft sensor is based on the LWPR technique. There are
three parameters to be analysed in the ranges according to Section 4.4.1. Figure 4.14 shows the
boxplot of the parameter sensitivity of the LWPR-based soft sensors. When compared with the
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Figure 4.13: Industrial drier: Predictions of the non-adaptive PCA+MLP-based soft sensor
high variance of the MLP-based soft sensors in Figure 4.9(a), the performance variation of the
LWPR-based soft sensors appears to be remarkably low. Furthermore, as the LWPR does not
suffer from the local minima problem the parameter optimisation is much easier than in the case
of the MLP-based soft sensors.
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Figure 4.14: Industrial drier: Sensitivity of the LWPR method’s performance with respect to its
parameter settings
The optimisation process for the non-adaptive LWPR-based soft sensor resulted in the follow-
ing optimal settings:
• initD = 1
• wGen = 0.1
• penalty = 10−7
The model resulting from the provided training data consists of a single receptive field. The
predictions of the model are shown in Figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15: Industrial drier: Predictions of the non-adaptive LWPR-based soft sensor
Non-adaptive LASSA: There are two parameters of the method that need to be looked at, these
are (i) σ: the variance of the Gaussian functions for the building of the local expert descriptors
L; and (ii) ninit: the size of the initial window for the receptive field estimation. The MSE and
correlation coefficients for different settings of the parameters are shown in Figure 4.16. The
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Figure 4.16: Industrial drier: Influence of ninit and σ on the performance of the non-adaptive
LASSA-based soft sensor
figures show that the sensitivity of the performance due to the values of the input parameters is
quite low and the soft sensor performs well for all combinations of the parameter values. This
fact is also reflected in Figure 4.17, which summarises the MSE performances of all of the tested
parameter settings. The figure shows that, compared to the LWPR-based (see Figure 4.14) and
PCA+MLP-based (see Figure 4.11) soft sensors, the MSE performance of the LASSA-based soft
sensors is higher and shows lower fluctuation at the same time.
The following values have been selected as optimal:
• σ = 10−3
• ninit = 50.
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Figure 4.17: Industrial drier: Sensitivity of the LASSA method’s performance with respect to its
parameter settings
These parameter values resulted in building five receptive fields for the training data. For each
of the receptive fields a local PCA pre-processing is applied, for which the number of principal
components varies between six and eight. Figure 4.18 shows the predictions and combination
weights of the local experts. One can observe the diversity of the predictions and that none of
the local experts is able to deliver accurate predictions for the whole test data set on its own. The
combined prediction can be found in Figure 4.19.
Comparing the predictions of the soft sensor shown in Figure 4.19 to the previous two non-
adaptive soft sensors, i.e. LWPR- and PCA+MLP-based, it is obvious that it outperforms the
non-adaptive LWPR-based soft sensor shown in Figure 4.15 as well as the median performance of
the PCA+MLP-based models (see Figure 4.12). In fact, the achieved performance is even outside
of the boxes of PCA+MLP-based soft sensors, as can be seen in Figures 4.11(a) and 4.11(b) for
the MSE and correlation coefficient respectively.
Adaptive soft sensors
PCA+MLP with moving window adaptation: In this section the first experiments with adap-
tive soft sensors are carried out. The first experiment applies the Moving Window (MW) technique
combined with PCA+MLP with the optimal parameter setting. In general the MW technique has
two parameters: (i) the size of the window; and (ii) the step size, i.e. the intervals in which the
model is retrained. For the presented experiments, the window size is kept constant (equal to the
size of the training data) and only the influence of the step size on the performance is studied.
The influence of retraining the model using the moving window technique can be observed in
Figure 4.20. Contrary to the expected performance improvement, the performance drops for all
step sizes. This indicates that model adaptation does not necessarily lead to better performance
and has to be applied carefully only in situations where it is actually required.
Adaptive LWPR: Compared to the non-adaptive case (see Figure 4.14), the parameter sensi-
tivity of the adaptive LWPR technique shown in Figure 4.21 is lower and the performance level
improves at the same time. This is an evidence of the effectiveness of the adaptation mechanisms.
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Figure 4.18: Industrial drier: Predictions and combination weights vk of five local experts
The optimal parameters for the adaptive version of the LWPR soft sensor are slightly different
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Figure 4.19: Industrial drier: Predictions of the non-adaptive LASSA-based soft sensor
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Figure 4.20: Industrial drier: Effect of the moving window step size on the performance of the
adaptive PCA+MLP-based soft sensor
to the non-adaptive version:
• initD = 1
• wGen = 0.75
• penalty = 10−7.
As the training continues incrementally on the on-line data, new receptive fields are continu-
ously deployed. The predictions of this model shown in Figure 4.22 show an improvement com-
pared to its non-adaptive version, demonstrating the effectiveness of this incremental algorithm.
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Figure 4.21: Industrial drier: Sensitivity of the LWPR method’s performance with respect to its
parameter settings
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Figure 4.22: Industrial drier: Predictions of the adaptive LWPR-based soft sensor
Adaptive LASSA: Next, the performance of the adaptive LASSA-based soft sensor is assessed.
Figure 4.23 allows one to analyse different values of the three input parameters and the perfor-
mance achieved by the soft sensors with corresponding parameter values. There is an contradic-
tion between the MSE and correlation coefficient plots. For the correlation, the highest values, i.e.
best performance, is achieved by the three models with large initial windows (ninit = 70), but in
terms of the MSE only two of these models perform well.
Taking the figure into account, it is possible to conclude that the performance variation between
the different settings is rather low, which shows a certain robustness of the algorithm towards the
parameter settings. This is also confirmed in Figure 4.24. Although the range of the MSE does
not change a lot, a shift of the median performance can be observed between the non-adaptive and
adaptive case (compare Figure 4.17 with Figure 4.24).
Based on the previous evidence, the following combination can be perceived as optimal:
• σ = 10−2
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Figure 4.23: Industrial drier: Influence of ninit, σ and σadapt on the performance of the adaptive
LASSA-based soft sensor
• σadapt = 10−3
• ninit = 50.
The soft sensor with these settings can be further analysed by considering Figure 4.25, which
shows the predictions of the particular local experts and their associated combination weights.
The above settings lead to the deployment of five receptive fields. Considering the weights in
Figure 4.25, one can see that they correlate well with the validity of the local experts, e.g. the first
local expert demonstrates this fact nicely. Another effect that can be observed is the influence of
the adaptation mechanisms. In the non-adaptive case, shown in Figure 4.18, one can see that the
weights were flat with a low fluctuation, which is not the case when the adaptation is applied.
Finally, Figure 4.26 shows the predictions of the soft sensor based on the adaptive LASSA
approach.
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Figure 4.24: Industrial drier: Sensitivity of the LASSA method’s performance with respect to its
parameter settings
Evonik’s soft sensor LASSA soft sensor
MSE 2.88 · 10−2 4.39 · 10−3
Corr. Coeff. 0.32 0.43
Table 4.1: Industrial drier: Comparison of the MSE and correlation coefficient performances
between the non-adaptive soft sensor implemented at Evonik and the non-adaptive LASSA-based
soft sensor
Evonik’s soft sensors
In this section, both LASSA soft sensors (non-adaptive and adaptive) are compared to the soft
sensor developed, implemented and used at Evonik Degussa GmbH. Although the same data set
was used for the development of Evonik’s soft sensors, the data were split in a different way (ca.
68% of the data used for training and 32% for test data) at Evonik. In order to be able to compare
the performance of the soft sensors objectively, the predictions were compared over the same test
data range.
There were two different soft sensors developed at Evonik, the first one is a conventional PLS-
based non-adaptive soft sensor (further details of the soft sensor cannot be presented for confiden-
tiality reason). The second one is an adaptive moving window PLS-based soft sensor developed
and presented in [168].
Non-adaptive version: The operation of the non-adaptive versions of Evonik’s and LASSA soft
sensors over the period of almost four months is shown in Figure 4.27. The figure shows that both
soft sensors work well over the first half of the data. For the second half the Evonik soft sensor
develops an offset and its predictions are no longer accurate. As for the LASSA-based soft sensor,
it is able to provide accurate predictions over the whole range presented in Figure 4.27.
The issue of the Evonik’s soft sensor is also projected into Table 4.1, which compares the per-
formances of the non-adaptive models. The table shows that the LASSA soft sensor outperforms
the Evonik’s soft sensor.
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Figure 4.25: Industrial drier: Predictions and combination weights vk of five local experts
Adaptive version: As mentioned above, for the adaptive soft sensor implementation the moving
window technique was applied. The optimal window size for the sensor is ca. 200 samples long
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Figure 4.26: Industrial drier: Predictions of the adaptive LASSA-based soft sensor
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Figure 4.27: Industrial drier: Comparison between a PLS-based soft sensor implemented at
Evonik and the non-adaptive version of LASSA-based soft sensor
and the model is used to predict the next ca. 80 samples. After this prediction, the 80 test samples
are included into the model and the next 80 samples are used as test data. The prediction of this
soft sensor, together with the adaptive version of the LASSA-based soft sensor, are presented in
Table 4.2. One can observe that the adaptive Evonik’s soft sensor can incorporate the changes of
the process and provides useful predictions for the entire target variable.
Table 4.2 shows that the performances of both adaptive soft sensors are similar. Since the
adaptive Evonik soft sensor was found to be useful by Evonik’s soft sensor developers, this table
also validates the LASSA (and LWPR) based soft sensors as these achieve comparable or better
performance.
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Figure 4.28: Industrial drier: Comparison between the adaptive PLS-based soft sensor imple-
mented at Evonik and the adaptive LASSA-based soft sensor.
Evonik’s soft sensor LASSA soft sensor
MSE 4.56 · 10−3 4.50 · 10−3
Corr. Coeff. 0.42 0.45
Table 4.2: Industrial drier: Comparison of the MSE and correlation coefficient performances
between the adaptive soft sensor implemented at Evonik and the adaptive version of LASSA
Industrial drier experiments summary
The analysis of this data set has revealed some interesting facts. The experiments with MLP-type
soft sensors have shown the benefit of applying a robust version of the PCA algorithm. Applying a
simple ensemble method, namely the average over ten models, has proven to be beneficial for two
reasons. On one hand the error variance of the plain MLP models has been strongly reduced and
on the other hand the accuracy of the combined MLP soft sensors is better. Another interesting
effect that was observed is that the ensemble method prevents overfitting and thus allows one to
apply more complex models achieving higher performance.
It was also demonstrated that the performance of the non-adaptive as well as the adaptive ver-
sion of the LWPR algorithm was much more stable in respect of its parameter settings. The perfor-
mance values achieved using the different settings were also better than those of the PCA+MLP-
based soft sensors, which makes this method interesting for soft sensor development.
As for the LASSA-based soft sensor proposed in this work, the performance variation due to
the different parameter settings was also very low and the achieved performance levels were the
best for the non-adaptive models and comparable to those of the LWPR-based soft sensors in the
adaptive case.
The LASSA-based soft sensors were also compared to soft sensors developed and applied
at Evonik Degussa GmbH. The comparison has shown that the non-adaptive version of LASSA
clearly outperforms the PLS-based soft sensor implemented at Evonik. In the case of the adap-
tive versions, the LASSA and Evonik’s moving window-based soft sensor deliver similar perfor-
mances.
Another conclusion that can be drawn is that, for this data set, there is no particular need for
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non-adaptive adaptive
PCA+MLP LWPR LASSA PCA+MLP+MW LWPR LASSA
MSE 4.97 · 10−3 5.30 · 10−3 4.49 · 10−3 5.19 · 10−3 4.33 · 10−3 4.53 · 10−3
Corr. Coeff. 0.36 0.28 0.43 0.33 0.45 0.46
Table 4.3: Industrial drier: Comparison of the MSE and correlation coefficient performances
between the different soft sensing approaches
adaptive mechanisms since there is no large gap between the best non-adaptive and adaptive soft
sensors. In fact, applying an adaptation method can even prove harmful for the models as shown
in the case of the moving window-based adaptation.
The conclusions stated here are also reflected in Table 4.3, which summarises the performances
of the tested models.
4.4.5 Thermal oxidiser experiments
Non-adaptive soft sensors
PCA+MLP: We again begin the analysis with the comparison between the conventional and
the robust PCA pre-processing algorithms. In the case of this data set, the difference between
the two PCA versions is not as obvious as for the industrial drier data. Nevertheless, a small
benefit of the robust PCA can still be observed in Figure 4.29 and therefore for further analysis
this pre-processing method is going to be applied.
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Figure 4.29: Thermal oxidiser: Comparison between the performances achieved with PCA and
robust PCA pre-processing
In the next step, the role of the amount of covered variance for the robust PCA is evaluated.
Considering Figure 4.30, one can see that the squared error starts to increase for parameter values
larger than 0.90. The correlation coefficient plot shows that the level of correlation remains stable
for the first three parameter settings and slightly increases for the largest amount of covered vari-
ance (with the exception of one hidden unit MLPs). Considering the plots, it can be concluded
that the optimal parameter value for the robust PCA is 90% of covered variance.
After optimising the pre-processing, the next step is analysing the influence of different settings
of the predictive technique. This goal can be achieved by focusing on Figures 4.31 and 4.33 which
shows statistics of the MSE/correlation coeffiecient values of the plain MLPs and the combined
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Figure 4.30: Thermal oxidiser: Influence of the variance covered by the robust PCA pre-
processing and of the hidden units number on the performance PCA+MLP-based soft sensors
models respectively.
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Figure 4.31: Thermal oxidiser: Performance comparison between PCA+MLP-based soft sensors
with varying number of hidden units
The most obvious observation is the dramatic decrease in the variance of the MSE, while in
Figure 4.31 the most extreme outliers of the MSE performance are around 1.00 · 10−1, for the
combined MLPs the most extreme performance outliers are bellow 6.5 · 10−3. Comparing Figure
4.32 and 4.33(a), which show the MSE boxplots in the same ranges, one can also see the strong
improvement in the median MSE values achieved by combining the predictions. Considering both
parts of Figure 4.33, the optimal number of hidden units is three.
Summarising the above observations, the optimal PCA+MLP model for this data set has the
following parameters:
• Pre-processing: robust PCA with covV ar = 0.90
• Predictive technique: mean combination of ten MLPs with numHid = 3.
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Figure 4.32: Thermal oxidiser: MSE performance comparison between PCA+MLP-based soft
sensors with varying number of hidden units - detailed view
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Figure 4.33: Thermal oxidiser: Performance comparison between combined PCA+MLP-based
soft sensors with varying number of hidden units
The predictions of such a soft sensor can be found in Figure 4.34. The performance is not
particularly strong which hints at the need for adaptation.
Non-adaptive LWPR: Figure 4.35 shows the performance variation caused by the different
parameter settings of the LWPR algorithm. It can be observed that there is a very high variance of
the performance in the case of this data. Nevertheless, the median value is similar to the median
values of the combined PCA+MLP models shown in Figure 4.33.
The optimisation on this data set led to the following parameters:
• initD = 0.1
• wGen = 0.1
• penalty = 10−7
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Figure 4.34: Thermal oxidiser: Predictions of the non-adaptive PCA+MLP-based soft sensor
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Figure 4.35: Thermal Oxidiser: Sensitivity of the LWPR method’s performance with respect to its
parameter settings
The predictions of the optimally parametrised model are shown in Figure 4.36. The figure shows
that the soft sensor has difficulties following the trend of the data, and there is also a need for
model adaptation.
Non-adaptive LASSA: The first step of the LASSA-based soft sensor development is again the
the analysis of the influence of σ and ninit, which is presented in Figure 4.37. In this case, the
selection of the optimal values is relatively simple because the parameter combination σ = 10−2
and ninit = 50 leads to the best performance in terms of MSE as well as correlation coefficient.
The sensitivity of the model performance with respect to the parameter settings, summarised
in Figure 4.38, is very low (compare e.g. to the one of the LWPR method in Figure 4.35). At the
same time, the achieved performance values are the best of all tested non-adaptive models.
Using the optimal settings results in the construction of 15 receptive fields for the training data.
The predictions of the non-adaptive LASSA-based soft sensor are shown in Figure 4.39.
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Figure 4.36: Thermal oxidiser: Predictions of the non-adaptive LWPR-based soft sensor
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Figure 4.37: Thermal oxidiser: Influence of ninit and σ on the performance of the non-adaptive
LASSA-based soft sensor
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Figure 4.39: Thermal oxidiser: Predictions of the non-adaptive LASSA-based soft sensor
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Figure 4.38: Thermal oxidiser: Sensitivity of the LASSA method’s performance with respect to
its parameter settings
One can see that this soft sensor is performing best from the considered soft sensor types. This
is due to the diversity of the local experts and their ability to cover different parts of the on-line
data as demonstrated in Figure 4.40. This figure shows two examples of local experts, one of them
covering approximately the first 800 samples of the data and the other one performing well for the
last 200 data samples.
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Figure 4.40: Thermal oxidiser: Two local experts with different areas of expertise
Adaptive soft sensors
PCA+MLP with moving window adaptation: The influence of the retraining of the
PCA+MLP soft sensor using the moving window technique can be observed in Figure 4.41. For
this data set we can observe a steady improvement in the performance using this simple adaptation
technique (with the exception of the largest step size). For the smaller step sizes especially, the
increase in performance is quite high for both MSE as well as the correlation. This fact indicates
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Figure 4.41: Thermal oxidiser: Effect of the moving window step size on the performance of the
adaptive PCA+MLP-based soft sensor
that, contrary to the previous data set, in this case there is a benefit from the adaptation of the
models.
To demonstrate this fact, Figure 4.42 shows the prediction of the soft sensor adapted with the
four different step sizes.
Adaptive LWPR: Applying the adaptation technique of the LWPR algorithm did not have any
significant effect on the performance sensitivity of the resulting models and range of the achieved
MSE values remained more or less similar to the non-adaptive case (compare Figure 4.35 with
Figure 4.43). However, there was an improvement in the median performance which decreased
from 1.80 · 10−2 in the non-adaptive case to 0.46 · 10−2.
The optimal parameters for the adaptive version of the LWPR soft sensor for this data set are:
• initD = 0.1
• wGen = 0.5
• penalty = 10−7
The results achieved using this adaptive model are reported in Figure 4.44. Similar to the
previous data set, a performance increase of the adaptive model can be observed. This soft sensor
has no problem with following the trends of the data, although the switching between the two
different states of the data seems to be slightly delayed, which is particularly visible in the range
between the 800th and 1000th data point.
Adaptive LASSA: Here, the performance of the adaptive LASSA-based soft sensor is assessed.
Figure 4.45 allows one to analyse different values of the three input parameters and the perfor-
mance achieved by the soft sensors with corresponding parameter values.
Figure 4.46 shows the achieved performance for the different parameter settings in form of a
boxplot. It can be, similarly to the non-adaptive case, observed that the performance fluctuation
remains very low. At the same the positions of the boxplot moves towards the lower MSE values.
Interestingly, the median value does not change between the non-adaptive and adaptive case. The
explanation of this can be found in Figure 4.45 where one can see that the performance of the
models using σadapt = 1.0 · 10−2 is quite low, which keeps the median at a high value.
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(c) Step size: 50 samples
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Figure 4.42: Thermal oxidiser: Effect of the adaptation of the PCA+MLP soft sensor using the
moving window technique
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Figure 4.43: Thermal Oxidiser: Sensitivity of the LWPR method’s performance with respect to its
parameter settings
The settings that appear to be optimal for this data set are:
• σ = 10−2
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Figure 4.44: Thermal oxidiser: Predictions of the adaptive LWPR-based soft sensor
• σadapt = 10−4
• ninit = 50
Figure 4.47 shows the predictions of the soft sensor based on the adaptive LASSA approach.
In this case, a performance improvement compared to the non-adaptive version of this method can
also be found (compare to Figure 4.39).
Thermal oxidiser experiments summary
Analysing this data set, different patterns compared to the previous data set were observed. For
this data set all of the applied adaptation methods led to performance improvement, demonstrating
the benefit of applying the adaptation methods. This was best seen in the case of the PCA+MLP
soft sensor combined with the moving window adaptation, where an increasing performance with
decreasing step size, i.e. more frequent adaptation, was shown.
Another interesting characteristic is that the difference between the robust and conventional
version of the PCA was not as large as for the industrial drier data, which can be accounted to
lower number of outliers in this data set. Nevertheless, the robust version still achieves slightly
better performance. The effect of model combination also had, like with the previous data, a strong
influence on the performance and a reduction in the error variance and error level was observed.
The LWPR-based soft sensors have shown to be very sensitive with respect to the parameter
settings in both analysed scenarios.
In contrast to this, the LASSA-based soft sensor appear to be less sensitive to the parameter
settings. Also the achieved error values were lowest from all of the analysed methods. This fact
indicates that using LASSA is the best choice from the three algorithms for both soft sensor types.
The performances of all of the optimal models are summarised in Table 4.4.
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Figure 4.45: Thermal oxidiser: Influence of ninit, σ and σadapt on the performance of the adaptive
LASSA-based soft sensor
4.4.6 Catalyst activation experiments
Non-adaptive soft sensors
PCA+MLP: Again, starting with the comparison between the conventional and the robust PCA
shown in Figure 4.48 the dominance of the robust PCA is obvious. It can also be observed that
the MSE values of the models reported in the figure are much higher than in the previous cases,
indicating a poor performance of the models. In Figure 4.48(b) there is a missing point in the plot.
For this point the correlation coefficient could not be calculated, supporting the weak performance
hypothesis. The reason why the correlation could not be calculated is that one of the PCA+MLP
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Figure 4.46: Thermal oxidiser: Sensitivity of the LASSA method’s performance with respect to
its parameter settings
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Figure 4.47: Thermal oxidiser: Predictions of the adaptive LASSA-based soft sensor
models predicts a constant value for all data instances, which leads to a division by zero during
the correlation coefficient calculation.
The analysis of the robust PCA in Figure 4.49 shows no obvious patterns, which makes the se-
lection of optimal parameter value difficult. Nevertheless, the optimal variance coverage selected
for further processing is 99%.
There are similar difficulties with the number of hidden units for the MLP. One can see that the
achieved values stretch almost over the whole range of possible correlation coefficients, especially
when considering the correlation coefficient figures (Figure 4.50(b) and 4.51(b)). As for the MSE
figures, the same effects between the plain and combined models as for the other data sets can be
observed, although in a milder form. Applying Occam’s razor rule, the decision for the optimal
number of hidden units is in favour of the simplest model-type, i.e. a single hidden unit.
In summary, the optimal PCA+MLP soft sensor for the catalyst activation data set has the
following parameters:
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non-adaptive adaptive
PCA+MLP LWPR LASSA PCA+MLP+MW LWPR LASSA
MSE 2.43 · 10−2 2.17 · 10−2 8.99 · 10−3 8.68 · 10−3 1.04 · 10−2 8.14 · 10−3
Corr. Coeff. 0.22 0.30 0.72 0.69 0.62 0.67
Table 4.4: Thermal oxidiser: Comparison of the MSE and correlation coefficient performances
between the different soft sensing approaches
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Figure 4.48: Catalyst activation: Comparison between the performances achieved with PCA and
robust PCA pre-processing
• Pre-processing: robust PCA covering 99% of the variance
• Predictive technique: mean combination of ten MLPs with numHid = 1.
The predictions of such a soft sensor confirming the claims about the weak prediction performance
can be found in Figure 4.52.
Non-adaptive LWPR: Figure 4.53 shows the range of MSE performances obtained by using
different parameter settings. Again, it is possible to see that the performance is quite low. Nev-
ertheless, the range of the achieved performances is significantly smaller than the one of the
PCA+MLP based soft sensors shown in Figure 4.51.
For the LWPR-based soft sensors, the optimisation on this data set led to the following param-
eters:
• initD = 1
• wGen = 0.1
• penalty = 10−7
The predictions of the model are shown in Figure 4.54. For this data set, the non-adaptive
LWPR-based model also fails to provide any useful prediction. In particular, the predictions show
a strong offset and do not follow the trend of the target variable.
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Figure 4.49: Catalyst activation: Influence of the variance covered by the robust PCA pre-
processing and of the hidden units number on the performance PCA+MLP-based soft sensors
Non-adaptive LASSA: The first step of the LASSA-based soft sensor development is again the
evaluation of the influence of σ and ninit, which is presented in Figure 4.55.
When plotted altogether, as shown in Figure 4.56, it can be observed that the range covered by
the boxplot is the best from all of the presented non-adaptive algorithms. Nevertheless, similarly
to the other models, the performance level still remains very low.
The optimal parameter values are: σ = 10−4 and ninit = 50.
Using the above settings results in the construction of nine receptive fields for the training data.
The resulting predictions of the non-adaptive LASSA-based soft sensor are shown in Figure 4.57.
In harmony with the other non-adaptive approaches, the non-adaptive LASSA-based soft sensor
fails to provide useful predictions for this data set, although the performance of this model was
the best of all of the non-adaptive models.
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Figure 4.50: Catalyst activation: Performance comparison between PCA+MLP-based soft sensors
with varying number of hidden units
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Figure 4.51: Catalyst activation: Performance comparison between combined PCA+MLP-based
soft sensors with varying number of hidden units
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Figure 4.52: Catalyst activation: Predictions of the non-adaptive PCA+MLP-based soft sensor
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Figure 4.53: catalyst Activation: Sensitivity of the LWPR method’s performance with respect to
its parameter settings
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Figure 4.54: Catalyst activation: Predictions of the non-adaptive LWPR-based soft sensor
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Figure 4.55: Catalyst activation: Influence of ninit and σ on the performance of the non-adaptive
LASSA-based soft sensor
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Figure 4.56: catalyst activation: Sensitivity of the LASSA method’s performance with respect to
its parameter settings
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Figure 4.57: Catalyst activation: Predictions of the non-adaptive LASSA-based soft sensor
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Adaptive soft sensors
PCA+MLP with moving window adaptation: The influence of the retraining of the model us-
ing the moving window technique can be observed in Figure 4.58. The effect of the moving win-
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Figure 4.58: Catalyst activation: Effect of the moving window step size on the performance of the
adaptive PCA+MLP-based soft sensor
dow adaptation is obvious. There is a large improvement, especially for the correlation coefficient.
Similarly to the thermal oxidiser data set, the performance is also increasing with the decreasing
step size, indicating the need for frequent retraining of the soft sensor (see Figure 4.59). Although
the predictions of the adaptive model are more accurate, there is still a large offset between the
predicted and correct target values.
Adaptive LWPR: As expected, there is a significant performance improvement when applying
the adaptive version of LWPR (see Figure 4.60).
The optimal parameters for the adaptive version of the LWPR soft sensor for this data set are:
• initD = 10
• wGen = 0.75
• penalty = 10−7.
The results achieved using this adaptive algorithm are reported in Figure 4.61. The predictions
follow the trend, although there is still a slight offset and the adaptation is too slow to follow the
dynamics of the target variable.
Adaptive LASSA: Figure 4.62 allows the analysis of the settings of the three input parameters
of the adaptive LASSA-based soft sensors.
The settings that appear to be optimal for this data set are:
• σ = 10−4
• σadapt = 10−4
• ninit = 50.
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(b) Step size: 100 samples
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(c) Step size: 50 samples
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Figure 4.59: Catalyst activation: Effect of the adaptation of the PCA+MLP soft sensor using the
moving window technique
Figure 4.63 shows the predictions of the optimally parametrised soft sensor based on the adap-
tive LASSA approach. Contrary to the other adaptive approaches, there is no performance im-
provement in this case. This same can be observed when comparing Figure 4.64 with Figure 4.56.
The reason for this is that the adaptation mechanism of the LASSA method does not involve the
re-training or starting of new local experts. It merely incrementally updates the local expert de-
scriptors L (see Equation (4.19)). This demonstrates the limits of the algorithm and motivates the
application of more complex adaptation mechanisms.
Catalyst activation experiments summary
For this data set, it was not possible to build well performing models based on the training data,
which was demonstrated by the poor performance of all non-adaptive models.
Applying the adaptation mechanisms improved the performance. However, it was only the
moving window and the LWPR techniques that led to the improvement. The reason for this is
that these two techniques continuously re-train or adapt the predictors, which is not the case with
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Figure 4.60: Catalyst Activation: Sensitivity of the LWPR method’s performance with respect to
its parameter settings
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Figure 4.61: Catalyst activation: Predictions of the adaptive LWPR-based soft sensor
the LASSA-based soft sensors. The adaptation mechanism of the LASSA-based model is only
adapting the combination weights whereas the local experts are not changed. This observation
clearly demonstrates the limits of the LASSA method, which will targeted in the next chapter of
this work.
The performances of all of the analysed soft sensor types are summarised in Table 4.5.
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Figure 4.62: Catalyst activation: Influence of ninit, σ and σadapt on the performance of the adap-
tive LASSA-based soft sensor
non-adaptive adaptive
PCA+MLP LWPR LASSA PCA+MLP+MW LWPR LASSA
MSE 1.82 · 10−1 4.09 · 10−2 1.07 · 10−2 1.28 · 10−2 3.73 · 10−3 1.29 · 10−2
Corr. Coeff. −0.61 0.55 0.73 0.93 0.90 0.85
Table 4.5: Catalyst activation: Comparison of the MSE and correlation coefficient performances
between the different soft sensing approaches
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Figure 4.63: Catalyst activation: Predictions of the adaptive LASSA-based soft sensor
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Figure 4.64: Catalyst activation: Sensitivity of the LASSA method’s performance with respect to
its parameter settings
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4.5 Summary
There are various significant contributions in this chapter. The first one is a modified version of
the state-of-the-art methodology for soft sensor development. In particular, the new methodology
focuses on dealing with the adaptation aspects of soft sensing.
Based on the methodology, an adaptive local learning-based algorithm has been proposed in
this chapter. A distinguishing characteristic of the algorithm is the novel data partitioning method
that splits the data according to the validity of a simple prediction model. For each of the identified
partitions of the data, a predictive model, called local expert, is built. The PCA pre-processing
is also applied locally, which results in an efficient, locally focused, dimensionality reduction.
Another characteristic of the algorithm is that it models the generalisation performance of the local
experts in the locally reduced input-output space in the form of performance maps. These have
two benefits, on one hand the performance maps can be used to obtain the combination weights
for the local experts and on the other hand it allows the implementation of a simple adaptation
mechanism. This adaptation mechanism does not require storing of any data as it only adapts the
performance maps on sample-by-sample basis.
The next contribution of this chapter is a set of experiments applying (i) PCA+MLP: a state-
of-the-art soft sensing approach; (ii) LWPR: a PLS-based incremental algorithm with particularly
effective adaptation mechanism; and (iii) LASSA: the proposed soft sensing method to three in-
dustrial data sets. From the point of view of the data sets, it was shown that each of them requires
a different degree of adaptation in order to develop useful models. The industrial drier data can be
efficiently modelled with off-line methods, while the thermal oxidiser and the catalyst activation
data sets require on-line adaptation in order to build well performing models.
In terms of data pre-processing, it was observed that there is a benefit from the application of
the robust version of the PCA algorithm, which proves the capability of this method to deal with
some of the issues of the process data.
From the point of view of the evaluated soft sensing methods, it has been shown that for the
PCA+MLP approach the parameter selection can be difficult and even comprehensive selection
does not necessarily lead to a well performing soft sensor. The moving window adaptation tech-
nique has also been shown to be difficult to deal with and if applied inappropriately it can also
cause performance deterioration. Nonetheless, despite the difficulties a certain performance ben-
efit from applying simple model combination methods was observed. The LASSA method pro-
posed in this chapter has been shown to be easier to deal with indicating the usefulness of the local
learning approach for soft sensing. In general the results have shown low sensitivity with respect
to the parameter settings and the achieved error values were lower than those of the other meth-
ods. However, in the case of the catalyst activation data set, the adaptive version of the LASSA
soft sensor failed to deal with the strong demand for adaptation. This is weakness of the method,
which will be dealt with in the next step of this work. The effectiveness of the local learning
approach was also demonstrated by the consistently well performing (especially in the adaptive
case) LWPR-based soft sensors.
In summary, the empirical analysis has shown the potential of robust pre-processing, local
learning and ensemble methods when aiming at the goals of this work. A conceptual framework
for the development of robust and adaptive soft sensors, which reflects the findings of this chapter,
is going to be proposed in the next chapter.
Chapter 5
Soft sensor development architecture
5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents a conceptual architecture that can be used for the development of adaptive
predictive models. On the three step pathway introduced at the beginning of this thesis and shown
in Figure 1.3, this architecture represents the first step.
Although focused on providing a concept for dealing with issues of industrial data sets, it can
be used more generally for the development of any classification and regression models requiring
robustness and adaptive capabilities.
The architecture defines a unified modular environment based on three concepts from machine
learning, these are: (i) ensemble methods; (ii) local learning; and (iii) meta-learning, which are
organised in a three layer hierarchy within the architecture.
For the actual predictions, which are performed at the lowest level of the hierarchy, any data-
driven predictive method, such as an ANN, SVM, etc. can be implemented and plugged in.
Furthermore, particular attention is paid to its adaptation capabilities, which are discussed in
Section 5.4. By exploiting its structure, there are several possibilities for the adaptive behaviour
of the models developed according to the architecture. Arranged according to the overall three
layer structure, these range from low level incremental, i.e. sample-by-sample, adaptation to more
sophisticated adaptation techniques that result in on-line deployment of new models.
The structure and dependencies between the sections of this chapter are shown in Figure 5.1.
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5.2 Overview of the architecture
The main idea of the proposed architecture revolves around a certain degree of diversity repre-
sented by multiple competitive paths (predictive models) and their flexible combinations.
Computational Path 
(Local) 
Level
Path Combination
(Intermediate)
Level
Meta
(Global)
Level
Diversity
Co
m
ple
xit
y
Figure 5.2: The three levels of information processing within the architecture
There are three hierarchical levels of information processing within the architecture. These are:
(i) Computational Path (Local) Level; (ii) Path Combinations (Intermediate) Level and (iii) Meta
(Global) Level. Figure 5.2 shows the hierarchy upon which the presented architecture is built. In
the following, the three hierarchical levels are going to be briefly outlined.
Computational path level: As shown in Figure 5.2, this is the level with the lowest complexity
but the largest diversity. This is achieved by maintaining a pool of diverse computational paths.
In the terminology of this work, computational paths are basic information processing entities.
Each computational path consists of none, one, or more pre-processing methods and one predic-
tive technique, which maps the (pre-processed) input data onto the output space (see Figure 5.6
in the structure of the computational paths). Further details regarding the path structure and func-
tionality can be found in Section 5.3.3. Special attention is also paid to the diversity among the
paths as this plays an important role for the performance of the whole model. The role of diver-
sity for ensemble methods was discussed in Section 3.4.3. The section also lists several diversity
creation mechanisms including: (i) the initial conditions; (ii) the modelling method; and (iii) the
training set structure. The proposed architecture allows the application of all of these diversity
mechanisms at the level of the computational paths as it is going to be shown in Section 5.3.3. A
particular mechanism for creating the training set structure diversity is local learning. Utilizing
local learning methods also increases the flexibility of the architecture and allows the implemen-
tation of computational paths focusing on partitions of the input space, i.e. local experts. Using
local learning is beneficial, especially in the case of industrial data where the information content
of the available data is often limited and the underlying data structure is complex at the same time.
Another positive effect of this approach is that data pre-processing, like feature selection, can be
tuned locally, which is often more effective than applying global pre-processing. More details on
local learning implementation within the architecture can be found in Section 5.3.5.
Path combination level: This level shows an increased level of complexity and decreased di-
versity. This is achieved by combining individual computational paths from the preceding level.
At this level, the paths, which are competing against each other at the path level, are forced into
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a collaborative behaviour. By doing this, teams of individuals that complement each other can be
formed. Referring again to Figure 5.2, one can see that there is still a certain amount of diversity
at this level as not only a single combination of predictors but a set of them is maintained. Man-
aging a set of combinations again increases the flexibility of the architecture. Details of the path
combination aspects in the architecture can be found in Section 5.3.4.
Meta level: At the top of the complexity pyramid is the meta level. From this level the whole
model is controlled to optimise the predictions in terms of the global performance function, which
is the actual function that has to be optimised. It can be approached by (i) controlling the popula-
tions at the lower levels, e.g. by launching paths to cover unexplored parts of the input space; (ii)
looking for relations between parameters of the paths and the achieved performance; (iii) adapting
the combinations, i.e. teams of experts, in order to reflect the current state of the data. Another
task performed at this level, which corresponds to the traditional understanding of meta-learning,
is the extraction, storage and transfer of knowledge across the different parts of the model as well
as building the high-level knowledge of the architecture. In summary, using meta-learning ca-
pabilities facilitates the usage of high-level mechanisms for learning and building the high-level
knowledge of the architecture. Furthermore, the meta-learning can take control of the parameters
of the methods at the lower levels of complexity and adjust these according to the global strat-
egy defined by the user. In this way, an abstraction layer between the model operator and the
lower layers of the architecture is built. The meta-learning mechanisms within the architecture are
explained in further detail in Section 5.3.6.
A schematic overview: A schema of the interactions within the architecture can be found in
Figure 5.3. Due to the focus on data-driven modelling, the model is built upon the data. The
data is the basis for the training and the evolution of the paths and path combinations. The meta
level methods also draw their knowledge from the underlying data and control the lower levels
(i.e. path and path combination levels) of the architecture in order to achieve the globally set
strategy. The expert knowledge provides means to influence the behaviour of the architecture
at all three levels of complexity. If required, this functional capability can be exploited for the
intervention by the model developer in order to change the behaviour of the architecture or, as it
was already mentioned, to alter the global goals. Examples of such intervention are selection and
parametrisation of the pre-processing methods at the path level or manual selection of models to
be combined at the path combination level. Furthermore, the possibility to implement the first
principle (i.e. phenomenological) models at the path level is provided in this way.
Table 5.1 gives a summary of the main concepts represented within the architecture and of their
main goals.
Technique Purpose of introduction
Concept drift detection and
handling
Dealing with changing environment, keeping validity of the model
Ensemble building and di-
versity management
Improving prediction performance, providing different prediction and adapta-
tion mechanisms
Local learning Dealing with sparse data, limiting the complexity of the applied models
Meta-learning Implementing global strategy, building abstraction layer between user and
model
Table 5.1: Main concepts represented within the architecture
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Figure 5.3: Overview of the interactions between the modules of the architecture
5.2.1 Adaptation capability of the architecture
The adaptation capability follows the hierarchy of the architecture and is present across the three
different levels of model complexity. The adaptation loops and the interaction between the three
levels of complexity is schematically shown in Figure 5.4. The figure shows the self-adaptation
capability of the local and intermediate levels (see loops a,b in Figure 5.4). In contrast to this, from
the meta-level there is a connection to the lower levels (loops c,d). The particular mechanisms for
Path (Local)
Adaptation
Path 
Combination
Adaptation
Meta (Global)
Adaptation
a b
c
d
Figure 5.4: Adaptation loops available within the architecture
adaptation can be, for example, approaches dealing with concept drift discussed in Chapter 3. The
adaptation functionality of the architecture is addressed in further detail in Section 5.4.
5.3 Elements of the architecture
This section describes the elements represented within the particular modules of the architecture in
detail. Figure 5.5 presents a detailed view of the architecture with all the main modules including:
• Two pools of methods (PPMP, CLMP)
• Data Source module
• Paths module
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• Path Combinations module
• Instance Selection Management module
• Meta-Level Learning module
• Global Performance Evaluation module
Furthermore, there are four connection types:
• Data Stream connection, which distributes the data to the remaining modules of the archi-
tecture.
• Evaluation Results, which is another data object carrying the results of evaluation of the
predictions.
• Control Connections, transporting control information originating from the Instance Selec-
tion, the Meta-Level Learning or from the Expert Knowledge module.
• Pooling Connections, indicating which of the methods from the pools are used within the
Paths or Path Combinations module.
As one can see, the architecture is rather general and provides a lot of degrees of freedom for
its implementation, which in turn provides the possibility to focus on a particular functionality
required by the task to be solved.
5.3.1 Data source
This module acts as an interface between the physical database or any other type of data storage
and the actual architecture. The data are encapsulated into special data objects, D, which are
distributed across the architecture. These objects consist not only of the input data X and target
data Y but also of basic statistical information S (e.g. variable distributions), which can be useful
for the other parts of the architecture. The data object has the following form: D := {(X,Y ), S}.
Additionally, there are different regimes of the data provision possible. For the traditional
learning scenario, the data is distributed in batches of training, validation and test data. In a
scenario dealing with an industrial modelling task there can be a set of historical data distributed
to the other modules during the training phase in batch mode followed by a stream of single data
instances during the on-line phase (see Section 2.3.1 for details of data provision in industrial
modelling).
The way in which the data is distributed to the model is controlled using the connection ce→d.
5.3.2 Method pools
The next part of the architecture includes two pools of methods, namely the Pre-Processing Meth-
ods Pool (PPMP) and the Computational Learning Methods Pool (CLMP). These pools are repos-
itories of objects that represent the data pre-processing and computational learning techniques
instantiated and used within other parts of the architecture. The role of the pools is limited to
providing the incorporated objects (e.g. data normalisation in PPMP or Multi-Layer Perceptron in
CLMP) to the other parts of the architecture.
Communication with other parts of the architecture is carried out using pooling connections p.
These connections indicate that a certain computational path is using an instance of the object (e.g.
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Figure 5.5: General overview of the proposed architecture for the development of robust and
adaptive soft sensing algorithms
pPP3→Path3 3, which indicates that Path3 uses the pre-processing method PP3 from PPMP and
places it at the third position within the path). Figure 5.5 shows an example where Path3 uses
objects RF2, FS3 and PP3 from PPMP.
The pre-processing methods pool is further split into three different sub-pools: (i) Pre-
Processing (PP) methods (outlier detection, normalisation, etc.); (ii) Feature Selection (FS) meth-
ods (correlation-based feature selection, etc.); and (iii) Instance Selection (IS) methods containing
instance filters in the form of Receptive Fields (RF) used for the local learning functionality.
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5.3.3 Computational Path
This module implements the lowest level of the hierarchy. The task of this module is to maintain
a competitive environment where the CPs are managed. The management involves the building,
adapting and removing of the particular paths, which are all controlled from the Path Control of
the module.
The input of this module is formed by the following signals:
• D: Data object from the Data Source
• ec: Performance (e.g. Mean Squared Error) of the path combination objects managed in the
Path Combinations module (see Section 5.3.4)
• eg: Information about the performance of the whole model at the global level coming from
the Global Performance Evaluation module (see Section 5.3.7)
• ci→p: Control information from the Instance Selection Management, for example notifica-
tions about the appearance of a new receptive field that triggers the deployment of a new
computational path dealing with the new receptive field
• cm→p: Meta-level control information from the Meta-Level Learning module (see Section
5.3.6), for example, the adaptation rate for a particular computational path
• ce→p: This control signal provides a possibility to involve expert knowledge into the deci-
sions made in the Path Control (see Section 5.3.8), this is, for example, an explicit use of a
pre-processing method for all paths
Given all this information, the Path Control can implement various strategies for the launching,
adaptation and removal of computational paths.
The actual computational paths consist of several elements, as shown in Figure 5.6. Among
them there can be one or more pre-processing steps from the PPMP and one computational learn-
ing method from the CLMP. Furthermore, to be able to assess the local (path-level) performance,
there is a need for local evaluation provided by the Local (Path) Evaluation unit that calculates
the performance of the path ep according to the locally1 defined performance measure. This is set
and controlled using the cp control signal from the Path Control. The performance data is then
provided to the Local Control Unit (LCU), which sends the control information clp to the path
elements and to the Local (Path) Memory. This control information can be, for example, a trigger
for the adaptation of the path elements. The Local Control Unit receives not only the path perfor-
mance data, but also information from the higher levels (i.e. from Meta-Level Learning through
Path Control) of the architecture, which can additionally influence the adaptation steps. The Local
(Path) Memory is responsible for storing past data instances and/or information extracted from
them (e.g. variable distribution and statistics). The stored information plays an important role for
the adaptation of the computational path (for details see Section 5.4).
The embedding of the computational path presented in Figure 5.6 into the Paths module is
shown in Figure 5.12.
The computational path can be operated in three different modes with flexible switching be-
tween them performed from the LCU. These are:
1In this context local refers to the particular computational path rather than local in terms of the data space as used
in local learning.
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Figure 5.6: Computational path structure
Training mode: In this mode the path is trained. This applies to the Computational Learning
Method as well as to the pre-processing methods within the path (e.g. training of PCA as the
dimensionality reduction method). The set-up of the computational path during the training phase
is presented in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: Computational path in the training mode
Prediction mode: For the prediction mode where the path is required to provide predictions of
the target values given the input data instances, the Receptive Field element of the path can be
deactivated since the path is requested to provide predictions to all data samples independent of
their receptive field origin. Depending on the scenario and the adaptation mechanism, the data
instances during this phase may also be stored in the Local (Path) Memory. An example of a
computational path in prediction mode is shown in Figure 5.8.
Incremental mode: In this mode the data arrives sequentially either in the form of single in-
stances or groups of them. The task of the CP is to implement the adaptation strategy at the lowest
level (see Figure 5.4 - loop a). Once a new data instance arrives, the path makes a prediction of the
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Figure 5.8: Computational path in the prediction mode
target value. When the correct target value becomes available, the performance of the predictions
is assessed in the Local Evaluation and passed to the Local Control Unit, which makes a decision
about whether the path should be adapted or not. In the case when a decision in favour of the adap-
tation is made, the particular elements of the path are adapted using the implemented adaptation
strategy controlled from the Local Control Unit. For example, in the case of the moving win-
dow adaptation, the samples stored in the Local Memory are retrieved and passed to the learning
method, which uses these data instances for retraining of the path elements (both pre-processing
as well as the prediction methods), as shown in Figure 5.9.
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Figure 5.9: Computational path in the incremental mode
5.3.4 Path Combinations
For the reasons discussed in Section 3.4 there is a special module, namely the Path Combination
module, devoted to ensemble building techniques. This module operates at the intermediate level
of complexity pyramid shown in Figure 5.2. At this level, the individual paths that are competing
against each other at the path level are merged to groups where they cooperatively perform the
target value prediction.
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In the traditional combination scenario there is a set of models whose predictions are combined
by a combiner. In order to increase the flexibility of the architecture, it goes further and provides
a possibility to manage a set of independent model combinations or even their hierarchies (as
shown, for example, in [155, 149]).
The particular elements within the Path Combinations module are managed from the Path
Combination Control (PCC) of the module.
Figure 5.5 shows that the predictions of particular computational paths fp(X), together
with the target values y from the data object D, are aggregated to a new data object Cp :={
(fp(k)(X),y)
}p
k=1
. This data object describes a new data space, which is formed by the paths
predictions and the target value. The aim of the Path Combinations (PC) is to make a prediction of
the target value in this space. In a simple case, it can be a linear combination of the input variables:
f c = c(F) = ∑k wkfp(k) or, in a more complex case a non-linear transformation performed by a
model like Multi-Layer Perceptron for instance. The advantage of such a representation, which is
very similar to the one at the lower (i.e. path) level, is that the combinations can be represented in
the same way as the computational paths only operating in the space formed by the data object Cp
(compare Figure 5.6 with Figure 5.10). In particular, it means that one can apply feature selection
methods to select a subset of paths (i.e. s subspace of Cp) that have to be combined.
Furthermore, the Path Combinations can be operated in the same three modes, i.e. training,
prediction and incremental learning, as it was the case for the computational path, and the same
approaches can be used for the implementation of three modes (e.g. moving window adaptation
for the incremental mode).
The embedding of the combinations into the Path Combinations module of the architecture is
also shown in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.10: Path combination structure
5.3.5 Instance Selection Management
The Instance Selection Management (ISM) module is responsible for the partitioning of the input
data space into locally coherent sub-spaces called Receptive Fields (RF). Having this functionality,
the architecture can incorporate local learning models.
The construction of the receptive fields can for example be done using clustering algorithms
(e.g. k-means [123]) or any other data partitioning method such as the algorithm presented in
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Section 4.3.1.
The ISM module is managed from the Instance Selection Management Control, which has the
following two signals as input:
• cm→i: Control connection from the Meta-Level Learning module, which can provide pa-
rameters like the number of receptive fields to be managed or threshold parameters for the
deployment of new receptive fields.
• ce→i: Expert knowledge, which can overwrite the cm→i signal or manually define receptive
fields that are of advantage for the global model from the expert’s point of view.
Providing the full local learning functionality involves several parts of the architecture. The
ISM handles the deploying of new receptive fields, their adaptation and removing. Furthermore,
the ISM provides the information about the receptive fields to the Pre-Processing Methods Pool
using the control connection ci.
According to the three globally defined modes of operation, the ISM module can be run in the
following modes:
Training mode: In this mode the ISM receives a batch of historical data and its task is to split the
data into local partitions. The number of the partitions may be provided by the Expert Knowledge
(i.e. by the user) if available. If not, techniques for the estimation of the number of receptive fields,
like parameter cross-validation in MLL or techniques that derive the number of local partitions
automatically like the algorithm presented later on in Section 6.2.1 have to be applied.
Prediction mode: In this mode there is no task for the ISM and it can simply be deactivated or
it can be switched to the incremental mode (see below) in order to adapt the receptive fields.
Incremental mode: As the goal of the incremental mode is to make predictions of the incoming
data instances and to adapt the model at the same time, the task of the ISM is to update the
receptive fields depending on the on-line data. This task includes deploying new receptive fields,
adaptation and the removing (pruning) of the existing ones. Examples of such approaches were
presented in [33, 61, 62, 207].
5.3.6 Meta-Level Learning
The Meta-Level Learning (MLL) module of the architecture is responsible for high-level learning,
control and decision making. On the basis of the collected information from the other parts of the
architecture, a picture of the global behaviour of the architecture is constructed in this module.
The input to the MLL module is formed by:
• D: The data object
• Fp: The paths predictions object
• The evaluation results signals from all levels across the architecture, which are:
– ep: The evaluation signal of the computational paths
– ec: The performance evaluation of the path combinations
– eg: The evaluation results from the Global Performance Evaluation module
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• ce→i: The control connection coming from the Expert Knowledge module. This signal is
especially useful, for example, for setting the parameters of the applied meta-level tech-
nique.
The role of this module can be to learn the dependency between the methods from the pools
and the performance at the different levels of complexity, which are collected across different
receptive fields, datasets, initial parameter sets, etc. There are several approaches dealing with this
task that can be utilised at this level. Examples of these are:
• Statistical/Information theoretical meta-attributes [99]
• Model based meta-attributes [10]
• Landmarking [141]
5.3.7 Global Performance Evaluation
Referring again to the traditional modelling scenario, the prediction performance of the developed
model is usually based on performance measures like the Mean Squared Error (MSE), which is
universally applied when checking the prediction performance of a model.
The Global Performance Evaluation (GPE) module goes further and provides a flexible way to
implement various performance measures. This does not necessarily need to refer to the predictive
performance only. Several performance measures, which may be considered in the architecture,
are discussed in [67]. Examples of such methods are: compactness, computational complexity,
etc.
This module can also incorporate multi-objective evaluation techniques. Extending the previ-
ous example the performance measure could be a combination of the models’ performance pre-
diction and their diversity.
The output of the GPE module plays an important role for the whole model as it is used in
the decision making at all three levels of information processing (see signal eg being input to
the Paths, Path Combinations and Meta-Level Learning modules). For this reason, there is a
default performance measure implemented (e.g. the MSE). However for cases where another
performance measure is required, there is mechanism for changing the default measure using
the Expert Knowledge module and the control signal ce→g available. Another task performed
in the GPE module is the selection of the output model, i.e. the local expert or path combination
providing the final predictions. This can be controlled either automatically from MLL or manually
by the user (through the Expert Knowledge module) using the signals cm→g or ce→g respectively.
The GPE module also acts as the output module, which presents the predictions results and
other information about the model to the user.
5.3.8 Expert Knowledge
This part of the architecture provides an interface for the interaction between the model operator
and the model. Using this interface, the operator gets access to the particular modules and can
manually influence the operation of the parts of the architecture. For the high-level parts of the
architecture (Meta-Level Learning and Global Performance Evaluation), this module is used to
define the techniques operating at this level and to set their parameters. In the case of the Global
Performance Evaluation the expert has the possibility of setting the performance evaluation func-
tions if the default measure is not desired.
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The particular control connections from the Expert Knowledge module and possible examples
of information that can be distributed using these connections are:
• ce→p: In this case the expert can manually control either the computational paths them-
selves, their parameters or the Path Control where decisions about the adaptation, launching
and removing of the paths are made. In a particular example the expert can, based on the
available knowledge about the data, define necessary pre-processing steps and their param-
eters (e.g. PCA with ten principal components).
• ce→c: Like the previous case, the expert can influence either the decision making within the
Path Combination Control or suggest some path combinations (e.g. combine paths 1, 3 and
5 using the mean ensemble building method) that have to be included in the combinations
population.
• ce→g: The task of this signal is the definition of the global performance evaluation function,
for example balancing the MSE and correlation coefficient values of the predictions as a
multi-objective performance measure.
• ce→i: This signal provides the expert the possibility of influencing the building of new re-
ceptive fields and the adaptation and removal of available ones. In a particular case, the
signal could carry the numbers of instances that, according to the expert’s knowledge, rep-
resent a particular state of the data and have to be presented as a separate receptive field.
• ce→m: This connection carries the information about the method that has to be applied at the
meta level and its parameters. Relating to the examples mentioned in Section 5.3.6, it could
be the type of meta-features and meta-learner that have to be applied in the MLL module.
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Figure 5.11: The interaction between the Expert Knowledge module and the architecture’s three
levels of information processing
Figure 5.11 shows the hierarchical structure of the architecture and the interaction possibilities of
the Expert Knowledge module at the different levels of the pyramid.
Another task controlled from the Expert Knowledge module can be the switching between the
three operating modes of the model. From here, the control signals ce are used for switching of
the Paths, Path Combinations, Instance Selection Management and Meta-Level Learning modules
between the training, prediction and incremental modes.
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5.4 Adaptation mechanisms
One of the key features of the proposed architecture is its ability to deal with dynamic environment
represented by changing data. In order to use the adaptation capabilities of the architecture the
particular modules have to be switched to the incremental mode. In harmony with the three levels
of complexity, there are also three different levels of adaptation possible, namely adaptation at:
• Path level
• Path combination level
• Meta level.
Figure 5.12 shows in a detailed way the adaptation mechanisms and their interaction possibilities
and the next three paragraphs provide a detailed discussion of the adaptation mechanisms at the
three different levels.
5.4.1 Path level adaptation
The adaptation at the path level refers to the adaptation ability of the particular computational
paths. At this level, the paths can be adapted in two different ways. On one hand using the
knowledge about their own performance, which is also referred to as the self-adaptation, (see loop
a in Figure 5.4 and ep1 in Figure 5.12) or on the other hand, by using the global control coming
from the higher level of the architecture (represented by loop d in Figure 5.4 and connection cp1 in
Figure 5.12).
The self-adaptation loop consists of the feedback of the prediction, which is compared to the
correct target values in the Local (Path) Evaluation unit (see Figure 5.6). Given the implemented
local error measure, the error ep between the prediction fp(X) and the correct value y is calculated
in the Local Evaluation unit and passed to the Local Control Unit (LCU). Another input to the LCU
is the information from the Path Control (i.e. cp), which is further linked to the two higher levels
of the architecture. This kind of input is useful for the stimulation of the adaptation in a way that is
beneficial from the point of view of the global behaviour of the architecture (see loop d in Figure
5.4). An example of such a control is the management of two types of path, a set of highly adaptive
paths, which follow the frequent changes of the data, and a set of more stable paths, which focus
on the long term dynamics such as slow data drifts.
An element that is important for the computational paths’ adaptation is the Local Memory.
Dependent on the implemented adaptation strategy it might be necessary to retrieve some old data
samples for the adaptation, as is the case for the moving window technique. In a more advanced
scenario, for example the one presented in Chapter 6 or the fully incremental LWPR algorithm
presented in Section 3.5.1, it might be sufficient to store some statistics of the data instead of the
data samples themselves.
The adaptation techniques themselves are implemented within the Method Control of the Com-
putational Learning Methods (CLM) and of the Pre-Processing Methods (PPM) because they may
differ generally from method to method.
The adaptation at this level is activated from the higher level through the Path Control of the
Paths module using the cp signals, which switches the path to the incremental mode (see Figure
5.9). In a particular implementation, this signal may be received by the LCU and further propa-
gated to the PPM and CLM in form of the mess:adapt! message (see Figure 5.9).
The choice of adaptation techniques that can be implemented at this position is large. In fact,
any concept drift handling technique discussed in Section 3.7 can be used.
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Figure 5.12: Adaptation loops of the architecture and their interactions in detail
5.4.2 Path combination level adaptation
The next level of adaptation is the level of Path Combinations (see Figure 5.2 and 5.4). As men-
tioned in Section 5.3.4, the combinations can be represented in the same way as the computational
paths with the only difference being the space in which the combinations are built (the predictions
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space Fp instead of the data space D). A benefit of this representation is that similar adaptation
mechanisms as in the case of the path level adaptation, can be applied at the path combination
level.
A particularly useful adaptation mechanism that can be implemented at this level is the one
presented in Section 4.3.5. This algorithm adapts the combination weights of the ensemble in
accordance to the estimated prediction performance of the particular local experts.
5.4.3 Meta level adaptation
At the meta level the adaptation has influence on the dynamic behaviour of the whole architecture.
As shown in Figure 5.5 the Meta-Level Learning (MLL) module collects the information about
the performance of the elements from all levels of the architecture, i.e. from the computational
paths ep, path combinations ec as well as the global performance eg. This information allows one
to analyse not only the performance achieved across the different architecture levels but also to
estimate the influence of the changes at different positions in the model.
An example of a strategy that uses the meta-level adaptation capabilities and can be imple-
mented within the architecture is AdaBoost [59]. In this case the MLL monitors the performance
of the previously deployed computational paths and looks for areas of the data space D that need
improved prediction performance. Once identified, a new receptive field within the Instance Se-
lection Module is deployed and a new computational path is trained for the samples that require
better predictions.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter a concept for the development of robust and adaptive soft sensors has been presented
in the form of an architecture that can be used as a construction plan for the development of soft
sensing algorithms.
By involving local learning, ensemble methods, meta-learning and flexible selection of pre-
processing and predictive methods, the concept enables one to deal with the issues present in
current soft sensor development.
The robustness of the algorithms is achieved by maintaining a diverse set of models consisting
of data pre-processing and predictive techniques that are flexibly selected from pools of available
methods. The predictions of these models are dynamically combined using ensemble methods.
In contrast to the state-of-the-art ensemble methods, there is not only a single ensemble but a set
of these maintained. The actual output model delivering the final prediction of the soft sensor is
dynamically selected from the set of ensembles.
The architecture also allows reaction to changes in the data as well as to changes of the quality
of the data. Another important aspect of the architecture is that through its modular structure it
allows the implementation of a wide range of predictive and pre-processing methods, adaptation
mechanisms, high-level control techniques, etc.
In order to demonstrate the possibilities of the architecture, an instance of the architecture
exploiting many of the provided mechanisms is proposed and evaluated in next chapter.
Chapter 6
Complex soft sensing algorithm and soft
sensors
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the theoretical concept for the development of robust and adaptive soft sensors
presented in Chapter 5 is instantiated into a complex soft sensing algorithm, which is then used for
the development of practical on-line prediction soft sensors. The soft sensing algorithm represents
the second step on the thesis pathway shown in Figure 1.3.
The core of the algorithm is the local learning-based technique discussed in Chapter 4. One of
the benefits of the algorithm presented in Chapter 4 was its flexibility and the possibility to expand
it to a more complex technique in a straight-forward, modular, way. This aspect is fully utilised in
this chapter, the key points where the previous method is extended are:
• multiple local experts per receptive field are used
• flexible selection of pre-processing and predictive methods for the local experts is performed
• local expert management using competitive, diversity and cooperative selection is imple-
mented
• complex data management based on local cross-validation and boosting-like approaches is
introduced
• adaptation mechanisms at different levels of information processing are used.
The whole algorithm is assembled from available machine learning techniques for data pre-
processing, predictive modelling, adaptation and meta-learning and demonstrates that robust and
adaptive algorithms can be developed by exploiting and combining the benefits of simple and
well-known approaches, such as cross-validation, boosting, or meta-learning, which have been
available for many years.
The discussed soft sensing algorithm is applied to develop soft sensors for the same data sets
as used in Chapter 4. The soft sensor corresponds to the third step of the thesis pathway as shown
in Figure 1.3.
The structure and dependencies between the sections of this chapter are shown in Figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: The structure of this chapter
6.2 Soft sensing algorithm
This section provides an algorithmic description of the proposed complex soft sensing technique.
The algorithm can be split into three different parts as described by the following three func-
tions:
• trainPhaseOne(Dhist)
• trainPhaseTwo(Dhist)
• predictAndAdapt(Donline)
The first two parts are responsible for the training of the soft sensor using the historical dataDhist,
from which the second one is optional, while the third is used during the on-line phase to obtain
the predictions and to adapt the soft sensor given the on-line data Donline. The adaptation part is
carried out only if the corresponding target value is available. The details of the three methods
will be presented in the following sections.
From the perspective of the methodology presented in Figure 4.3, the first two functions repre-
sent the second stage of the methodology while the third function is implemented within the third
step of the methodology.
Before describing the details of the algorithms, Table 6.1 summarises the input parameters of
the soft sensing algorithm and shows the architecture modules that implement the related algo-
rithms.
6.2.1 Training phase: Two-step training
The reason for having two training methods is that the algorithm uses a model building approach
consisting of two separate steps.
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Module Parameter Comments
Instance Selection
Management
ninit The size of the initial window
Default: set to 3 ∗m (number of variables of the data set)
fLM The landmarker computational path
Default: PCA (covering 95% of the variance) + MLR
Pre-Processing
Methods Pool
SF: nsmooth Length of the smoothing filter window
Default: [1, 4, 7, 10]
RobPCA: tcovV ar Covered variance of the RPCA
Default: [0.90, 0.95, 0.99]
Computational
Learning Methods Pool
MLR Multi-linear regression
Default: no parameters
SVM: k Size of the Gaussian kernel of the SVM
Default: [0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000]
MLP: nhidden Number of hidden units of the MLP
Default: [1, 2, 3, 5]
LWL: nneighbour Neighbourhood size of the LWL
Default: [10, 50, 100]
LWPR: dinit Initialisation of the distance matrix
Default: [0.1, 1.0, 10.0]
LWPR: wgen Generalisation weights
Default: [0.1, 0.5, 0.8]
Paths
nLEC Number of Local Expert Candidates to be trained for each receptive
field
Default: 100
nLE,target Targeted size of the local expert population in the Path module
Default: 10
tcomp Threshold for the competitive selection
Default: 1.5
tdiv Threshold for the diversity selection, controlled from MLL
Default: initially 0.8 then adjusted to maintain stable size of the
local expert population nLE,target
σ Kernel size of the Gaussian function for the local expert descriptors
Default: 10−3
σadapt Kernel size of the Gaussian function for the adaptation of the local
expert descriptors
Default: 10−3
Path Combinations
nens Number of managed path combinations (ensembles)
Default: 10
Meta-Level Learning
nstepsPerfDescr Number of iterations for determining the performance descriptors
P
Default: 5 ∗ npar1
tada3 Threshold (absolute prediction error) for triggering the Type 3
adaptation
Default: 0.10
tada4 Threshold (absolute prediction error) for triggering the Type 4
adaptation
Default: 0.10
tada5 Threshold (absolute prediction error) for triggering the Type 5
adaptation
Default: 0.10
Table 6.1: Summary of the parameters of the soft sensing algorithm
The goal of the first phase is to build an initial knowledge base of the model. After this phase,
the model is operational and can be deployed to the on-line phase. The goal of the second, optional,
phase is to revise the initial model and adjust it by applying mechanisms for model adaptation,
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which will also be applied during the on-line phase. By processing the historical data once more,
(i) redundant local experts can be removed; (ii) areas that are not covered well can be covered by
new local experts; (iii) local expert descriptors can be adjusted.
A particular benefit of this two-step approach is a smooth transition from the training to the
on-line phase. Another benefit is that in this way some important adaptation parameters can be
adjusted during the training phase.
Training phase: First step
The first step is similar to the training approach discussed in Section 4.3. The goals of this step
are: (i) splitting the data into several receptive fields; (ii) training a set of local experts for each
receptive field; (iii) selecting the local experts who are performing well and are uncorrelated; and
(iv) building ensembles from the selected experts.
Algorithm 6.1 gives an overview of the first step of the soft sensor training.
Algorithm 6.1 trainPhaseOne(Dhist):
DRF ,M← buildReceptiveFields(Dhist, ninit, fLM );
for all DRFr ∈ DRF do
Pr ← buildPerformanceDescriptors(DRFr , nstepsPerfDescr);
FLECr , eLEC ← trainLocalExperts(DRFr , nLEC , Pr);
FLECr ← runCompetitiveSelection(FLECr , eLEC , tcomp);
end for
FLEC ← {FLECr }r ;
Dval ← Dhist;
L ← buildLocalExpertDescriptors(Dval,FLEC , σ);
FLE ← runDiversitySelection(Dval,FLEC ,L, tdiv);
Fens,Fens,winner ← buildEnsembles(Dval,FLE , nens);
The outcome of this stage is a trained model Fens,winner, which can be deployed as a fully
operational soft sensor to the on-line phase.
In the following section the particular functions of the above algorithm will be explained in
detail.
buildReceptiveFields(): The input to this function is:
• Dhist: the historical data
• ninit: the length of the initial window
• fLM : the computational path used as landmarker
The approach for receptive fields building is the same as described in Section 4.3.1. An exam-
ple of splitting the data into receptive fields is demonstrated in Figure 6.2, where the assignment
of data points to three receptive fields is shown.
Additionally to the receptive fields, the function also constructs meta descriptors of the recep-
tive fields. The meta descriptors have the following format:
Mr =
[∥∥DRFr ∥∥ , jr, perf(fLMr )] , (6.1)
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Figure 6.2: Splitting of data points into three receptive fields (displayed after projection to two-
dimensional space by means of principal component analysis)
where
∥∥DRFr ∥∥ is the number of data samples in the r-th receptive field, jr is the number of
variables of the receptive field data after the local pre-processing using, for example, the PCA, and
perf(fLM ) is the quadratic error of the prediction of the landmarker associated with the receptive
field. This meta descriptor will allow one to find similar receptive fields during the on-line phase
and to inherit their performance descriptors P , which will in turn save computational resources
during the on-line phase. The meta descriptors of the receptive fields shown in Figure 6.2 are
illustrated in Table 6.2: ∥∥DRFr ∥∥ jr perf(fLMr )
M1 79 4 0.0168
M2 63 4 0.0052
M3 87 5 0.0017
Table 6.2: Example of a meta descriptor M
At its output this function provides a set of data objectDRF = {DRFr }r each of which contains
data for one receptive field (partition of the historical data) and set of meta descriptors M :=
{Mr}r of the receptive fields.
buildPerformanceDescriptors(): The input to this function is:
• DRFr : the data for the current receptive field
• nstepsPerfDescr: the number of iterations to calculate the performance descriptor
• The pre-processing and computational learning methods and their parameters (from PPMP
and CLMP respectively)
The goal of the performance descriptor P is to build a map of the performances of the pre-
processing and predictive techniques for the given receptive field. The first step of the de-
scriptor calculation is to draw random samples from the space of all possible parameters of the
pre-processing and predictive techniques, which are available in the two method pools (PPMP
and CLMP) and building computational paths (see Section 5.3.3 for detailed description of
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computational paths) using the drawn methods and their parameters. This action is performed
nstepsPerfDescr-times. The built computational paths are then trained and their prediction perfor-
mance is estimated using two-fold cross-validation. Using this method is a trade-off between the
generalisation performance estimation accuracy and the computational requirements.
The parameter ranges of the techniques (e.g. the number of hidden units range of an MLP) to
be tested have to be defined by the user. However, the pre-defined parameter ranges listed in Table
6.1 are selected in such a way that they can deal with typical tasks. Nevertheless, by changing
the ranges or adding/removing some methods for either of the pools using a-priori knowledge (i.e.
experience with the application of the methods to similar data sets), can be beneficial to limit the
computational requirements and/or improve the performance.
Figure 6.3 shows the performance descriptors for the three receptive fields shown above. An
interesting fact are the differences between the descriptors for the different RF. One can, for ex-
ample, see that for the first RF, the SVMs are dominant in the performance (almost independently
of the pre-processing) and the MLR and MLP predictive methods show very bad performance. On
the other hand, the second RF shows very strong dependency on the pre-processing and indicates
high performance of the LWPR, LWL and MLP models. In the case of this RF it seems to be
important to use RobPCA covering 95% of the variance together with a medium length smoothing
filter. The third RF shows similar patterns as the first one, with high performance of SVM models
and very low performance of the MLPs.
Figure 6.4 shows an example of the output of this function, in this case built for MLR, MLP,
RBFN and LWL computational learning methods in combination with PCA and Smoothing Filter
(SF) pre-processing. The figure shows that, in this case, the best performing computational paths
are those based on LWL and four/seven samples a long SF combined with a PCA (see the peaks
in Figure 6.4).
As mentioned above, the output of this function is the performance descriptor P for the current
receptive field. The descriptors are stored in the MLL module and will later be used to generate
parameters for the local experts (see function trainLocalExperts()).
trainLocalExperts(): The input to this function is:
• DRFr : the data for the current receptive field
• Dhist: the historical data
• Pr: the performance descriptor for the current receptive field
• nLEC : the number of LEC to be built
The set of models trained in this function is referred to as Local Expert Candidates (LECs):
FLEC :=
{
fLEC(k)
}nLEC
k=1
, (6.2)
The pre-processing methods, predictive algorithm and the parameters for each of the LEC are
obtained by drawing samples from the performance distribution Pr.
In order to further boost the diversity and increase the outlier robustness of the trained models,
each of the LEC is trained on a random sample (drawn with replacement) of the receptive field
data DRFr . At this point the probability of the data points to be drawn is uniform:
p :=
1
‖DRFr ‖
u, (6.3)
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(c) Third receptive field
Figure 6.3: Performance descriptors for three receptive fields from a single data set (the intensity
of the gray contours indicates the performance level, i.e the lighter the contour, the higher the
performance level of the method)
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Figure 6.4: Example of a performance descriptor Pr
where u is a unity vector,
∥∥DRFr ∥∥ is the number of data points in the current receptive field, which
is also the length of the vector p.
Furthermore, in order to effectively exploit the limited available data, each LEC is trained
using two-fold cross-validation technique. For further processing, the two sub-models fsubLEC
resulting from the cross-validation are combined using the robust Least-Means-Square (RLMS)
technique. The RLMS-based combination method turned out to be beneficial for the sub-model
combination during preliminary experiments with the process industry data sets and proceeds as
follows:
fLEC =
2∑
i=1
uif
subLEC (6.4)
with u = r(A,yval)
with A =
 f
subLEC
1 (x
val
1 )f
subLEC
2 (x
val
1 )
...
fsubLEC1 (x
val
n )f
subLEC
2 (x
val
n )

with Dval =
{
xvali , y
val
i
}n
i=1
=
(
Dhist −DRFi
)
where r() is the Matlab robustfit function, which is a robust version of the LMS algorithm, A is a
matrix of the predictions of the two sub-models for all samples from the validation set Dval. The
validation set consists of all historical data samples that are not present in the current receptive
field.
At the output this function provides a set of LECs trained for the current receptive field FLECi
as well as a vector of errors eLEC =
[
eLEC1 , . . . , e
LEC
nLEC
]
. The prediction error eLEC for each
LEC is the average error of the errors of the cross-validation sub-models. The error function itself
is the Local (Path) Evaluation implemented in each computational path (see Figure 5.6). In the
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case of this implementation, the measure is a combination of the MSE and correlation coefficient.
runCompetitiveSelection(): The input to this function is:
• Dhisti : the data for the current receptive field
• eLEC : the prediction errors of the LECs
• tcomp: the threshold value for the competitive selection
The first reduction of the number of LECs is performed by means of competitive selection.
The aim of the competitive selection is to remove LECs with low performance. The selection
is carried out inside each of the receptive fields and therefore at this stage only LECs from the
same receptive field are competing with each other. As mentioned above, the performance is
measured in terms of the Local (Path) Evaluation function (see Figure 5.6) and is based on the
cross-validation performance estimation. In order to pass this selection, the LECs have to fulfil
the following condition:
∀k=1:nLEC : erelk ≤ tcomp, (6.5)
with erelk =
ek
emin
,
and emin = argmin
k=1:nLEC
(ek),
where erelk is the relative error of the k-th LEC and emin is the LEC with minimal error, i.e. best
performing LEC.
Figure 6.5 visualises the selection process for the LECs from the three receptive fields. The
figure shows that the number of LECs that pass the selection can vary from receptive field to
receptive field significantly. For example, in the first receptive field there are many (24) LECs that
pass the selection, see Figure 6.3(a). If not treated, this could cause a bias in the final prediction
later on. Preventing such a potential danger is the task of the diversity selection step.
The LECs that pass the selection are the output of this function. Those that do not pass are
removed from the model.
buildLocalExpertDescriptors(): The input to this function is:
• Dval: the validation data
• FLEC : a set of LECs merged over all receptive fields
• σ: the width of Gaussian kernel function for the Parzen distribution estimation
The algorithm for the calculation of the local expert descriptors is equal to the algorithm pre-
sented in Section 4.3.3. The validation data Dval used for the calculation of the descriptors are, in
the case of this algorithm, all historical, i.e. training, data. In general, there is potentially a dan-
ger of overfitting and too optimistic performance estimation when using the training data for the
validation. However, in the local learning case, this effect is limited because the LEC are trained
using only partitions of the historical data and will get too optimistic performance indications only
for these limited parts of the training data.
The outcome of this function is a set of two-dimensional maps (see Figure 4.5):
Lk = {Lk,j}mj=1 , (6.6)
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Figure 6.5: Performance selection for the three receptive fields used throughout this section
where m is the number of variables after the local, i.e. receptive field related pre-processing
of the LECs. These are calculated for each of the LECs. These descriptors model the relative
performance of the particular LEC and as such can be used for the estimation of the prediction
performance of the LECs, in performPrediction().
runDiversitySelection(): The input to this function is:
• Dval: the validation data
• FLEC : the set of Local Expert Candidates
• L: the local expert descriptors
• tdiv: the threshold value for the diversity selection
At this stage LECs from all receptive fields are joined together and compete with each other.
The goal of this selection step is to filter out LECs that are correlated. The correlation level
measurement is based on the validation data set Dval, and the local expert descriptors L. The
descriptors are read at positions defined on one hand by the input data of the validation data
x ∈ Dval and the predictions fLEC(x) of the LECs on the other hand (for details of the calculation
of the weights vector see Equation 4.14 and 4.15 in Section 4.3.4). In this way weights vectors ωm
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for the LECs are obtained. It is among these vectors where the correlation is measured. The reason
for using this approach, and not the prediction vectors directly, for the correlation calculation is
that in this way the similarity of the predictions as well as the descriptors is measured. In order to
obtain correlated weight vectors, the predicted values and the local expert descriptors have to be
correlated. Since the descriptors reflect the (local) pre-processing and the local experts expertise
by using the weights ωm for the diversity selection, all of these aspects can be analysed at the same
time.
Having the weight vectors ωm for all LECs, their correlation is calculated and those having the
strongest correlation patterns are removed from the set of LECs FLEC :
maxCorr = argmax
k
∑
l,l 6=k
(
corr(ωk, ωl) > t
div
)
(6.7)
FLEC =
{
FLEC − fLEC(maxCorr)
}
, (6.8)
where corr() is the correlation coefficient between the two vectors. This step is iterated as long
as the sum is larger than one, or there is only one LEC left (see functions trainPhaseTwo() and
predictAndAdapt()).
Further on, the threshold tdiv will be manipulated in order to maintain a stable size of the local
expert population.
Figure 6.6 shows the correlation matrix of the weight vectors of the LECs that passed the
competitive selection. In Figure 6.5(a) it was shown that a larger number of LECs passed the
competitive selection in the first RF, therefor one can expect high correlation among these LECs.
This is confirmed in Figure 6.6, where one can see high correlation among the first 24 LECs. After
the diversity selection, there are only the following eight LECs left: 2, 13, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30.
As one can see in the previous list, there are only two (2, 13) from the original 24 LECs from the
first RF left. The correlation matrix of these LECs is shown in Figure 6.7.
Figure 6.6: Correlation coefficients of all LECs (from the three different receptive fields)
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Figure 6.7: Correlation coefficients of the LECs remaining after the diversity selection
The LECs that pass this selection step are called Local Experts (LEs) and are output by this
function as a set of local experts FLE .
buildEnsembles(): The input to this function is:
• Dval: the validation data
• FLE : the set of Local Experts
• nens: the number of ensembles to be built
The task of this function is to perform the third selection step, namely the co-operative se-
lection. The goal of this selection is to build teams of LEs that co-operatively achieve high per-
formance. In contrast to the previous two selection steps, the LEs that are not selected for any
ensemble are kept in the model since they can be useful at a later stage. The ensemble building
proceeds as follows:
Based on the evaluation data set Dval used earlier, the best performing LE (fLE(min)) in terms of
the Local (Path) Evaluation error measure (here, presented in terms of the mean squared error) is
selected:
fLE(min) = argmin
m=1:nLE
 ∑
{xi,yi}∈Dval
(fLE(m)(xi)− yi)2
 (6.9)
with Dval = {xi, yi}n
val
i=1 ,
where nval is the number of data points in the validation data set and nLE the number of local
experts. After finding the best performing LE, it is put to the first ensemble Fens1 :
Fens1 =
{
fLE(min)
}
. (6.10)
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Next, the Local Experts that most improve the ensembles prediction are iteratively added to the
ensemble:
fLE(min) = argmin
m=1:nLE
fLE
(m)
/∈Fens1
(∑
i
(
c
(Fenstemp(xi))− yi)2
)
(6.11)
with Fenstemp =
{
Fens1 , fLE(m)
}
Fens1 =
{
Fens1 , fLE(min)
}
, (6.12)
where c(Fenstemp) is a combination function that forms the combined prediction of the ensemble (for
detail on the combination function see Section 4.3.4). The procedure described in Equations 6.11
is repeated as long as adding a new member to the ensemble improves the performance.
The above procedure is repeated nens-times to build the required number of ensembles. In this
particular implementation, the different combinations are varied by changing the initial LE, which
is selected randomly for the ensembles Fens2 , . . . ,Fensnens .
The set of ensembles built using the approach discussed above is further extended by some
special ensembles, these include the full combination, i.e. ensemble including all local experts:
Fensnens+1 =
{
fLE(k)
}nLE
k=1
. (6.13)
Other special ensembles are the single local experts:
∀k=1:nLE : Fensnens+1+k =
{
fLE(k)
}
. (6.14)
The output of this function is on one hand a set of ensembles Fens, and on the other the
best performing ensemble Fens,winner, which is the model used for making the predictions in the
function makePrediction().
Training phase: Second step
The performance of the resulting soft sensor can be further improved by applying the second step
of the training algorithm. This step is also applied to the historical training data and is similar to
the on-line part of the algorithm (compare Algorithm 6.2 with Algorithm 6.4):
The first step of the algorithm is getting the predictions of the soft sensor using makePredic-
tion(). After this, the target value yi can be used for the calculation of the performance feedback
and adaptation. As discussed in Chapter 5, one of the benefits of the architecture is the provision
of several adaptation mechanisms. During this training step three different methods are used for
the adaptation of the soft sensor:
• Type 1 adaptation: low-level adaptation of the computational paths FLE (loop a in Figure
5.4)
• Type 2 adaptation: adaptation of the local expert descriptors L (loop b in Figure 5.4)
• Type 5 adaptation: complex adaptation involving launching of new receptive fields (loop d
in Figure 5.4).
As shown above, the low level adaptation techniques, i.e. the adaptation of the computational
paths (Type 1) and the adaptation of the local expert descriptors (Type 2), are performed on a
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Algorithm 6.2 trainPhaseTwo(Dhist):
for all xi ∈ Dhist do
yp ← makePrediction(xi,Fens,winner,L);
FLE ← runType1Adaptation({xi, yi} ,FLE);
L ← runType2Adaptation({xi, yi} ,FLE ,L, σadapt);
Dbuffer ← {Dbuffer, {xi, yi}};
if |yp − yi| > tada5 then
FLE ,Fens,Fens,winner,P,M,L, tdiv ←
runType5Adaptation(Dbuffer,FLE ,P,M, ninit, f lm, nstepsPerfDescr, . . .
. . . , nLEC , tcomp, tdiv, σ, nens);
end if
end for
sample-by-sample basis. These techniques do not require storing any of the past data samples. In
contrast to these, the Type 5 adaptation mechanism, which involves launching of new receptive
fields, is performed only on-demand when the performance of the soft sensor drops below the
defined threshold tada5. For this type of adaptation a set of data, here indicated as Dbuffer, has to
be provided. In general this can be implemented as a First In First Out (FIFO) buffer with limited
size, where the size depends on the size of the receptive fields, but in the case of the training
algorithm, which uses the historical data available in batch mode, a subset of the data can simply
be used.
In the following paragraphs, the functions from Algorithm 6.2 will be described in more detail.
makePredictions(): The input to this function is:
• xi: the input data sample for which to make the prediction
• Fens,winner: the current model providing the output prediction yp
• L: the local expert descriptors
The procedure for the calculation of the predictions is a weighted sum of the predictions of the
Fens,winner ensemble members, where the weights are read from the local expert descriptors L.
The details of the technique are described in Section 4.3.4.
On its output this function provides the prediction yp for the current data point xi.
runType1Adaptation(): The input to this function is:
• {xi, yi}: the current input-output data point
• FLE : the set of Local Experts to be adapted
This method implements the adaptation capability at the lowest level of the architecture that
involves the adaptation of the computational path (see Figure 5.2), which corresponds to loop a in
Figure 5.4. In the soft sensing algorithm discussed in this chapter, this functionality is available
only with computational paths using the LWPR computational learning method. As demonstrated
in the experiments in Section 4.4, this technique provides a powerful and efficient incremental
learning technique, which is exploited in this adaptation mechanism.
After the adaptation, the function outputs the adapted local experts FLE .
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runType2Adaptation(): The input to this function is:
• {xi, yi}: the current input-output data point
• FLE : the set of Local Experts to be adapted
• L: the local expert descriptors
• σadapt: the size of the adapted neighbourhood in the local expert descriptors
This adaptation method corresponds to the adaptation loop b in Figure 5.4. The adaptation
mechanism modifies the local expert descriptors L based on the relative performance of the local
experts and was applied in Chapter 4 as the adaptation method for the LASSA algorithm. The
changes of the descriptors have an influence on the combination weights v in the path combina-
tions (see Equation 4.15 for details). This adaptation method can also be performed sample-by-
sample and does not require the storage of any past data. The details of the methods are discussed
in Section 4.3.5.
The output of this method are the adapted local expert descriptors L.
runType5Adaptation(): The input to this function is:
• Dbuffer: the batch of collected input-output data
• FLE : the set of Local Experts
• P: the performance descriptor for the receptive fields
• M: the receptive fields’ meta descriptors
• ninit: the length of the initial window for buildReceptiveFields()
• f lm: the computational path used as landmarker for buildReceptiveFields()
• nstepsPerfDescr: the number of iterations for buildPerformanceDescriptorsOnline()
• nLEC : the number of LECs to be built for trainLocalExpertsOnline()
• tcomp: the threshold value for the competitive selection for runCompetitiveSelection()
• σ: the width of Gaussian kernel function for the Parzen distribution estimation for
buildLocalExpertDescriptors()
• tdiv: the threshold value for the diversity selection for runDiversitySelection()
• nens: the number of ensembles to be built for buildEnsembles()
The number of inputs and outputs of this function indicates its complexity. The goal of this
method is to launch a new receptive field, train and select new local experts and build new ensem-
bles. Many of these steps can be done by resorting to the functions discussed above.
The first step of the algorithm is the estimation of receptive fields in the Dbuffer data. This
data consist of a set of collected on-line data points, where the number of the points is dependent
on the size of the buffer2. After running the buildReceptiveFields() function, the most interesting
2In this implementation, the buffer size is fixed to 150 data samples (which, for a 30 dimensional data set using
double precision, corresponds to ca. 35kByte of memory).
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Algorithm 6.3 runType5Adaptation():
Dtemp,Mtemp ← buildReceptiveFields(Dbuffer, ninit, f lm);
DRF,online ← Dtempend ;
DRF ← {DRF ,DRF,online};
Monline ←Mtempend ;
M← {M,Monline};
P online ← buildPerformanceDescriptorsOnline(DRF,online,M,Monline,P, nstepsPerfDescr);
P ← {P, P online};
FLEC,online, eLEC,online ← trainLocalExpertsOnline(DRF,online, P online, ep, nLEC);
FLEC,online ← runCompetitiveSelection(FLEC,online, eLE,online, tcomp);
Lonline ← buildLocalExpertDescriptors(Dval,FLEC,online, σ);
L ← {L,Lonline};
FLEC ← {FLE ,FLEC,online};
FLE ← runDiversitySelection(Dval,FLEC , tdiv,L);
if nLE > nLE,target ∗ 1.1 then
tdiv ← tdiv − 0.1
end if
if nLE < nLE,target ∗ 0.9 then
tdiv ← tdiv + 0.1
end if
Fens,Fens,winner ← buildEnsembles(Dval,FLE , nens);
is the last receptive field Dtempend because it consists of data points immediately before the error of
the soft sensor exceeded the threshold. Next, the performance descriptor P online for this receptive
field is calculated using the function buildPerformanceDescriptorsOnline(). This function applies
a simple meta-learning principle to inherit the performance descriptors from past receptive fields,
which makes it slightly different from the buildPerformanceDescriptors() function. Having the
performance descriptor P for the receptive field, the trainLocalExpertsOnline() is used for the
training of new LECs. This function also differs minimally from the previous function for LEC
training. The only difference is that this function uses the error of the full model as sampling
probability for drawing the training samples for the particular LECs. In this way, data points with
a high prediction error are more likely to be represented in the training sets of the new LECs. The
next steps are the competitive selection among the new LECs using runCompetitiveSelection()
and the building of local expert descriptors for the LECs that pass the selection using buildLo-
calExpertDescriptors(). After this step, the new LECs FLEC,online are merged with the rest of
the population of the present local experts FLE and diversity selection among the merged set is
performed. This is an effective pruning mechanism since the diversity is checked among all local
experts, old and new, and those that are too correlated are removed. This in turn allows one to
maintain a stable number of local experts despite the fact that new receptive fields are launched.
The next part of the algorithm adjusts the diversity threshold tdiv in order to keep the number of
local experts nLE close to the target population size nLE,target. Finally, new ensembles are built
using the buildEnsembles() method. The following paragraphs describe the new functions.
The effect of this adaptation type on the population of local experts in the Path module can
be observed in Figure 6.8. The figure shows that the algorithm manages to maintain a stable
population of around ten local experts. Each of the (seven) step changes in the figure corresponds
to the execution of the type 5 adaptation mechanism.
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Figure 6.8: An example of the effect of the type 5 adaptation on the population of local experts
buildPerformanceDescriptorsOnline(): The input to this function is:
• DRF,online: the data for the current receptive field
• M: the meta descriptors of the past receptive fields
• Monline: the meta descriptors of the current receptive fields
• P: the performance descriptors for the past receptive fields
• nstepsPerfDescr: the number of iterations to calculate the performance descriptor
• The pre-processing and computational learning methods and their parameters (from PPMP
and CLMP respectively)
In this function the same procedure as in buildPerformanceDescriptors() for the calculation of
the performance descriptor for the current receptive field is done. However, the difference is that in
this function there are only n
stepsPerfDescr
10 computational paths processed because the processing
of the full number of computational paths can be time consuming and thus infeasible for the second
step of the training and the on-line phase. This delivers an initial performance descriptor P init.
The other part of the performance descriptor is inherited from the already available performance
descriptors P , which is achieved by searching for the most similar receptive field in the space of
of the meta descriptorsM. The search is done using the nearest-neighbour technique:
Mi = argmin
r=1:‖M‖
(Mr −Monline), (6.15)
where Mi is the meta descriptor of the most similar receptive field, the index i is used to identify
the corresponding performance descriptor Pi, ‖M‖ is the number of past receptive fields and the
− operator is the Euclidian distance in the space of the meta descriptors.
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The final performance descriptor, and the output of this function, for the current receptive field
is the average of the two particular descriptors:
P online =
1
2
(
P init + Pi
)
. (6.16)
trainLocalExpertsOnline(): The input to this function is:
• DRF,online: the data for the current receptive field
• P online: the performance descriptor for the current receptive field
• ep: the prediction error of the full model for the data points in DRF,online
• nLEC : the number of LEC to be built
This function proceeds the same way as trainLocalExperts() with the only difference being the
way in which the samples for the training of the LECs are established. In the previous function it
was done by uniformly sampling the data points in the receptive field (see Equation 6.3). Moti-
vated by the boosting ensemble method (see Section 3.4), the uniform probability is modified into
a probability distribution pboost, which reflects the prediction error ep, which is the error of the
full model on the data points in DRF,online:
∀i : epi = (Fens,winner(xRF,onlinei )− yRF,onlinei )2 (6.17)
with
{
xRF,onlinei , y
RF,online
i
}
∈ DRF,online
pboost =
ep∑
ep
. (6.18)
In this way, data points for which the prediction performance of the soft sensor was low will have
higher probability to be represented more frequently in the training data for the new LEC.
6.2.2 On-line phase: Prediction and adaptation
This phase is similar to the second step of the training phase. A particular difference that can
occur in realistic scenarios is that there are fewer target values available and the adaptation is less
frequent (see Section 2.3.1 for the discussion of this topic). Nevertheless, the algorithm has a very
similar form.
The three more complex adaptation mechanisms in Algorithm 6.4 are arranged in such a way
that if the error grows over the threshold value, the first attempt to improve the performance is the
simplest adaptation mechanism, namely Type 3 adaptation. If this does not help to improve the
performance then next the more complex Type 4 adaptation is tried and only in the case that this
is also unsuccessful is the most complex, Type 5, adaptation performed.
The section proceeds with the description of the adaptation functions that were not covered
until now.
runType3Adaptation(): The input to this function is:
• Dbuffer: the collected on-line data samples
• Fens: the current ensembles from which the best performing one is selected
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Algorithm 6.4 onlinePhase(Donline):
yp ← makePrediction(xonline,Fens,winner,L);
if yonline available then
adaptPerformed← 0;
FLE ← runType1Adaptation(FLE ,Donline);
L ← runType2Adaptation(FLE ,Donline,L);
Dbuffer ← {Dbuffer,Donline};
if
∣∣yp − yonline∣∣ > tada3 then
Fens,winner ← runType3Adaptation(Dbuffer,FLE);
adaptPerformed← 1;
end if
if
∣∣yp − yonline∣∣ > tada4 AND adaptPerformed == 0 then
Fens,Fens,winner ← runType4Adaptation(Dbuffer,FLE , nens);
adaptPerformed← 1;
end if
if
∣∣yp − yonline∣∣ > tada5 AND adaptPerformed == 0 then
FLE ,Fens,Fens,winner,P,M,L, tdiv ←
runType5Adaptation(Dbuffer,FLE ,P,M, ninit, f lm, nstepsPerfDescr, nLEC , . . .
. . . , tcomp, tdiv, σ, nens);
end if
end if
This adaptation method is part of loop c in Figure 5.4. The goal of this adaptation technique is
to check the performance of the available path combinations, i.e. ensembles, and to select the best
performing one.
Fens,winner := argmin
j
 ∑
i∈Dbuffer
(Fensj (xi)− yi)2
 (6.19)
The output of this adaptation function is the, currently, best performing path combination
Fens,winner.
runType4Adaptation(): The input to this function is:
• Dbuffer: the collected on-line data samples
• FLE : the set of Local Experts
• nens: the number of ensembles to be built
Since the triggering of this adaptation mechanism is similar to the Type 3 adaptation and
involves the meta level functionality, it can be also seen as loop c adaptation mechanism (see
Figure 5.4). The function rebuilds the path combinations. This is triggered if the prediction error
grows over the tada4 threshold and can be seen as an attempt to improve the performance of the
soft sensor relatively cheaply. The adaptation is performed by executing the buildEnsembles()
function discussed above:
Fens,Fens,winner ← buildEnsembles(Dbuffer,FLE , nens) (6.20)
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The outcome of this function is a new set of ensembles Fens as well as the current output
model Fens,winner.
6.3 Soft sensing algorithm as an instance of the architecture
This section presents the complex soft sensing algorithm as an instance of the architecture pro-
posed in Chapter 5. Figure 6.9 shows an overview of the architecture instance. The figure shows
in which modules the particular functions, descriptors and data objects discussed in Section 6.2
are implemented.
The figure also lists the methods implemented in the pools of pre-processing (PPMP) and
computational learning methods (CLMP). For the sake of clarity, the pooling connections between
the PPMP, CLMP and the paths are skipped in the figure.
The role of the Expert Knowledge module is to provide the parameters setting of the algorithm
(see Table 6.1) to the other modules of the architecture.
6.4 Dealing with the input parameters
The number of the input parameters of the proposed soft sensing algorithm, as presented in Table
6.1, may on first sight be overwhelming and interpreted as an obstacle for the application of the
algorithm in practical scenarios.
In order to analyse these concerns, the parameters are split into the following classes:
• D: these are parameters that do not need any optimisation and default values as stated in
Table 6.1 can be used. Due to the flexibility of the proposed algorithm, changing these
parameters will not have a strong effect on the performance of the resulting model. These
also include the parameters whose default values are defined as ranges in Table 6.1. For
these parameters the algorithm provides optimisation mechanisms that automatically select
the optimal parameter values.
• R: these parameters can be set according to the available computational resources. In gen-
eral, increasing the value of these parameters leads to better performance at the cost of
higher demand for computational resources
• O: these parameters are optimised during the run-time of the model and their setting is
merely the initial value
• P: performance critical parameters, the optimal values of these parameters is task- and data-
dependent and should be considered for optimisation for each task.
Using the above classification of the parameters Table 6.3 shows to which class each of the
parameters listed in Table 6.1 belongs.
The table shows that many of the parameters can be kept at their default values and do not
need to be optimised. This includes the ranges for the pre-processing and computational learning
methods in PPMP and CLMP respectively as well as the parameters for the data partitioning. To
demonstrate this claim, all of the parameters from class D will be kept constant at their default
values in the subsequent experiments.
Two parameters, which should be set-up according to the available computational resources,
are nstepsPerfDescr and nLEC . The first parameter defines how many iterations are performed
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Figure 6.9: The complex soft sensing algorithm as an instance of the architecture from Chapter 5
for the calculation of the performance descriptors for the receptive fields (see Section 6.2.1 for
details of the calculation). Higher values of this parameter can be beneficial, especially if the pool
of computational methods includes non-deterministic methods, such as ANN with initialisation-
dependent performance, and lead to more accurate performance descriptors. This in turn is ex-
pected to result in better selection of the pre-processing and computational learning methods for
the local experts. The latter parameter defines the number of local expert candidates trained for
each receptive field. Training more LECs increases the chances that well performing LECs are
trained and pass the competitive selection (see Section 6.2.1 for details).
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Group Parameter
D
ninit
fLM
SF: nsmooth
RobPCA: tcovV ar
SVM: k
MLP: nhidden
RBF: nhidden
LWL: nneighbour
LWPR: dinit
LWPR: wgen
tcomp
nens
R
nLEC
nstepsPerfDescr
O tdiv
P
nLE,target
σ
σadapt
tada3
tada4
tada5
Table 6.3: Input parameters of the complex soft sensing algorithm and their allocation to the
different parameter classes
There is also one parameter that is optimised on-line during the run-time of the algorithm. The
tdiv parameter is controlled in order to maintain a stable size of the local experts in the Paths
module. The setting of this parameter is only an initial value, which can influence the time needed
for the stabilisation of the population and as such in general does not need to be changed from its
default value because its value is set-up during the second step of the soft sensor training.
The most critical parameters from the viewpoint of the soft sensor developer are the class P
parameters as their values are task and/or data dependent. In the case of the proposed complex
soft sensing algorithm, these parameters are:
• The target population size nLE,target: the influence of this parameter will be further inves-
tigated in the experiments in Section 6.6.1.
• The kernel size for the local expert descriptors and their adaptation σ and σadapt respec-
tively: the impact of these parameters on the performance for the three data sets was anal-
ysed in Section 4.4 and because the same algorithm is the core of the complex soft sensing
algorithm a similar influence on the performance can be expected. For the experiments
in this chapter, the default value without any further optimisation is used for both of the
parameters. The influence of the parameter value is visualised in Figure 4.5.
• The adaptation thresholds, tada3, tada4, tada5: these parameters influence when the complex
adaptation methods are triggered. They represent the absolute error of the soft sensor pre-
diction that has to be exceeded in order to start the relevant adaptation. This, on one hand,
influences the frequency with which the adaptation is performed and, on the other hand,
theoretically defines the maximum prediction error of the model. Although at the moment,
there is no formal mechanism that would guarantee the maximum error, it provides the pos-
sibility to implement such a mechanism and it will be the focus of further research. Having
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such a mechanism, these parameters could be set according to the requirements for the ac-
curacy of the predictions defined, for example, by the process control system. In the special
case when the three parameters are set to the same value, i.e tada3 = tada4 = tada5, it
leads to the adaptation approach discussed in Section 6.2.2. In general, this will be the case,
unless stated otherwise, in the experiments presented in this chapter.
One of the benefits of the soft sensing algorithm which should be highlighted is that it is
provided with recommendations for the parameter settings in form of the default values. Although
the performance of the soft sensors developed using these values may potentially be sub-optimal,
it provides an useful starting point in a situation when no expert knowledge, which could be used
for more optimal parameter selection, is available. This aspect of the algorithm is subject to the
experiments presented in Section 6.6.4, where soft sensors for different processes are developed
using the default parameter settings.
In summary, this section shows that, although the proposed soft sensing algorithm consists of
a large number of parameters, there are only a few parameters that require the attention of the
soft sensor developer and have to be tuned for each separate task. Furthermore, the tuning of
the critical parameters is straight-forward and intuitive as these are set according to the desired
prediction accuracy.
6.5 Adaptation mechanisms summary
The adaptation mechanisms of the soft sensing algorithm defined throughout Section 6.2 play a
prominent role for the resulting models and are therefore summarised in this section.
In the context of the architecture, the adaptation mechanisms can be categorised according to
the level they operate at. The different adaptation loops and their role in the architecture are shown
in Figure 6.10.
Path (Local)
Adaptation
Path 
Combination
Adaptation
Meta (Global)
Adaptation
a b
c
d
Figure 6.10: Adaptation loops provided within the architecture
Table 6.4 presents a summary of the adaptation mechanisms of the complex soft sensing algo-
rithm together with their role in the architecture.
6.6 Experiments - soft sensors
This section is the final step on the pathway for soft sensor development in Figure 1.3. By applying
the soft sensing algorithm from this chapter to the three process industry data sets used in Chapter
4, soft sensors for the industrial drier, thermal oxidiser processes and catalyst activity prediction
are built and analysed. This soft sensor is in the following sections referred to as Robust On-line
Soft Sensor (ROSS).
The data handling is done equivalently to the experiments in Chapter 4, see Section 4.4.3 for
details.
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Adaptation
Type
Loop Description of the mechanism
1 a Adaptation of the computational paths, i.e. local experts, this adaptation type is avail-
able only for the LWPR-based computational paths
2 b Adaptation of the local expert descriptors L
3 c Selection of the currently best performing path combination
4 c Adaptation, i.e. rebuilding, of the path combinations
5 d Deployment of new receptive fields, i.e. building new local experts, pruning of the local
expert population, etc.
Table 6.4: Overview of the different adaptation mechanisms
Concerning the set-up of the complex soft sensing algorithm, in all experiments the basis is
the default parameters shown in Table 6.1 and only parameters that differ from these settings will
be mentioned for each experiment. With respect to the analysis of the adaptive behaviour of the
algorithm there are two different cases studied in the experiments. First, a case where 100% of the
target values are available for the adaptation. This is equal to the scenario considered in Chapter
4 and targets mainly the exploitation and analysis of the adaptation capabilities of the algorithm.
This is followed by a more realistic case, where only 25% of the target values are available for
adaptation. In this case, all of the target values are still used for the calculation of the MSE
and correlation coefficient measures of the soft sensors. This allows one to compare the results
between the two scenarios.
The subsequent experiments deal with different aspects of the soft sensing algorithm, includ-
ing:
• the analysis of the influence of the population size in Section 6.6.1
• the analysis of the influence of the amount of available target data during the on-line phase
in Section 6.6.2
• the ability to deploy low complexity soft sensors in an environment with limited resources
in Section 6.6.3
• the transferability of the soft sensing algorithm, i.e. the performance of soft sensors devel-
oped using the default settings from Table 6.1 in Section 6.6.4
• the ability to deploy soft sensors with minimal amount of training data in Section 6.6.5
6.6.1 Analysis of the population size influence on the performance of the soft sensor
The aim of these experiments is to analyse the influence of the target size of the local expert
population nLE,target on the performance of the soft sensors. This analysis is of interest because
this parameter belongs to the group of parameters that can potentially have significant influence
on the performance of the soft sensor and should therefore be considered for each task separately.
However, due to the flexibility of the proposed soft sensing algorithm, a certain level of robustness
of the algorithm with respect to the nLE,target parameter value is expected.
In order to prove the functional capability of the population size control mechanism, Figure
6.11 shows the size and composition of the local experts in the Paths module for different settings
of target value population size for the industrial drier data set. The figure shows that the simple
approach for the control of the population size is able to maintain a stable population size that is
close to the desired number of local experts nLE,target. The step changes in the plots correspond
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(a) nLE,target = 1
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(b) nLE,target = 10
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(c) nLE,target = 20
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(d) nLE,target = 50
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(e) nLE,target = 100
Figure 6.11: The effect of changes of the parameter controlling the desired size of the local expert
population (industrial drier data set)
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to Type 5 adaptations where new local experts are launched. The purpose of the population size
control is not only to limit the computational resources but also to implement an effective pruning
method where the local experts are pruned based on their mutual correlation (see the diversity
selection mechanism in Section 6.2.1 for details). Using this mechanism a stable and diverse
population of local experts is effectively maintained.
Industrial drier
For this data set, the parameter(s) that differ(s) from the default settings is/are:
• tada3 = tada4 = tada5 = 0.15
The performance of soft sensors with different desired population sizes for the industrial drier
data set is presented in Figure 6.12 by the means of yy-plot. The plot accommodates two y-axes
in the same plot. The left-hand side axis shows the MSE, whereas the right-hand side is the axis
for the correlation coefficient.
As a general pattern, one can observe that the performance, in terms of the MSE as well as the
correlation coefficient, is not very sensitive with respect to the setting of the nLE,target parameter.
For example, for the case shown in Figure 6.12(a) the difference between the extreme values of
the parameter is for squared error measure less than 10%.
Furthermore, it can be observed that despite the fact that only 25% of the target values were
used for the adaptation in Figure 6.12(b), the performance is similar to the case where 100% of
target values were available. This confirms the conclusion that was made in Chapter 4 where it
was found that for this data there is only a limited amount of adaptation required. This effect will
be analysed in more detail in Section 6.6.2 where the influence of the amount of available target
data is studied.
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Figure 6.12: Industrial drier: The MSE and correlation coefficients achieved with different popu-
lation sizes
Thermal oxidiser
For this data set, the parameter(s) that differ(s) from the default settings is/are:
• tada1 = tada2 = tada3 = 0.08
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For the thermal oxidiser there is no obvious pattern between the performance and the nLE,target
parameter as shown in Figure 6.13. This demonstrates the robustness of the algorithm with respect
to the value of the analysed parameter. Nevertheless, there is a slight decrease in the performance,
i.e. increase in MSE and decrease in correlation coefficient, with increasing population size. The
performance sensitivity for this data set is similar to the previous data set.
One can also observe a similar performance between the two considered scenarios shown in
Figure 6.13. This effect will be further analysed in Section 6.6.2.
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Figure 6.13: Thermal oxidiser: The MSE and correlation coefficients achieved with different
population sizes
Catalyst activation
For this data set, the parameter(s) that differ(s) from the default settings is/are:
• tada3 = tada4 = tada5 = 0.08
In the case of this data set, a steadily decreasing performance with increasing population size
can be observed in Figure 6.14. In Chapter 4 it was shown that this data set requires frequent
adaptation in order to obtain useful predictions. This fact is also reflected in the results presented
here because with growing population size there is an increasing amount of old out-of-date local
experts in the population. These local experts in turn disturb the more accurate predictions of
newer models and affect the overall performance of the soft sensor. The sensitivity of the results
also appears to be higher compared to the previous data sets and therefore the selection of the
population size should be considered carefully.
Experiment conclusion
The observations made during these experiments vary from data set to data set, which indicates
that this parameter should be carefully considered for each task. Nevertheless, for two of the three
considered data sets the sensitivity of the performance with respect to the analysed parameter was
rather low and the setting nLE,target = 10 can be considered in terms of the presented results as
an optimal default value for this parameter.
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Figure 6.14: Catalyst activation: The MSE and correlation coefficients achieved with different
population sizes
Another general observation is that the population size is related to the dynamics of the under-
lying data. In particular, it appears that for dynamic data sets larger population sizes lead to lower
performance. The intuitive explanation of this effect is that highly dynamic data set do not only
require frequent adaptation but also benefit from a small population of local experts focused on
the latest data.
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6.6.2 Influence of the availability of target data
These experiments target the analysis of the influence of the amount of available target data. In
the experiments in Chapter 4, two cases were examined: (i) non-adaptive scenario where no target
data were available and (ii) fully adaptive scenario where, after making the prediction, a correct
target value was provided for each on-line data point. In this section, these two extreme cases,
i.e. either 0% or 100% of target values, are extended with several more cases. To be able to study
the influence of the availability of the target data on the performance of the soft sensors, there are
cases with 0%, 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of available target values considered. Intuitively, it can
be expected that the performance of the soft sensor will increase with increasing percentage of
target data allowing more frequent adaptation.
In order to be able to assess the performance of the soft sensors developed by means of the
complex soft sensing algorithm, their performance will be compared to the optimally parametrised
LWPR-based soft sensors (see Sections 4.4.4 - 4.4.6 for details of the LWPR-based soft sensors).
Industrial drier
For this data set, the parameter(s) that differ(s) from the default settings is/are:
• tada3 = tada4 = tada5 = 0.15
The results of this experiment are shown in the yy-plot in Figure 6.15. The figure compares the
performance of ROSS to the LWPR-based soft sensors applied under equivalent conditions. For
this data set, the plain LWPR delivers better performance than the complex soft sensing algorithm,
which confirms the strong performance of the LWPR algorithm also found in Section 4.4.4. The
reason for the good performance is probably its ability to deal with the high noise level of the
target variable.
Another interesting fact is that for both model types, the performance remains stable for the
cases, where the amount of available target data is larger than 50%. In other words, it means that
in order to operate the soft sensor only half of the currently collected target values are required
and the rest is, from the point of view of the soft sensor, redundant. This represents an ideal
environment for the application of an adaptive soft sensor because on one hand the soft sensor can
deliver accurate predictions and on the other hand requires only 50% of the target values for its
adaptation allowing one to skip the remaining 50% of the (costly) measurements. If applied, such
a soft sensor could lead to a significant reduction in the manually collected target values.
Thermal oxidiser
For this data set, the default values are used for all parameters.
The results are shown in Figure 6.16. The figure again compares the performance of the LWPR-
based soft sensor to the performance of ROSS for the different settings of the available target
values percentages. As one can see the performance of ROSS is better for all settings.
This data set is another case where a large part of the target value collection can be omitted.
As shown in Figure 6.16, the performance remains almost constant if 25% or more of the target
values is provided for adaptation which means that to adapt the soft sensor and keep an acceptable
performance level only every fourth target sample needs to provided.
In order to illustrate the above fact, Figures 6.17(a) and 6.17(b) show the predictions of the
soft sensor using 25% and 100% available target values respecitvely. The figure shows that the
predictions are very similar and in both cases follow the target values well.
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Figure 6.15: Industrial drier: The effects of changing amount of target values, comparison between
the LWPR-based soft sensor and ROSS
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Figure 6.16: Thermal oxidiser: The effects of changing amount of target values, comparison
between the LWPR-based soft sensor and ROSS
Catalyst activation
For this data set, the parameter values do not differ from the default parameter set from Table 6.1.
Figure 6.18 shows the performance plot and compares the LWPR-based soft sensor with ROSS.
Please note, in this figure a logarithmic scale had to be used for the left-hand side y-axis (MSE).
The reason for this is that the performance of the non-adaptive soft sensor is significantly lower
than that of the adaptive models (see Section 4.4.6 for discussion on this topic). It can be observed
that, similarly to the previous data set, for most settings the ROSS outperforms the LWPR-based
soft sensor.
The same figure also shows that the performance of the soft sensors strongly improves with
increasing availability of the target values. This observation is consistent with the findings from
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(a) 25% of target values for adaptation
(b) 100% of target values for adaptation
Figure 6.17: Thermal oxidiser: Comparison between ROSS predictions using 25% and 100% of
the available target values for adaptation
Chapter 4. Unlike in the previous two cases, in order to achieve acceptable performance of the
soft sensor, there are as many target data as possible required. Therefor, the role of the soft sensor
can, for example, be to deliver real-time prediction of the target variables and in this way bridge
the delays related to the physical measurement of the catalyst activity in laboratories.
The low performance of the non-adaptive soft sensors is demonstrated in Figure 6.19. It is
clearly visible that neither of the non-adaptive soft sensor is able to follow the changes of the target
variable and that both soft sensors continue to predict the same values for the whole duration of
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Figure 6.18: Catalyst activation: The effects of changing amount of target values, comparison
between the LWPR-based soft sensor and ROSS (note the logarithmic left-hand side y-scale)
the on-line phase. In such a scenario an adaptive mechanism for the maintenance of the soft sensor
is inevitable.
The prediction performance improves dramatically once the feedback information is used for
the adaptation, as demonstrated in Figure 6.20, which shows the same soft sensors as above, but
this time using 50% of the target values for adaptation.
Experiment conclusion
These experiments revealed two cases where adaptive models can provide not only useful on-line
predictions of the target values but can also lead to a strong reduction of the amount of collected
target values, which in turn could potentially have significant financial implications on the process.
For the third data set (catalyst activation), the soft sensor requires as many of the target values for
its adaptation as possible.
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(a) Non-adaptive LWPR-based soft sensor
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Figure 6.19: Catalyst activation: Low performance of the non-adaptive soft sensors
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(a) Adaptive LWPR-based soft sensor
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Figure 6.20: Catalyst activation: Predictions of two adaptive soft sensors using 50% of target
values for adaptation
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6.6.3 Low complexity soft sensors
These experiments focus on two potential issues of the proposed soft sensing algorithm, namely
its high complexity and high number of input parameters. The latter topic was theoretically dis-
cussed in Section 6.4 and will be dealt with in an empirical way here. The aim of the subsequent
experiments is to demonstrate that the complexity of the proposed soft sensing algorithm can be
exploited to develop simple, i.e. low complexity, soft sensors that keep an acceptable level of per-
formance. At the same time, the input parameters for all of the soft sensors are set to the default
values from Table 6.1, which aims at the analysis of the algorithm’s capability to deploy a soft
sensor without any manual parameter optimisation. This latter aspect will also be further studied
in Section 6.6.4, where a more complex version of the soft sensors is developed under similar
contraints.
In order to limit the complexity of the resulting soft sensor, the pools of the pre-processing and
computational learning methods were limited to the averaging filters, robust PCA and the multi-
linear regression predictors, i.e. the PPMP and CLMP consist (see Figure 5.5) of the following
methods only:
• SF: nsmooth = [1, 4, 7, 10]
• RobPCA: tcovV ar = 0.95
• MLR.
Additionally, the population size nLE,target and the number of LEC candidates trained per recep-
tive fields nLEC were limited to:
• nLE,target = 10
• nLEC = 10.
Industrial drier
The first plot, which is considered here is the size and composition of the local expert population
in Figure 6.21(a). It shows that the population size fluctuates at around ten, which is the desired
population size. Furthermore, the plot shows that there are only local experts using the MLR
predictor, which also corresponds to the settings of the algorithm. Another interesting aspect is
revealed in Figure 6.21(b), which shows the local experts in the Fens,winner ensemble, which is
the actual model making the final predictions. The figure shows that the ensemble size is quite
small, most of the time it is between two and four local experts. This in turn indicates that very
simple (linear combinations of two to six linear models) locally valid models are responsible for
the predictions. An additional benefit of such a simple model is its transparency. Since the models
consist merely of PCA pre-processing and linear combination of the variables, it is possible to
extract, for example, the contribution of the particular variable to the predictions and other useful
information about the models and the predictions.
One can also see several spikes in Figure 6.21(b). These correspond to unsuccessful Type 3
and Type 4 adaptations. These adaptation mechanisms re-select the winning ensembleFens,winner
and re-build the ensembles respectively (for details see Section 6.5). One can see that the adap-
tation was unsuccessful because the number of local experts in the winning ensemble changes
immediately after the adaptation, which leads to the spikes.
The final prediction, as well as the MSE and correlation coefficient values, can be found in
Figure 6.22. The performance of this simple soft sensor is quite high, in fact it is comparable to
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(a) local experts population
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(b) compositions of the winning ensemble Fens,winner
Figure 6.21: Industrial drier: Local experts population and the composition of the winning ensem-
ble Fens,winner (100% of target values for adaptation)
Figure 6.22: Industrial drier: Predictions of the minimal soft sensor (100% of target values for
adaptation)
the results achieved by the LWPR and LASSA soft sensors in Chapter 4, see Section 4.4.4 for
comparison.
In the case where only 25% of the targets are available for adaptation, the figures look similar
with the only obvious difference being that the adaptation is less frequent, see Figure 6.23 for the
local expert plots and Figure 6.24 for the predictions. Although it is obvious that the prediction
performance is impacted by the less frequent target values, the soft sensor is still able to deliver
useful predictions.
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(b) compositions of the winning ensemble Fens,winner
Figure 6.23: Industrial drier: Local experts population and the composition of the winning ensem-
ble Fens,winner (25% of target values for adaptation)
Figure 6.24: Industrial drier: Predictions of the minimal soft sensor (25% of target values for
adaptation)
Thermal oxidiser
For this data set, the local expert population is again fluctuating around the desired ten local experts
as shown in Figure 6.25(a). Figure 6.25(b) reveals some interesting aspects of the model. Although
the parameter settings for the previous and the current data set are equal, one can observe that the
size of the winning ensemble is on average higher for this data set than it was for the previous data
set (compare Figure 6.25(b) with Figure 6.21(b)). Another interesting fact that can be observed
from the same figure is that, for the range beginning with time sample 73 and ending with sample
246, there is only a single local expert in the winning ensemble. This demonstrates the flexibility
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of the applied ensemble building mechanism, i.e. the co-operative selection presented in Section
6.2.1.
The final predictions of the soft sensor are following the target values well (see Figure 6.26). In
fact, the performance of this simple soft sensor is again similar to the LWPR soft sensor presented
in Section 4.4.5.
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Figure 6.25: Thermal oxidiser: Local experts population and the composition of the winning
ensemble (100% of target values for adaptation)
Figure 6.26: Thermal oxidiser: Predictions of the minimal soft sensor (100% of target values for
adaptation)
In the case of a limited amount of target data, the performance of the simple soft sensor remains
surprisingly good as demonstrated in Figure 6.27. The figure shows that the soft sensor is still able
to follow the general trend of the data, i.e. switching between the two states of the target value,
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but it fails to react to the smaller changes in the target value.
Figure 6.27: Thermal oxidiser: Predictions of the minimal soft sensor (25% of target values for
adaptation)
Catalyst activation
The final prediction, the MSE and the correlation coefficient can be found in Figures 6.28 and
6.29. Although the simple soft sensor does not achieve the performance of the full-scale soft
sensors presented in Section 6.6.2, its performance is again on the same level as the LWPR-based
soft sensor (see Section 4.4.5).
The experiments with a low number of target data show a strong decrease in the performance
of the soft sensor as expected. Figure 6.6.3 shows that although the soft sensor is able to follow
the general trend of the data, there is an offset between the predictions and correct target values,
an effect that was also present with the other soft sensor types (see Section 6.6.2).
.
Experiment conclusion
The experiments with the low complexity soft sensor presented in this section have shown that,
despite the limited resources, the developed soft sensors were able to deliver useful predictions.
Interestingly, the performance of these soft sensors was at a similar level as the performance of
the corresponding LWPR-based soft sensors presented in Section 6.6.2. Taking into account that
the model delivering the output prediction was a combination of a low number of linear models
this is a very good result, which demonstrates how the complex mechanisms which are part of the
model can help to deliver simple and efficient soft sensors.
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Figure 6.28: Catalyst activation: Predictions of the minimal soft sensor (100% of target values for
adaptation)
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Figure 6.29: Catalyst activation: Predictions of the minimal soft sensor (25% of target values for
adaptation)
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6.6.4 Transferability experiments
The aim of these experiments is to analyse the ability of the soft sensing algorithms to change the
structure of the developed model according to the task that has to be dealt with. For this reason, the
algorithm with exactly the same parameter settings is applied to the three data sets used throughout
this work. The resulting soft sensors will be analysed with respect of their internal structure, i.e.
the composition of the local experts and the achieved performance. The parameter settings of the
algorithm for all three data sets are consistent with the default values presented in Table 6.1.
The first indication of the adaptation of the soft sensing algorithm to the different tasks is
presented in Figure 6.30. The figure shows the compositions of the local expert population for
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(c) Catalyst activation
Figure 6.30: Composition of the local experts population for the three data sets (25% of target
values for adaptation)
the three data sets. In terms of the population size, it fluctuates around the desired value of the
population size of ten local experts for all three data sets. As for the composition of the predic-
tive techniques used for the local experts, there are large differences. This is evidence that the
algorithm is able to match the selected techniques with the underlying task. The pool of local
experts for the drier data set, see Figure 6.30(a), has the most diverse and changing composition
dominated mainly by the LSSVM and LWPR techniques. It is also the only case where the linear
regression (MLR) is represented in the local expert population. In the case of the thermal oxidiser
data set (Figure 6.30(b)), there is an overwhelming domination by the LSSVM and LWPR local
experts throughout the entire on-line phase. In contrast to this, for the catalyst activation task
(Figure 6.30(c)), there is a certain preference for the MLP and LWL methods.
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The following sections deal with predictions and performances of the three soft sensors devel-
oped using the complex soft sensing algorithm. These soft sensors are referred to as full-scale soft
sensors.
Industrial drier
The prediction for the two cases, where either 25% or 100% of target data are available, are
presented in Figure 6.31.
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(a) 25% of target values for adaptation
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Figure 6.31: Industrial drier: Predictions of the full-scale soft sensors
By the means of visual inspection, it is possible to conclude that the soft sensors are providing
useful predictions. The performance of the two full-scale soft sensors is compared to the low
complexity soft sensors discussed in Section 6.6.3, and to the LWPR-based soft sensor discussed
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in 6.6.2, in Table 6.5.
Target value
availability
Soft sensor type MSE Corr. coef.
25%
LWPR 4.57 ∗ 10−3 0.41
Minimal ROSS 5.65 ∗ 10−3 0.23
Full-scale ROSS 5.35 ∗ 10−3 0.26
100%
LWPR 4.33 ∗ 10−3 0.45
Minimal ROSS 4.54 ∗ 10−3 0.41
Full-scale ROSS 4.85 ∗ 10−3 0.36
Table 6.5: Industrial drier: Comparison between the LWPR-based soft sensor, minimal version of
ROSS and full-scale ROSS
The table shows that the best performance for this data set is achieved by the LWPR-based
soft sensor. Although the difference between the LWPR-based soft sensor and ROSS seems to be
quite large, Figure 6.32 reveals that the predictions are very similar and that the difference in the
MSE and correlation coefficient performance can be attributed mainly to following the peaks of
the target variable, which is performed better by the LWPR-based soft sensor.
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Figure 6.32: Industrial drier: Direct comparison between the LWPR-based soft sensor and ROSS
Thermal oxidiser
The predictions of the two soft sensors for the thermal oxidiser data set are shown in Figure 6.33.
It can also be observed that it is possible to develop a useful soft sensor for this data by applying
the default parameter settings from Table 6.1.
The performance comparison of the thermal oxidiser shown in Table 6.6 shows a different
pattern than the previous data set. Similarly to the experiments in Section 6.6.2, in this case a
small difference between the 25% and 100% available target values can be observed. The full-
scale ROSS delivered the best performance for both analysed cases. This shows that, in contrast
to the drier data set, in this case it is beneficial to use the more complex soft sensor.
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(a) 25% of target values for adaptation
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Figure 6.33: Thermal oxidiser: Predictions of the full-scale soft sensors
Target value
availability
Soft sensor type MSE Corr. coef.
25%
LWPR 1.27 ∗ 10−3 0.51
Minimal ROSS 1.12 ∗ 10−3 0.61
Full-scale ROSS 9.91 ∗ 10−4 0.64
100%
LWPR 1.04 ∗ 10−3 0.61
Minimal ROSS 1.04 ∗ 10−3 0.64
Full-scale ROSS 8.96 ∗ 10−4 0.67
Table 6.6: Thermal oxidiser: Comparison between the LWPR-based soft sensor, minimal version
of ROSS and full-scale ROSS
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Catalyst activation
Figure 6.34 shows the predictions of the full-scale ROSS for the catalyst activation data set. Again,
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(a) 25% of target values for adaptation
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Figure 6.34: Catalyst activation: Predictions of the full-scale soft sensors
it can be confirmed that it was possible to develop a useful soft sensor by applying the complex
soft sensing algorithm from Section 6.2 with the default parameter setting.
Table 6.7 compares the MSE and correlation coefficient of the full-scale soft sensor predictions
to the previously presented LWPR-based soft sensor as well as the minimal version of ROSS. As
for the case with 25% of available target values, the performance of both the minimal and the
full-scale ROSS is lower than that of the LWPR-based soft sensors. This can be attributed mainly
to the instability of the predictions around the samples 50,140 and 440, whereas for the other parts
of the on-line data, full-scale ROSS delivers more accurate predictions shown in Figure 6.35.
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Target value
availability
Soft sensor type MSE Corr. coef.
25%
LWPR 7.13 ∗ 10−3 0.85
Minimal ROSS 9.32 ∗ 10−3 0.85
Full-scale ROSS 1.18 ∗ 10−2 0.78
100%
LWPR 3.72 ∗ 10−3 0.90
Minimal ROSS 3.80 ∗ 10−3 0.91
Full-scale ROSS 2.07 ∗ 10−3 0.93
Table 6.7: Catalyst activation: Comparison between the LWPR-based soft sensor, minimal version
of ROSS and full-scale ROSS
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Figure 6.35: Catalyst activation: Direct comparison between the LWPR-based soft sensor and
ROSS (25% of target data for adaptation)
In the case where 100% of the target data is available during the on-line phase, full-scale ROSS
delivers the best performance by a large margin.
Experiment conclusion
The experiments in this section have shown that the presented complex soft sensing algorithm has
the capability to adjust the internal model structure according to the needs of the prediction task to
be solved, i.e. soft sensor to be built. Further, it was demonstrated that this can be done by using a
default parameter setting without any manual parameter optimisation for the particular data sets.
The soft sensors developed in this way were all considered cases able to provide useful predictions
and in several cases even achieved outstanding performance.
The presented results demonstrate that the complex soft sensing algorithm is an important step
towards the fulfilment of the transferability, i.e. the ability to deploy useful soft sensors with
minimal effort of the soft sensors, which is one of the major goals of this work.
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6.6.5 Minimal training data soft sensors
The experiments presented in this section aim at the analysis of the ability of the soft sensing
algorithm to develop adaptive soft sensors starting with a minimal training data set. The collection
of a large amount of training is required by most of the current soft sensors considered in Chapter
2. Some of the extreme cases require the collection of historical data over several months of
operation of the processes.
To analyse the ability of the algorithm to deal with this constraint the soft sensors are developed
using only 10% of the available data as historical data. After the initial training, the soft sensors
are deployed. For the on-line data, only 25% of the target values are used for the adaptation. For
all of the soft sensors, the default parameters from Table 6.1 are applied.
Industrial drier
The predictions of the industrial drier soft sensors developed using only a minimal amount of
training data are shown in Figure 6.36. One can see that the on-line phase takes longer (compare
e.g. with Figure 6.31) as it now covers 90% of the data set. The soft sensor is able to deliver useful
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Figure 6.36: Industrial drier: Predictions of a soft sensor developed using minimal training data
predictions from the beginning of its operation (see Figure 6.37), the on-line area that is covered
poorly is between samples 130 an 180, which can probably be attributed to the high noise level of
the target variable in this range.
In order to analyse the influence of the limited training data, Table 6.8 shows the MSE and
correlation coefficient of the full scale soft sensor from Section 6.6.4 next to the performance of
this soft sensor measured over the same on-line data samples. The table shows that the minimal
training data soft sensor’s performance is equivalent to the full-scale ROSS using the full training
data. This clearly demonstrates that the limited amount of training data is no obstacle for the soft
sensor because it maintains a stable performance by means of its adaptation.
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Figure 6.37: Industrial drier: Minimal training data soft sensor predictions (detail view of the first
200 samples)
Soft sensor type MSE Corr. coef.
Full-scale ROSS 5.35 ∗ 10−3 0.26
Minimal training data soft sensor 5.20 ∗ 10−3 0.28
Table 6.8: Industrial drier: Comparing the minimal training data soft sensor with the full-scale
soft sensor from Section 6.6.4
Thermal Oxidiser
The overall predictions of the thermal oxidiser soft sensor developed with minimal training data
is shown in Figure 6.38. One can see that this soft sensor is also able to deal with the on-line data.
However, unlike in the previous case, this soft sensor has problems at the beginning of the training
phase as shown in Figure 6.39. Nevertheless, after the initial problems the model stabilises, which
is also confirmed in Table 6.9, which shows its performance over the last 1437 samples, i.e the
range equivalent to the on-line phase in previous thermal oxidiser experiments. The table reveals
that both the full-scale soft sensor from Section 6.6.4 and the soft sensor trained with minimal
training data achieve similar performance and thus demonstrates the ability of the algorithm to
start with only minimal training data and to continue to learn during the learning phase.
Soft sensor type MSE Corr. coef.
Full-scale ROSS 9.91 ∗ 10−4 0.64
Minimal training data soft sensor 8.77 ∗ 10−4 0.69
Table 6.9: Thermal oxidiser: Comparing the minimal training data soft sensor with the full-scale
soft sensor from Section 6.6.4
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Figure 6.38: Thermal oxidiser: Predictions of a soft sensor developed using minimal training data
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Figure 6.39: Thermal oxidiser: Minimal training data soft sensor predictions (detail view of the
first 400 samples)
Catalyst activation
The predictions of the catalyst activation soft sensor for the extended on-line phase are shown in
Figure 6.40. The soft sensor seems to have a problem with the predictions of the first 200 samples,
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which is confirmed in Figure 6.41, which focuses on this part of the on-line phase. The reason for
this is probably the extremely low number of data points available for the training, which, in the
case of this experiment, are only 65 samples.
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Figure 6.40: Catalyst activation: Predictions of a soft sensor developed using minimal training
data
An interesting fact can be observed in Table 6.10 (as well as in Table 6.9 and Table 6.8), which
compares the performance of the soft sensor from Section 6.6.4, which is trained with the full
training set, with the soft sensor presented in this section. It turns out that the soft sensor trained
with only 10% of the samples achieves much better performance than the one trained with the full
training data, i.e. 30% of the data. The reason for this paradoxical observation is that the on-line
adaptation is probably more effective (even despite the fact that only 25% of the data are used for
adaptation) than the intitial training process.
Soft sensor type MSE Corr. coef.
Full-scale ROSS 1.18 ∗ 10−2 0.78
Minimal training data soft sensor 6.37 ∗ 10−3 0.87
Table 6.10: Catalyst activation: Comparing the minimal training data soft sensor with the full-
scale soft sensor from Section 6.6.4
Experiment conclusion
The experiments with the minimal training data have shown that the limitation can have a negative
effect on the prediction for the early data points in the on-line phase. This issue is caused by the
small amount of the initial training data. However, all of the considered soft sensors managed to
deal with poor prediction performance for the early data points by means of on-line adaptation
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Figure 6.41: Catalyst activation: Minimal training data soft sensor predictions (detail view of the
first 200 samples)
and over comparable ranges delivered similar or better performance compared to the soft sensor
presented in Section 6.6.4, which use the full training data set.
6.7 Summary
The main contribution of this chapter is the demonstration of a practical instantiation of the ab-
stract architecture presented in the previous chapter. The implementation, i.e. the complex soft
sensing algorithm, shows that by following the structure of the architecture, a flexible, adaptive
and robust algorithm for the development of soft sensors can be constructed. The algorithm’s core
is built by the adaptive local learning discussed in Chapter 4. The extended algorithm relies ex-
clusively on established and proven machine learning principles such as cross-validation, boosting
and ensemble methods. Although very complex, the algorithm is easily manageable and provides
mechanisms that allow off-the-shelf deployment of soft sensors without any manual parameter or
model selection.
Next, soft sensors for the three process industry data sets used in Chapter 4 were developed
using the complex soft sensing algorithm. The experiments focus on aspects like the analysis of
the influence of the number of local expert on the performance of the soft sensor. Another aspect
that was analysed is the influence of the amount of feedback available for adaptation purposes. It
turned out that for two out of the three data sets a small amount of feedback, i.e. target values, is
already sufficient to maintain a stable performance level. In another set of experiments the ability
of the algorithm to develop simple and transparent soft sensors was demonstrated. These soft
sensors were a locally valid convex combination of a few linear models. Although the soft sensors
delivered sub-optimal performance, the performance level was still acceptable and similar to the
LWPR-based soft sensors. In the experiment, the ability of the algorithm to develop soft sensors
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off-the-shelf, without any manual intervention from the user, was analysed. The conclusion of this
experiment was that the algorithm is able to adapt the structure of the resulting soft sensor to the
underlying data set, i.e. modelling task. The final set of experiments paid attention to the ability of
the algorithm to develop adaptive soft sensors with a minimal amount of training data. Although
two of the soft sensors had difficulties at the beginning of the on-line phase, they managed to
improve their performance during the on-line phase by means of on-line adaptation.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Project summary
The primary target of this work was to define a concept for the development of next-generation
soft sensors. The purpose of the concept is to help to overcome the major sources of frustration
with practical implementations of soft sensors in the process industry.
In order to be able to address this problem, it was first necessary to review the current state-
of-the-art soft sensor development and application. In this work this task was approached from
two different directions. On one hand a comprehensive review of a large number of academic
articles dealing with practical implementations of soft sensors was done. On the other hand,
valuable practical information was obtained from discussions and interviews with experienced
soft sensor developers from Evonik Degussa GmbH. Both of these aspects are reflected in Chapter
2. Although there are many differences in these two view-points, one point where both agree is that
there is a large amount of process a-priori knowledge necessary to be able to develop useful soft
sensors. This knowledge has to be applied to data pre-processing, e.g. variable selection, or model
type and parameter selection, which makes this step time consuming and costly. A particularly
critical aspect that is neglected in the vast majority of publications is the soft sensor maintenance
issue. In most publications the developed soft sensor is applied only to data that covers only a
few months of the process operation, which is considered as sufficient to demonstrate that the
soft sensor performs well. However, in practical scenarios the soft sensors are required to operate
over much longer periods of time, which is often prevented by effects like process dynamics or
changing data quality. In fact, the soft sensor maintenance can be much more expensive than its
development because the model has to be re-trained or re-developed periodically. This is a very
limiting factor requiring a lot of attention from the soft sensor operator and prohibiting a wider
spread of soft sensors in the process industry. After this review, it was clear that the developed
concept has to facilitate not only quick and efficient development of soft sensors but has also to
pay at least the same attention to the automation of maintenance of the soft sensors in the form of
their self-adaptation.
The next step was the identification of useful machine learning concepts and techniques, which,
theoretically, could be useful for achieving the project goals. What became obvious at this stage
was that the work had to be embedded in the concept of algorithm independent learning. This
fact was supported by the previously discussed review, which has shown that there are many
different methods, not only for modelling but also for data pre-processing, applied to soft sensor
development. Each of these methods has its strengths and weaknesses and there is no golden
method to which this work could be restricted. One of the first concepts that turned out to be
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potentially beneficial was local learning. By applying this technique it is possible to train models,
called local experts, for different operational states of the processes. An inevitable challenge that
emerges from this concept is the switching or combining of the different local experts. In general,
this goal can be approached using ensemble methods, which is the next class of techniques and
was reviewed in Chapter 3. The effectiveness of ensemble methods is backed-up by analytic and
empirical evidence, which was another motivation to consider this concept. As it started to be
apparent that the developed concept for soft sensor development will be rather complex, another
technique that would handle its high-level aspects had to be found. In this context, meta-learning
turned out to be very useful. Meta-learning techniques can be used, for example, for extraction
and transfer of high level knowledge. All of the methods mentioned so far focus mainly on non-
adaptive, off-line predictive modelling. To close this gap to the on-line adaptation, concept drift
detection and handling was reviewed. This research topic provides the theory as well as many
practical techniques for dealing with adaptation aspects of predictive models. Another benefit is
that it is largely independent of the underlying predictive methods and can easily be combined
with the techniques like local learning and ensemble methods, i.e. it fits well into the algorithm
independent learning framework.
The local learning and ensemble methods together together with a specific concept drift han-
dling method were applied to develop an early-stage algorithm presented in Chapter 4. The goal of
the algorithm was to prove that these approaches are useful for soft sensor development and deal-
ing with the issues identified earlier in this work. The local experts applied in the algorithm were
simple models consisting of local PCA pre-processing and linear regression techniques. They
were trained on partitions of data that were segmented using a novel approach. The experimental
evaluation was done using data sets from three different processes from the industrial partner of
the project. The applied methods included apart from the novel algorithm (Local learning-based
Adaptive Soft Sensing Algorithm- LASSA) also LWPR, which is another local learning-based
technique, as well as traditional soft sensors based on ANN. The experiments have shown diffi-
culties with applying ANN to the real-life data sets. It was proven that it is not only difficult to
select correct parameters, but also that after the selection, the performance of the optimally pa-
rametetrised ANNs can still vary significantly. This is mainly due to the random initialisation and
local minima problems of the ANNs. Another important result from the experiments was the good
manageability and strong performance of the local learning-based methods. Another particularly
important feature of these algorithms was their modularity and the possibility to apply adaptation
mechanisms to the algorithm. The LASSA adaptation mechanism was based on the modification
of the combination weights of the local experts. This was shown to be effective for two of the
three data sets. However, for the third one, namely the catalyst activation, this approach was not
able to adapt the soft sensor adequately. The reason, why this method failed was because it did not
support deployment of new models (local experts) during the on-line phase and it merely adapted
the contributions of the existing local experts to the final prediction. The final conclusion of the
experiments was that the local learning approach combined with ensemble learning is very useful
for the development of adaptive soft sensors but, in order to offer a truly adaptive soft sensor, more
than this simple adaptation method had to be provided.
All of the findings and experiences with soft sensor development were projected into the ar-
chitecture for the development of soft sensing algorithms presented in Chapter 5. The machine
learning techniques discussed in Chapter 3 were arranged into a three-level hierarchical structure
where each of the levels represents a different type of information processing. The bottom level,
where the actual prediction making units operate, represents the lowest complexity but largest di-
versity level. At the next level, the predictions of the models, e.g. local experts, are combined and
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thus more complex predictors are built. Although the diversity at this level is much lower than at
the bottom level, it is still present in the form of multiple combination schemes. At the top level,
the complexity level reaches its maximum and there is no more diversity present. From this level,
the operations at the lower levels are managed. The adaptation loops of the architecture follow
its three-level structure and the implemented mechanisms can range from the adaptation of the
models at the bottom level through the adaptation of the combinations at the intermediate level to
the high-level adaptation where new combinations or local experts are deployed. The next impor-
tant aspect of the architecture is the role of expert knowledge. In practical scenarios there is often
some kind of expert knowledge about the underlying process available. In such cases it is crucial
to provide a formal mechanism for the incorporation of this knowledge into the soft sensors. At
the present stage the interface for the expert knowledge incorporation is only defined theoretically.
The final step of this work was the presentation of a complex soft sensing algorithm that was
developed by following the architecture. The core of this algorithm is the local learning algorithm
presented earlier in this work. The extensions presented in Chapter 6 aimed at increased robustness
and more effective adaptiveness of the resulting soft sensors. This is achieved by: (i) extending the
available pre-processing and modelling techniques; (ii) building several local experts per recep-
tive field; (iii) providing advanced selection and pruning of the local experts; (iv) using advanced
data management based on two-fold cross-validation; and (v) providing several adaptation mech-
anisms. In particular, there is special attention paid to the adaptation mechanisms. There is at
least one mechanism implemented at each of the hierarchy levels providing the algorithm with
the ability to follow the changes of the on-line data as well as the ability to adapt the algorithm
to the current task. The subsequent experiments focused on the following aspect of the complex
soft sensing algorithm: (i) the role of the local expert population setting and its influence on the
performance of the soft sensors; (ii) the behaviour of the algorithm with varying percentage of
target data available for adaptation; and (iii) the fulfilment of the project goals. Consequently, it
was shown that the algorithm’s adaptation mechanisms were successful in updating the models.
Another experiment demonstrated that despite the large number of input parameters the algorithm
achieved good performance even if applied off-the-shelf using its default parameter settings. The
next set of experiments demonstrated that, by exploiting the flexibility of the algorithm, it can be
used for the development of low complexity soft sensors. Although the performance of the low
complexity soft sensors was below the performance of the complex models, it was still acceptable
and in fact similar to the performance of the benchmark method (LWPR-based soft sensors). An
important aspect of the algorithm that was also experimentally evaluated was the its ability to start
with a minimal training data set. This is particularly important aspect for the practical application
of the algorithm because, if successful, it would help to avoid the costly training data collection
required by current techniques. The results were very encouraging since the models either per-
formed very well from the beginning or, in cases where the training data set was too small to train
a useful model, managed to improve their performance during the on-line phase by means of the
implemented adaptation mechanisms.
7.2 Achievement of the set goals
This section discusses the way in which the goals of this project set in Section 1.3 were approached
as well as evidence of their fulfilment.
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7.2.1 Simplified soft sensor development
The presented architecture provides a set of mechanisms that support this goal. A significant
role is in this case played by the pools of pre-processing and modelling methods (PPMP and
CLMP respectively) together with the Path Control, Path Combination Control and Meta-Level
Learning, which support the selection of suitable methods. The goal of the interactions between
these mechanisms is to train, select and maintain useful models without requiring any input from
the model developer.
In terms of the complex soft sensing algorithm presented in Chapter 6, there are several mech-
anisms that manage a large part of the soft sensor development. These include the possibility
to define parameter ranges and the provision of optimisation mechanisms that find their optimal
(within the range) values (see Section 6.4). The algorithm can also be trained using a default
parameter set-up that does not require any manual intervention from the user at all.
The above facts were evaluated in several experiments, where the soft sensors developed us-
ing the soft sensing algorithm were built with minimal manual user intervention. In particular,
the transferability experiments in Section 6.6.4, have shown that the algorithm is able to fit the
structure of the soft sensor to the underlying data. A similar effect was shown in the case of the
low complexity experiments, where three different soft sensors were also developed without any
manual parameter or model selection done by the user.
7.2.2 Prolonging the soft sensor life-time
The arrangement of different adaptation loops that fit into the three-level hierarchy of the archi-
tecture is one of the main contributions of this work. The adaptation aspects of the architecture
are discussed in detail in Section 5.4. The aim of the adaptation mechanisms, which can be im-
plemented in the loops, is to allow the soft sensors to deal with the process dynamics and the
changing environment represented by the process industry data and thus to prolong their life-time.
The soft sensing algorithm from Chapter 6 implements at least one adaptation mechanism for
each of the architecture’s adaptation loops, as shown in Section 6.5. The mechanisms range from
a low-level adaptation provided by the LWPR technique to complex deployment of new receptive
fields and local experts involving the transfer of meta knowledge.
In terms of the application of the algorithm, the adaptation aspects were targeted in the ex-
periments in Section 6.6.2. The results have shown that the soft sensors clearly benefit if there
is feedback information provided for their adaptation, which in turn demonstrates the effective-
ness of the adaptation mechanisms. Another experiment where the adaptation capability turned
out to have a positive effect on the soft sensors was in the ’minimal training data’ experiments in
Section 6.6.5, where the models improved their initially low performance by the means of on-line
adaptation.
7.2.3 Flexibility of the soft sensing algorithm
The proposed architecture is undoubtedly very complex, which can potentially lead to some issues
for the resulting soft sensors. However, it also has the advantage of providing flexibility. As
the architecture defines only a framework for the development of soft sensing algorithms, the
mechanisms implemented within its particular modules are entirely up to the designer of the soft
sensing algorithm.
The instantiation of the architecture in the form of the soft sensing algorithm presented in
Chapter 6 aims at the demonstration of the type of mechanisms that can be implemented at differ-
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ent positions of the architecture. Like the architecture, the algorithm is also rather complex with a
large number of input parameters.
The flexibility was exploited in the experiments in Section 6.6.3, which demonstrated the abil-
ity of the algorithm to build simple soft sensors in a complex environment. This was achieved
by modifying the parameters related to the complexity of the resulting soft sensors, for example
nLE,target or nLEC , and by allowing only the multiple linear regression modelling technique. The
flexibility of the algorithm allowed the development of well performing simple soft sensors, as the
algorithm managed to fit the structure of the resulting models to the underlying data.
7.2.4 Incorporation of expert knowledge
This goal has been achieved at the level of the architecture, which dedicates the Expert Knowledge
module to this aspect. It also defines the connections, i.e. interfaces, to the other modules as shown
in Figure 5.5. Using these interfaces, the expert knowledge can be used to intervene at any given
part of the architecture.
In the case of the experiments presented in this work, the expert knowledge was implemented
into the models in an ad-hoc way by manually pre-processing the data as described in Appendices
B.1-B.3.
The practical implementation of the Expert Knowledge module providing user interaction pos-
sibilities with the soft sensing algorithm will be the subject of further research resulting from this
work.
7.3 Main findings and contributions
The main contributions of this work are:
• Comprehensive review of data-driven soft sensors:
This work provides a rigorous review of the current state of data-driven soft sensor develop-
ment and maintenance. The review lists a large number of practically applied soft sensors. It
presents not only current trends in soft sensing but also the most significant issues that pre-
vail in this research discipline. It was found that many issues can be traced back to the data
upon which the soft sensors are built. The current practice for dealing with these issues is
to collect and apply as much process knowledge as possible. However, this practice is very
costly, which in turn obstructs larger proliferation of soft sensors in the process industry.
The review was published in a separate article in [96].
• Review of machine learning concepts used in this work:
This review focuses on the machine learning concepts that support achieving the goals of
this work. In particular, the reviewed concepts and techniques are: (i) ensemble methods;
(ii) local learning; (iii) meta-learning; (iv) concept drift detection and handling; and (v)
predictive methods for data-driven soft sensing. The interesting result is that the different
concepts are more interlinked than it may initially appear. For example, ensemble meth-
ods can be found as a particular solution in local learning, meta-learning and concept drift
detection and handling.
• Random Topology Gating Artificial Neural Network (RTGANN) and Learnt Topology Gat-
ing Artificial Neural Network (LTGANN):
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These two meta-learning algorithms were developed during the early stages of this project
and presented in [92] and [93], respectively. Both of the algorithms experiment with the
application of ensembles of neural networks to process industry data. Within the algorithm,
the combinations of the outputs are performed by gating networks that weight the predic-
tions of the base networks according to their estimated prediction accuracy. In the case of
LTGANN, the algorithm additionally learns the optimal topology of the networks added to
the ensemble. The results have shown that in both cases, the prediction performance was
improving with increasing number of ensemble members until it converged at a stable level
that outperformed the benchmark models.
• Novel Local learning-based Adaptive Soft Sensing Algorithm (LASSA):
This algorithm is conceptually related to Locally Weighted Projection Regression (LWPR)
[177]. The major distinguishing aspects of LASSA are: (i) the data partitioning, i.e. recep-
tive field building, algorithm; (ii) application of PCA- rather than PLS-based projection to
low dimensional spaces; (iii) application of Parzen windows rather than Gaussian function
for the receptive field descriptors. A particular benefit of the algorithm is its modular and
open structure, which was exploited during the later stage of the project.
• Empirical evidence of the effectiveness of local learning techniques for soft sensor develop-
ment and maintenance:
As part of this work, local learning based algorithms were applied to soft sensing. By ap-
plying the algorithms to three real-life predictive modelling tasks from the process industry,
their effectiveness was demonstrated in terms of the application of the these methods to
three industrial data sets. The algorithms achieved strong prediction performance, were
easily manageable in terms of their parameter selection and incorporated adaptation mech-
anisms that allowed to prolong the life-time of the resulting soft sensors. This evidence can
also be found in two published conference papers [91, 94].
• Architecture for the development of robust and adaptive soft sensors:
The architecture defines a framework for the development of robust and adaptive algorithms.
In particular it was developed with focus on the construction of adaptive soft sensing algo-
rithms. The architecture unifies the machine learning concepts like local learning, ensemble
methods, meta-learning, etc. into a complex structure. The robustness of the resulting al-
gorithms is achieved by providing a highly dynamic environment where predictive models
and their combinations can be launched, adapted and deleted dependent on their perfor-
mance, diversity, etc. The adaptive behaviour is supported by the definition of multiple
adaptation loops that can accommodate different adaptation mechanisms. Another unique
characteristic of the architecture is the definition of interaction channels, which can be used
by the model developer/operator to implement expert knowledge into the models as well as
manually intervene in the operation of the models.
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• Robust and adaptive On-line Soft Sensing algorithm (ROSS):
This is a complex adaptive algorithm that was developed in the framework defined by the
architecture. The algorithms consists of advanced data management attempting an effective
exploitation of the data during the training as well as the on-line phase. It also features
autonomous selection mechanisms for the data pre-processing and predictive modelling
techniques, which are selected from pools of available methods. The algorithm also accom-
modates five different adaptation mechanisms acting at different levels of the architecture’s
hierarchy and effectively extending the life-time of the models. The algorithm is evaluated
by its application to the three industrial data sets. The architecture together with the ROSS
were published in [95].
7.4 Further research topics
One of the most significant characteristics of the proposed architecture is its modular structure.
The possibilities of the architecture are so large that many aspects could not be targeted due to the
time constraints of this project. Many of the untouched aspects are planned to be targeted during
further research activities, which are at the moment supported by both the industrial partner as
well as the academic side of the project.
The following list provides a brief discussion of the most important research topics around the
architecture:
• Pre-processing and predictive techniques: This research should deal with the identification
and development of new pre-processing and predictive techniques supporting soft sensing
or any other application of the architecture.
• Further adaptation mechanisms: The conceptualisation of the different levels of adaptation
mechanisms is one of the strengths of the proposed architecture. Although the implementa-
tion in this work shows examples of adaptation strategies at different levels of the architec-
ture, there can be many more strategies implemented.
• Data management strategies: Effective data management within the architecture is im-
portant for the maximal exploitation of the data, which is often available in very limited
amounts. The proposed complex soft sensing algorithm shows a possible way for the han-
dling of the available data mainly based on two-fold cross-validation and boosting-like sam-
pling of the data. The optimisation of data management during the off-line and on-line
phases and the development and implementation of advanced data handling techniques in
the context of the architecture will be subject of further studies.
• Mechanisms for management of the local experts and their combinations: Another impor-
tant aspect of the architecture is the management of the population of models, e.g. local
experts, and their combinations. In the presented implementation, these mechanisms are
based on the competitive, diversity and collaborative selections. Although these mecha-
nisms have been shown to be successful in the context of the studied soft sensors, more
sophisticated mechanisms for balancing the diversity and performance of the local experts
can be accommodated.
• Predictions post-processing: In some applications the post-processing of the predictions
appears to be as important for the model performance as the data pre-processing. Within
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the architecture, the post processing can be implemented as part of the Global Evaluation
module.
• Model transparency: One of the most important aspects of industrial applications of pre-
dictive modelling is the transparency of the models and of the decision making inside the
models. In order to maximise the acceptance of soft sensors among the industrial practi-
tioners, it is necessary to equip the models with the ability to demonstrate how it derives
the predictions and other important decisions. This aspect is especially required for the
troubleshooting of the models in cases when the model fails. In terms of the architecture,
the transparency can be particularly challenging due to its complexity and therefore the re-
search should focus on a meaningful, possibly high-level, explanation of the operation of
the models. Offering a solution for this problem could help to achieve higher acceptance of
soft sensors in the process industry.
• Optimisation and management of computational resources for time critical applications: In
the case of soft sensors application, the time needed for prediction and adaptation of the
models is not critical because the time intervals between the provided data samples are long
enough to fulfil these tasks. For this reason, the management of computational resources
related to prediction and adaptation time has not been dealt with. However, in other practical
scenarios where these aspects may play a critical role, there will be mechanisms for real-
time operation necessary.
• Treatment of the architecture as a complex system: The architecture can be treated as a
multi-level complex system that allows the application of results from complexity science
research. Complexity science can offer mechanisms for dealing with cross-level aspects of
the architecture. This involves, for example, the study of the influence of changes made
at the lower levels of the platform on the performance level of the whole model. Another
topic that can be researched is the inter- and intra-level interaction of the components and
the influence of the interaction on the dynamic behaviour of the platform. Another topic
that can be dealt with is the study of the dynamics of adaptation (from very fast to very
slow) of the individual methods and their influence on the combined predictors adaptation
and stability aspects resulting from the adaptation.
• Dealing with the incorporation of expert knowledge: For practical applications, expert
knowledge incorporation may be necessary.
• Application to batch-type processes: Batch processing plants briefly discussed in Section
2.2.2 have some specific features that differentiate them from the continuous processes han-
dled. The main difference is the definite, often rather short, operation of the process and the
batch to batch variations. In order to be able to deal with these challenges, modification of
the way the data is treated is required.
• Applications to other industrial problems: The demand for predictive modelling is larger
than ever. There are many industries where large amounts of data are being collected. At
the same time there are a lack of approaches that can support full exploitation of the latent
potential of the data.
• Professional implementation: In order to make the concept and the resulting soft sensing
algorithm applicable in the industry, it requires a professional implementation. At the mo-
ment, the implementation is an experimental prototype implemented in Matlab. The proto-
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type served well as proof of concept presented in Chapter 6, but for a real-life application
it requires re-design and re-development in an industrially relevant programming environ-
ment. Apart from the coding, there is also a need for research of suitable software engi-
neering concepts that are suitable for the implementation of the architecture. This includes
the definitions of interfaces between the modules, i.e. for the data, control, evaluation and
pooling connections, as well as the definition of the objects like computational path, path
combination, evaluation object, etc. In particular, the chosen approach should support the
development of the open and modular structure of the architecture.
Appendix A
Lists of soft sensor applications
A.1 On-line prediction applications
Linear regression models are the most straightforward way of modelling the target values. In this
case, the modelled variable is a linear combination of the input variables.
A soft sensor for the modelling of the particle size in a grinding plant was published in [22].
The developed soft sensor is an ARMAX-type stepwise regression model. The input for the model
are systematically selected based on the correlation between the analysed input feature and the
output, including delayed versions of the input variables. The authors present a set of models
using different types of input including combined inputs based on the process (phenomenological)
knowledge about the process. The best performance is achieved by a model combining historical
data and physically significant combinations of the input variables, i.e. a grey-box model.
Locally Weighted Regression (LWR) together with non-linearity handling pre-processing are
applied in [134]. As the process data are non-linear, the authors propose to use models with a
limited field of influence (local models). The advantage of these kind of models is that one can
use less complex linear models to deal with the problem. The performance of the proposed soft
sensor is compared to other common modelling approaches like ANN in terms of two industrial
data sets (toluene composition in a splitter column and diesel temperature estimation in a crude
oil column). The results show that the LWR-based method provides comparable or better results
when compared to the other modelling techniques.
As an output of this work a local learning-based soft sensor was published in [91]. This soft
sensor is based on a combination of locally valid models. These local models are combinations
of ten Multiple Linear Regression (MLR) models. The receptive fields are modelled using the
Parzen window technique. Based on an application of the soft sensor to an industrial thermal
oxidiser process, the model shows much better performance than a traditional MLP-based soft
sensor. Furthermore, the presented approach provides several possibilities for adaptation of the
soft sensor, which leads to further performance improvement.
Another typical modelling approach used for these problems is the application of Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP), which is one of the most popular Artificial Neural Network (ANN) models
used for function approximation.
Thorough analysis of the application of MLPs for soft sensor building has been presented in
[144]. This work discusses a lot of practical issues of the application of neural networks for soft
sensor modelling. A particular focus is put on the necessary pre-processing steps like the handling
of missing values and outliers. Focusing on the identified issues, there is also a modification of the
error measure of the back-propagation algorithm (i.e using Manhattan distance instead of mean
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squared error) proposed. Furthermore, the MLP-based soft sensor is compared to an NNPLS
model. Based on a case study dealing with a batch refinery process, it is shown that the NNPLS
outperforms the MLP due to better generalisation performance and more effective dealing with
data co-linearity.
In [90], an MLP is compared to model-driven approaches based on First Principle Model
(FPM), adaptive observer technique and extended Kalman Filter (eKF) models, which are com-
mon approaches to model-driven soft sensor building. The disadvantages of FPM and eKF are the
complexity of the development and amount of process knowledge that has to be available for the
model development. On the other hand, the applicability of the MLP for solving on-line estimation
of fermentation batch processes is limited due to the changing dynamics of the particular batch
runs. The authors therefore suggest a hybrid solution where the process dynamics is described by
a model-driven model and the MLP black-box approach is used to model only parts of the model,
like the growth rate of bioprocesses.
A grey-box soft sensor that delivers necessary control information for self-tuning adaptive
controller of a fermentation process was presented in [127]. The soft sensor is an MLP, which is
trained using simulated data based on a phenomenological model of an ethanol production plant.
After training, the model is validated using industrial process data. The soft sensor is successfully
implemented into the control loop of the process controller.
An extensive discussion of application aspects of MLP to steel industry data modelling was
published in [147]. They provide a detailed procedure including data pre-processing, model se-
lection, etc., for the application of MLP to the modelling of metal quality in a blast furnace. Also
presented is an expert system for the control of silica content. In a real-life application, the in-
stallation of the soft sensor and the expert system leads to significant improvement of the steel
production.
An application of MLP for sugar quality estimation was published in [40]. The problem ap-
proached in this work is the modelling of the massecuite electrical conductivity, which is an impor-
tant value for the control loop controlling the sugar production process. The eight input features
of the model were selected manually using process knowledge about the process. The results
achieved by the MLP were good enough to take the soft sensor into real-life operation.
A complex soft sensor based on MLP was developed and published in [56]. The soft sensor
models butane and stabilised gasoline concentrations of a distillation column. The model is a
cascaded 3-level neural network. Apart from the input variables, which are measurements within
the column, the model uses delayed versions of the input variables. The model gives satisfactory
results for the on-line prediction of the concentrations.
The performance of two ANN variants, namely the MLP and the Radial Basis Function Net-
work (RBFN), are compared to a Support Vector Regression (SVR) model in [39]. The data sets
for the comparison are two simulated batch bioprocesses. It is clearly shown that the performance
of the SVR soft sensor is superior in comparison to the other two methods. The authors also pro-
vide a theoretical explanation of the performance benefits. The ability to locate global minima of
the presented problems and the interpretability of the learnt knowledge in terms of the training
data (support vectors) are stated as advantages of the proposed SVR soft sensor.
Another performance comparison between MLP and RBFN was published in [85]. In this
work, these two model types are also compared to a grey-box model based on a first principle
model and either an MLP or an RBFN. The performance was tested in terms of a biomass con-
centration prediction in a biochemical batch process. The hybrid model is described as the best
performing one. However, the performance gain comes at the cost of process knowledge that has
to be input into the model.
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In [185], an RBFN-based soft sensor for the modelling of a membrane separation process was
developed. The Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) soft sensor predicts some critical process
performance values (like gas concentrations). The aim of the soft sensor is to deliver additional
on-line information for process control.
An ensemble approach for soft sensor development based on MLPs was published in [93] (also
a publication resulting from this work). In this work the problem of optimal network complexity
selection was approached in the context of ensemble methods. The optimal MLP topology was
established by training several models with different complexities and assessing their relative per-
formance. In such a way, performance distributions across the different parameter values were
calculated. The final ensemble is built by weighting the contributions of ensemble members by
their estimated generalisation performance. This soft sensor was applied to an industrial drier
process.
An application of Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) to the modelling of the degree-of-cure,
which is an important quality indicator in an epoxy/graphite fibre composites production process,
was published in [166]. The soft sensor is a grey-box model, making partial use of process infor-
mation about the process. The soft sensor was parametrised, trained and evaluated using simulated
process data and, after some minor tuning, it was tested using real process data and target values
obtained from off-line laboratory measurements. The authors were satisfied with the performance
of the soft sensor and deployed it in the real-life process environment.
An RNN was also applied to the prediction of biomass concentration in [28]. RNN was applied
in this work due to its theoretical ability to capture dynamic effects underlying the data. Although
the RNN model performance is not compared to any other model type, the authors conclude that
recurrent artificial neural networks are capable of achieving a satisfactory prediction performance.
Another RNN application to the prediction of the melt-flow-length for filling of molds in the
injection molding process was presented in [29]. The authors decided to use the recursive version
of ANN because of its capability to store temporal patterns, which is of advantage in the modelled
process. The developed soft sensor provides accurate results of the melt-flow-length prediction.
Focused on soft sensing in a dynamic environment, the authors discuss the application of a
multi-step predictor and decide to use an RNN for its implementation in [202]. They are using
an Inner Recurrent Neural Network, where only the hidden layer has recursive connections. The
usefulness of the algorithm is demonstrated based on three dynamic simulated processes.
The authors of [53] propose a grey-box technique for the implementation of process knowledge
in a data-driven model. They focus on ANN, which provides the possibility to deploy nodes (neu-
rons) that represent the process knowledge, e.g. single differential equations, etc. The nodes are
abstract signal processing units transforming the input information to their output using arbitrary,
but differentiable, equations. The authors apply the proposed ANN to the estimation of diacetyl
in a biochemical process.
Another method commonly applied to soft sensing is the PCA/PLS-based regression.
A self-validating soft sensor is presented in [146]. The input data is validated using a PCA-
based approach for fault detection published in [50]. In the case of a detected failure, the sensor
can be reconstructed using the correlation structure of the affected input measurement to the other
input space variables. After this pre-processing step, which on one hand removes the co-linearity
of the input data and on the other hand provides the ability for the reconstruction of sensor faults,
a soft sensor using traditional modelling techniques is built. This soft sensor is successfully eval-
uated on a real-life problem dealing with air emission monitoring process data.
Dayal and MacGregor proposed a novel recursive version of the least squares algorithm based
on the Exponentially Weighted PLS (EWPLS) [37]. The authors use an adaptive approach for the
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time window length calculation. Within the time window, the samples are exponentially weighted
dependent on their age. The model is successfully applied to two processes: a simulated continu-
ous stirred tank reactor and an industrial flotation circuit.
Another recursive version of the PLS algorithm is devised in [145]. In this work the recursive
PLS algorithm is extended to a version that works block-wise and is thus suitable for adaptive
modelling. The algorithm is combined with the two common techniques for adaptive modelling,
namely with the moving window and the forgetting factor approaches. The performance of the
proposed algorithms is demonstrated by applying it to octane number modelling in a refinery
process.
Application aspects of the PCA and PLS to the modelling of batch processes are dealt with
in [204]. In the cited work, there is a set of PLS regression models using different regressors
developed and evaluated. The data set used for the evaluation is a simulated distillation column.
The PCA algorithm is used for the identification and discarding of erroneous process states. Due
to the non-linearity of the process, the best prediction results are achieved using the multi-way
PLS.
In [118], in addition to a systematic procedure for PCA-based soft sensor development, two
case studies applying the proposed method to process industry problems, namely a free lime pre-
diction and NOx prediction in a cement kiln, are presented. Within the proposed development
procedure, firstly missing values are handled using an heuristic approach. This is followed by
outlier detection using an univariate Hampel identifier and multivariate robust statistics, like the
Q-Statistics and the Hotelling’s T 2. After the data pre-processing, a PLS-based regression model
performing a one-step-ahead prediction is derived.
In accordance to increasing popularity of SVMs in the machine learning community, there are
also some recent applications of this technique to soft sensing.
A soft sensor based on SVR, or more accurately on Least Squares Support Vector Machines
(LSSVM) is presented in [200]. The authors define an iterative procedure which, apart from
involving the LS-SVM model, uses the Bayesian evidence framework for the optimal selection of
the LSSVM model parameters. The model is successfully applied to the estimation of the freezing
point of light diesel oil in a Fluid Catalytic Cracking (FCC) unit.
In [54], there is also an LS-SVM model applied to a process industry problem. The LS-SVM is
chosen due to evidence for better generalisation properties when compared to an RBFN-based soft
sensor. Indeed, the LSSVM outperforms the RBFN in the case study dealing with the prediction of
gasoline absorption rate in a Fluid Catalytic Cracking unit. The LSSVM model is also described
as being less dependent on the size of the training data set, providing stronger learning ability.
Another very popular and successful family of approaches applied to soft sensing are neuro-
fuzzy models combining the advantages of ANNs, most commonly the multi-layer perceptrons,
and Fuzzy Inference Systems (FIS).
A Neuro-Fuzzy System (NFS) model was developed and published by Wang and Rong in
[190]. The presented NFS is trained using a two-step approach consisting of a clustering and a
back-propagation algorithm. One of its advantages is that the connectionist structure is determined
automatically. The proposed approach is applied to the modelling of a distillation column, more
specifically, to the propylene purity modelling at the output of the column.
An example of this type of soft sensor is an ANFIS-based soft sensor applied to rubber viscosity
prediction in [129]. Because there is no automated way to measure rubber viscosity, which is an
important quality indicator, a soft sensor is necessary to deliver the data. In the publication, it is
claimed that the accuracy of the soft sensor meets the requirements for its implementation in the
process control loop.
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Another ANFIS-based soft sensor was presented in [192]. In this work the data is pre-processed
using PCA transformation, which on one hand helps to deal with the co-linearity of the data and
on the other hand limits the size of the input space of the ANFIS model, which in turn reduces
the complexity of the model significantly. The presented methodology is applied to the prediction
of a polymeric-coated substrate anchorage, which is an important quality measure of the process
product.
A neuro-fuzzy soft sensor based on rough set theory and optimized by a genetic algorithm is
discussed in [121]. The rough set theory is used to obtain a reduced set of rules, which are then
implemented in the form of an MLP. The genetic algorithm is used to get an optimal discretisation
of the input variables. The performance of the algorithm is demonstrated in a refinery case study,
namely on the prediction of freezing point of the light diesel fuel in a Fluid Catalytic Cracking
unit.
Neuro-fuzzy FasArt and FasBack were applied in [4] for the modelling and control of a peni-
cillin production batch process. A soft sensor for the prediction of the biomass, viscosity and
penicillin production delivers the necessary information for the control mechanisms of the Fas-
Back adaptive controller. The holistic control model is trained and evaluated using simulated
process data. The trained model is then able to deliver satisfactory results for the real process
control.
In [122] an extended Takagi-Sugeno (exTS) model has been applied to the prediction of the
quality of crude oil distillation in a refinery process. The advantages of applying an evolving
neuro-fuzzy model to this problem is reported to be the ability of the model to deal with non-
linear problems and dealing with a large number of features. The presented model has the ability
to evolve its rule base together with the dynamics of the process, which is an advantage of evolving
neuro-fuzzy methods, distinguishing the NFS from other models.
Apart from the combination of ANN and Fuzzy Inference System (FIS), there is a large number
of other hybrid models that are a combination of two or more computational learning techniques.
Qin’s work published in [144] has already been mentioned. One of the contributions of this
work is the definition of the Neural Network Partial Least Squares (NNPLS) algorithm, which
is a hybrid system combining the PLS algorithm with an MLP. This algorithm makes use of the
capabilities of the MLP to map the input variables non-linearly onto the latent variables of the
PLS. The discussed hybrid algorithm is also applied to a refinery process.
Another application of NNPLS to soft sensing was presented in [43], where the NNPLS and
the non-linear Principal Component Analysis (NLPCA) algorithms were applied to the prediction
of emissions of NOx gas in exhaust streams. In this case, the input data is pre-processed by
mapping it on principal components space using the NLPCA algorithm. After the pre-processing,
the actual model, an NNPLS technique, predicts the target values. The application shows that the
model outperforms a linear model and also demonstrates an immunity with regards to missing
values.
A hybrid system consisting of Particle Swarm Optimisation, which is used for the training of
an MLP, was presented in [116]. In this work the PSO algorithm is combined with the Alopex
algorithm (see [170]) to avoid local minima to which the PSO is prone. The proposed algorithm
is applied to an ethylene distillation column data set.
Another hybrid approach to soft sensor modelling has been developed by Kordon et al. [107,
108, 109, 110]. In this case, the hybridisation is done on a lower level. The involved methods
perform pre-processing of the data for the succeeding modelling steps. The methodology for the
inferential sensor building consists of three different steps. The first step is the analysis of the data
by an analytical neural network [108]. The aim of this step is to perform feature selection on the
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input data and to deal with time delays between the selected features. In the next step, the data is
processed using SVM. The outlier detection is done during this step. In the third step the actual
soft sensor is built. This is performed by applying a Genetic Programming (GP) algorithm. The
GP algorithm selects a function from a pool of available functions and trains it to model the output
variable using the pre-processed input data. The soft sensor is a set of analytical functions that
map the input space to the target variable space. The proposed approach was applied to several
real-life problems, e.g. the interface level estimation in an organic process in [97].
The work of Chen et al. [27] was already mentioned. The soft sensor presented in this work
is a grey-box model of a model-driven first principle model and a data-driven RBFN is used to
model the non-linear reaction rates. This model is then incorporated into the mass-balance model
of a stirred-tank bioreactor. The performance of the proposed hybrid soft sensor is illustrated on
an experimental case-study dealing with single microbial population.
A non-traditional approach to soft sensing is presented in [148]. There is an Intelligent soft
sensor presented in this publication. It is a large system consisting of a symbolic rule-based part,
numerical part and a graphical part. This allows the integration of quantitative as well as qualitative
knowledge into the model. The three parts are merged by a meta-system. The system is developed
for a batch digester quality control support of a sulphite pulping system.
Gonzalez et al. discuss the performance of an ARMAX stepwise regression, Takagi and
Sugeno, fuzzy combinational, PLS, wavelet-based and MLP models in [72]. All these models
are applied to a rougher flotation bank modelling. The model input are both the process mea-
surements and the combined features. The combined features are built using process knowledge
and represent meaningful process descriptors. Apart from this contribution, a novel two-level ap-
proach for outlier detection combining PCA capabilities and Scheffe´’s test is provided. After the
application to the modelling of copper concentration grade, the authors conclude that the dynamic
PLS as well as the MLP and wavelet-based models are providing best performance.
A.2 Process monitoring and fault detection applications
Nomikos and MacGregor published a pioneering work on the application of PCA-based tech-
niques for batch and semi-batch process monitoring in [132]. In this work they provide a thorough
analysis of the applicability of Statistical Process Control (SPC) charts to the batch process on-
line monitoring. The monitoring of new batches is based on the comparison of their PCA-space
representation to reference curves. The reference curves are based on a set of past good processes.
Based on the reference batches, there is also a possibility to calculate the control limits. In the
case of the violation of these limits an alarm is raised and an analysis of the process fault can be
done. The presented technique is evaluated on an industrial polymerisation batch process.
Dealing with the application aspects of the PCA and related methods to the process industry
problems is [117]. The focus is put on the development of a Recursive PCA (RPCA) approach
targeting adaptive process monitoring. Within this framework it has also been shown that the
method can deal with outliers, missing values and delayed measurements. The authors presented
an effective approach for the update of the correlation matrices as well as two algorithms for
the incremental update of the PCA base using the old PCA structure. Additionally, a review of
the most common techniques for the selection of the number of principal components is also
presented. Based on the review, a new technique for recursive selection of the number of principal
components is shown. For the purpose of the adaptive process monitoring, it is necessary to update
the confidence limits of the model with the new incoming data, therefore the authors also define
a monitoring scheme, which detects and handles data outliers, missing values and process faults
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before updating the model. Finally, the proposed monitoring scheme is applied to a rapid thermal
annealing process monitoring.
The Model-Based PCA (MBPCA) method is applied to the fault detection of an ethylene com-
pressor in [151]. The detection system is based on a first principle model of the process, which
makes the method applicable only to this specific process.
A process monitoring soft sensor using an adaptive version of the PCA (Fast Moving Window
PCA-FMWPCA) was published in [188]. The adaptivity of the model is achieved by updating
the data structures necessary for the PCA calculation using a novel moving window technique.
This technique updates the PCA base (i.e. removes the oldest data sample and adds the new,
current, one) in a single step, which makes this technique computationally efficient. Additionally,
an N-step-ahead process monitoring approach is presented, which increases the immunity towards
faulty data. The effectiveness of the described algorithm is demonstrated using a simulated Fluid
Catalytic Cracking unit process.
In [3], an application of PCA and PLS to batch process monitoring is presented. The proposed
procedure is split into two steps, the first is applying the PCA to manually explore the data space
and to identify reference or good batches, which are used in the second stage to develop the PLS
model. Having a PLS model of this reference batch, one can compare the new incoming process
data (test data) to this model. If there is a deviation between the new data and the reference
model data, an analysis of the PLS scores provides information about the variable(s) causing the
deviation. The authors are also planning to develop a database of typical process faults and to use
an expert system for automatic process fault identification.
The applicability of the PLS, namely the Multi-way PLS (MPLS) algorithm to modelling of
batch process quality variables as well as process monitoring and control was presented in [205].
The studied process is a simulated penicillin production fermentation batch process. The quality
variable prediction is done using a standard PLS regression model. The process monitoring is
carried out using the SPE and T 2-statistics of the model.
An alternative approach to process monitoring and process fault detection is discussed in [78].
The presented method is a three-step approach to process monitoring. The first step is called Pre-
analysis and at this stage a number of clusters in the process data are manually estimated using
2D and 3D PCA-score plots. Using the estimated number of clusters, the data is partitioned by the
k-means algorithm. In the second step, the data are visualised after transforming them using the
Fisher Discriminant Analysis (FDA). The authors prefer to use the FDA instead of the PCA due to
the discrimination abilities of the FDA. Within this step, the normal and faulty process states are
annotated. The final step is then the calculation of the fault directions for the separate fault classes
using the pairwise FDA. The calculated fault direction provides information about the source of
the particular process fault. The algorithm is applied to a simulated as well as to an industrial
process.
The identification of batch process end points is dealt with in [125]. The applied technique is
the MPLS. The devised technique proves to be very effective and can thus be implemented for the
real-time batch process monitoring.
A set of practical applications of process monitoring and quality prediction using a Self Or-
ganizing Map (SOM) was published in [2]. In this work, SOMs have been found useful for the
monitoring of a continuous pulp digester. Before feeding the data into the SOM model, they have
been manually pre-processed using process knowledge. Another application presented in the work
is the quality prediction of steel production based on the concentration of the input elements and
some process parameters. The last application of SOMs presented in the work is the analysis of
the data from paper and pulp industry.
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A complex soft sensor for process fault detection and identification has been presented in [201].
The soft sensor is based on an MLP and is applied to the detection of three typical faults in an FCC
reactor. The MLP is fed with input from different sources. One source of input is a model-driven
soft sensor. This sensor predicts the catalyst circulation rate based on the energy balance equation
within the FCC reactor. The output of the soft sensor is then mapped to trends of the catalyst
circulation rate, e.g. stable, increasing, etc. The trends are then provided to the MLP. The other
inputs to the MLP are trends of directly measurable process variables like the reactor temperature,
reactor feed flow rate, etc., which are determined using the wavelet transformation. The developed
approach works well for the given process but because of the involvement of the process specific
FPM, it is not applicable to any other processes.
In a recent publication [100], a complex soft sensor for the detection and isolation of process
faults is devised, which is based on PCA, RBFN and SOM. The soft sensor is developed in the
framework of an ethylene cracking process. The authors demonstrate improved accuracy of the
system after including calculated variables, which are built using process knowledge. The final
soft sensor achieves high performance and is included into the model predictive control of the
process.
A.3 Sensor fault detection and reconstruction applications
Process and sensor faults are detected and handled using the PCA in [51] and [52]. The faults are
detected in the PCA residual space. This has the advantage that one can, on one hand, identify
the sensor or process faults effectively and on the other hand, by projecting the fault state to the
original space one can also find which particular sensor or set of sensors are responsible for the
fault. By manipulating the PCA residual space one can also achieve a reconstruction of the fault.
The work also defines conditions of the fault detectability, identifiability and reconstructability.
For the task of process fault detection there is a need for the description of the fault direction,
which requires the input of process knowledge to the soft sensor. For the sensor fault detection
there is no need for such a knowledge. The proposed approach is again evaluated in terms of an
industrial boiler continuous process.
In [114], the previous approach was extended to dynamic processes. The extension to dynamic
processes is achieved by using the Time-Lagged PCA (TLPCA) instead of the traditional static
PCA method. Although there is a need to remove low auto- and cross-correlated variables from
the data set, the presented method is claimed to be suitable for highly dynamic processes, which
is demonstrated on one simulated and one industrial data set.
Another PCA-based sensor fault detection and diagnosis soft sensor was published in [186].
The soft sensor uses the Q-statistics to detect faults and the sensors responsible for them. The
underlining process is a centrifugal chiller system. The same authors published another fault
detection soft sensor in [187], this time monitoring an Air Handling Unit (AHU). In order to deal
with the non-linearity of the process the model is split into two separate models. Additionally,
the model is extended using a simple expert system, which handles the signals from the two PCA
sub-models.
Appendix B
Data sets
This appendix provides details of the used data set. All of the data sets were kindly provided by
Evonik Degussa GmbH and consist of real measurement from Evonik’s chemical processes. Due
to confidentiality reasons, the displayed variables are anonymised, i.e. mapped to the range [0, 1]
and no further details than those provided in the following description can be presented.
B.1 Industrial drier
The target values of this data set are laboratory measurements of residual humidity of the process
product. The measurement of the target values is done manually in laboratories. Due to the high
cost of the measurements it is done only every four hours. The data set consists of 19 input vari-
ables, most of them being temperatures, pressures and humidities measured within the processing
plant. The data set consists of 1219 data samples covering almost seven months of the operation
of the process. It consists of raw unprocessed data as it was recorded by the process information
and measurement system. As a result of this, many of the input variables present common issues
of industrial data like measurement noise, missing value or data outliers.
Figure B.1 shows the target variable (Figure B.1i) and the 19 input variables (Figures B.1ii-
B.1xx) of the data set. For this data, there was no manual data pre-processing done.
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Figure B.1: Industrial drier data set
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B.2 Thermal oxidiser
This process industry data set deals with the prediction of exhaust gas concentration of an indus-
trial process. The task is to predict the concentrations of NOx in the exhaust gases. The data
set consists of 39 input features (i.e. hard sensor measurements). The input features are physical
values like concentrations, flows, pressures and temperatures measured during the operation of the
plant. The data set consists of 2053 samples.
The only manual pre-processing done for this data set is the manual removal of variables 1, 2,
4, 39, which correspond either to the time stamps (variable 1) or to variable severely affected by
missing values. This type of pre-processing belongs to the Stage 1: Manual data pre-processing
in Figure 4.3.
The target variable of this data set is shown in Figure B.2i and the input variables are shown in
Figures B.2ii-B.2xl.
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Figure B.2: Thermal oxidiser data set
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B.3 Catalyst activation
This data set was used for the NiSIS 2006 competition1. However, for the competition the data
were handled in a way that is not compatible to the data handling in this work and thus the results
cannot be compared.
The reactor to be modelled consists of some 1000 tubes filled with catalyst, used to oxidize a
gaseous feed (ethane is taken as example). It is cooled with a coolant supposed to be at constant
temperature. The description of the reaction speed is taken from literature and depends strongly
non-linearly from temperature. Its exothermal reaction is counteracted by the cooling and leads
to a temperature maximum somewhere along the length of the tube. As the catalyst decays, this
becomes less pronounced and moves further downstream. The catalyst activity usually decays
within some time to zero, a year is taken as example here. The process to be modelled takes input
from other, larger processes, so that the feed will vary over the days. The operating personal reacts
to this by choosing appropriate operating conditions. The catalyst decay is however much slower
than these effects. The process is equipped with measurements to log all the variations of the feed
and the operating conditions. In addition, there are measurements showing some concentrations,
flows and a lot of temperatures along the length of a characteristic tube to identify the processes
state. The reactor and the product are shown in Figure B.3
Figure B.3: The reactor and product related to the catalyst activation data
The task was to predict the activity of a catalyst in a multi-tube reactor. The input data are
14 sensor measurements like flows, concentrations and temperatures, from a real process together
with one variable with the timestamps of the measurements. The target variable is the simulated
activity of the catalyst inside the reactor. The data set covers one year of operation of the process
plant. Many of the variables show high co-linearity of the features and high amount of outliers,
which can be found in as many as 80% of the variables.
Table B.1 describes the physical values represented by the variables in this data set.
1http://www.nisis.risk-technologies.com/filedown.aspx?file=125
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1. variable time
2. variable measured flow of air
3. variable measured flow of combustible gas
4. variable measured concentration of combustible component
in the combustible gass
5. variable total feed temperature
6. variable cooling temperature
7. variable Temperature at length 1/20 of reactor length
8. variable Temperature at length 2/20 of reactor length
9. variable Temperature at length 4/20 of reactor length
10. variable Temperature at length 7/20 of reactor length
11. variable Temperature at length 11/20 of reactor length
12. variable Temperature at length 16/20 of reactor length
13. variable Temperature at length 20/20 of reactor length
14. variable Product concentration of oxygen
15. variable Product concentration of combustible component
Table B.1: The measurements in the catalyst activation data set
In order to increase the feasibility of the data for the computational processing, the data were
down sampled and only every 10th date point was used for the historical and on-line data. Ad-
ditionally, the samples without any target value (see Figure B.4i) were also skipped as for these
values the prediction error cannot be calculated.
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
(i) Target variable
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
(ii) 1. input variable
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
(iii) 2. input variable
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
(iv) 3. input variable
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
(v) 4. input variable
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
(vi) 5. input variable
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0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
(vii) 6. input variable
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
(viii) 7. input variable
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
(ix) 8. input variable
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
(x) 9. input variable
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
(xi) 10. input variable
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
(xii) 11. input variable
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
(xiii) 12. input variable
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
(xiv) 13. input variable
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
(xv) 14. input variable
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000 8000
(xvi) 15. input variable
Figure B.3: Catalyst activation data set
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